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Firs icial District Court - Kootenai County 
ROA Report 
User: MITCHELL Date: 1/14/2015 
Time: 02:38 PM 
Page 1 of 7 Case: CV-2014-0004713 Current Judge: John T. Mitchell 
Robert Wolford vs. Shawn Montee, etal. 
Robert Wolford vs. Shawn Montee, Heather Montee, Shawn Montee Inc, ABCO Wood Recycling LLC 
Date Code User Judge 
6/11/2014 NGOC MCCOY New Case Filed - Other Claims John T. Mitchell 
MCCOY Filing: A -All initial civil case filings of any type not John T. Mitchell 
listed in categories B-H, or the other A listings 
below Paid by: Ellingsen, Mark A (attorney for 
\Neiford, Robert) Receipt number: 0024793 
Dated: 6/11/2014 Amount: $96.00 (Check) For: 
Wolford, Robert (plaintiff) 
COMP DIXON Complaint For Money Due John T. Mitchell 
SUMI DIXON Summons Issued John T. Mitchell 
6/16/2014 AFSV VICTORIN Affidavit Of Service/6-11-14/PD John T. Mitchell 
6/17/2014 MITCHELL Miscellaneous Payment: For Making Copy Of Any John T. Mitchell 
File Or Record By The Clerk, Per Page Paid by: 
Nick Wagner Receipt number: 0025550 Dated: 
6/17/2014 Amount: $11.00 (Cash) 
6/30/2014 MITCHELL Filing: 11 - Initial Appearance by persons other John T. Mitchell 
than the plaintiff or petitioner Paid by: Paul 
Daugharty Receipt number: 0027583 Dated: 
6/30/2014 Amount: $66.00 (Check) For: Montee, 
Shawn ( defendant) 
NOAP MCCOY Notice Of Appearance - Paul Daugharty obo John T. Mitchell 
Defendants 
7/1/2014 AFSV LEU Amended Affidavit Of Service-6/11/14 John T. Mitchell 
7/2/2014 NITD GRESHAM Three Day Notice Of Intent To Take Default John T. Mitchell 
7/7/2014 ANSW VICTORIN Answer and Affirmative Defenses/Paul Daugharty John T. Mitchell 
8/1/2014 HRSC CLAUSEN Hearing Scheduled (Motion for Summary John T. Mitchell 
Judgment 09/17/2014 04:00 PM) Ellingsen 
HRSC CLAUSEN Hearing Scheduled (Scheduling Conference John T. Mitchell 
09/17/2014 04:00 PM) RE: Set Date for Trial 
CLAUSEN Notice of Hearing John T. Mitchell 
9/7/2014 MITCHELL Miscellaneous Payment: For Making Copy Of Any John T. Mitchell 
File Or Record By The Clerk, Per Page Paid by: 
Nick Wagoner Receipt number: 0032870 Dated: 
8/7/2014 Amount: $5.00 (E-payment) 
3/15/2014 NOTH JLEIGH Notice Of Hearing On Plaintiffs Motion For John T. Mitchell 
Summary Judgment 
MNSJ JLEIGH Plaintiffs Motion For Summary Judgment John T. Mitchell 
MEMS JLEIGH Memorandum In Support Of Plaintiffs Motion For John T. Mitchell 
Summary Judgment 
AFFD JLEIGH Affidavit Of Robert Wolford In Support Of John T. Mitchell 
Plaintiffs Motion For Summary Judgment 
1/28/2014 MITCHELL Miscellaneous Payment: For Making Copy Of Any John T. Mitchell 
File Or Record By The Clerk, Per Page Paid by: 
Nick Weidner Receipt number: 0035728 Dated: 
8/28/2014 Amount: $18.00 (E-payment) 
1/2/2014 AFFD JLEIGH Affidavit In Support Of Motion To Continue John T. Mitchell 
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Firs icial District Court - Kootenai County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2014-0004713 Current Judge: John T. Mitchell 
Robert Wolford vs. Shawn Montee, etal. 
User: MITCHELL 
Robert Wolford vs. Shawn Montee, Heather Montee, Shawn Montee Inc, ABCO Wood Recycling LLC 
Date 
9/2/2014 
9/4/2014 
9/10/2014 
9/15/2014 
9/17/2014 
9/19/2014 
9/25/2014 
Code 
MNCN 
NOTH 
AFFD 
MEMO 
NOHG 
MEMO 
OBJT 
ANSW 
MOTN 
NOTH 
MOTN 
MOTN 
DCHH 
DCHH 
HRSC 
ORDR 
MEMO 
AFCI 
Wolford vs. Montee 
User 
JLEIGH 
JLEIGH 
JLEIGH 
JLEIGH 
LEU 
LEU 
LEU 
LEU 
JLEIGH 
JLEIGH 
JLEIGH 
JLEIGH 
CLAUSEN 
CLAUSEN 
CLAUSEN 
CLAUSEN 
LUCKEY 
LEU 
DEGLMAN 
Motion To Continue 
Notice Of Hearing 
Affidavit Of Shawn Montee In Opposition To 
Motion For Summary Judgment 
Document sealed 
Memorandum In Opposition To Motion For 
Summary Judgment 
Notice Of Hearing On Plaintiffs Motion For 
Summary Judgment 
Judge 
John T. Mitchell 
John T. Mitchell 
John T. Mitchell 
John T. Mitchell 
John T. Mitchell 
Memorandum In Support Of Elizabeth Alvord's John T. Mitchell 
Motion To Seal/Redact Portions Of The Affidavit 
Of Shawn Montee 
Plaintiffs Objection To Defendants' Motion To John T. Mitchell 
Continue Summary Judgment Hearing 
Reply Memorandum In Support Of Plaintinffs John T. Mitchell 
Motion For Summary Judgmnt 
Motion To Seal/Redact Portions Of The Affidavit John T. Mitchell 
Of Shawn Montee Filed In Opposition To Motion 
For Summary Judgment 
Notice Of Hearing John T. Mitchell 
Motion To Shorten Time John T. Mitchell 
Motion For Examination Pursuant To IRCP 35(a) John T. Mitchell 
Hearing result for Motion for Summary Judgment John T. Mitchell 
scheduled on 09/17/2014 04:00 PM: District 
Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: JULIE FOLAND 
Hearing result for Scheduling Conference 
scheduled on 09/17/2014 04:00 PM: District 
Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: JULIE FOLAND 
Hearing Scheduled (Court Trial Scheduled 
04/06/2015 09:00 AM) 3 DAYS 
John T. Mitchell 
John T. Mitchell 
Scheduling Order, Notice of Trial Setting and John T. Mitchell 
Initial Pretrial Order 
Memorandum Decision And Order 1) Denying John T. Mitchell 
Defendants' Motion to Continue Summary 
Judgment 2) Granting Plaintiffs Motion for 
Summary Judgment 3) Sealing the Affidavit of 
Shawn Monte and 4) Denying IRCP 35 
Examination 
Miscellaneous Payment: For Making Copy Of Any John T. Mitchell 
File Or Record By The Clerk, Per Page Paid by: 
Nick Widner Receipt number: 0039516 Dated: 
9/25/2014 Amount: $67.00 (E-payment) 
Affidavit Of Computation In Support of Entry of John T. Mitchell 
Judgments 
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Page 3 of 7 Case: CV-2014-0004713 Current Judge: John T. Mitchell 
Robert Wolford vs. Shawn Montee, etal. 
Robert Wolford vs. Shawn Montee, Heather Montee, Shawn Montee Inc, ABCO Wood Recycling LLC 
Date Code User Judge 
9/25/2014 CERT DEGLMAN Certificate Of Service of Affidavit of Computation John T. Mitchell 
In Support of Entry of Judgments and Proposed 
Judgments 
9/26/2014 OBJT DIXON Objection To Proposed Judgments John T. Mitchell 
HRSC CLAUSEN Hearing Scheduled (Motion 11/04/2014 03:00 John T. Mitchell 
PM) Obj to Proposed Judgments; Daugherty 
NOTH JLEIGH Notice Of Hearing John T. Mitchell 
MISC DIXON Certificate Of Service Of Response To John T. Mitchell 
Defendants Objection To Proposed Judgments 
And Proposed Judgments 
MISC DIXON Response To Defendants' Objection To Proposed John T. Mitchell 
Judgments 
CVDI HUFFMAN Civil Disposition entered for: ABCO Wood John T. Mitchell 
Recycling LLC, Defendant; Montee, Heather, 
Defendant; Montee, Shawn, Defendant; Shawn 
Montee Inc, Defendant; Wolford, Robert, Plaintiff. 
Filing date: 9/26/2014 
FJDE HUFFMAN Judgment Against Defendant Shawn Montee and John T. Mitchell 
the Marital Community Comprised of Shawn 
Montee and Heather Montee, Husband and Wife 
FJDE HUFFMAN Judgment Against Defendants Shawn Montee, John T. Mitchell 
Inc., an Idaho Corporation dba Shawn Montee 
Timber Company and ABCO Wood Recycling, 
LLC, and Idaho Limited Liability Company 
FILE LEU New File Created----#2---CREATED John T. Mitchell 
10/2/2014 AFFD HUFFMAN Affidavit of Mark A Ellingsen in Support of John T. Mitchell 
Plaintiff's Memorandum of Costs and Fees/Claim 
for Attorney's Fees 
MEMO HUFFMAN Plaintiff's Memorandum of Costs and Fees/Claim John T. Mitchell 
for Attorney's Fees 
10/6/2014 NOTH JLEIGH Notice Of Hearing John T. Mitchell 
MOTN JLEIGH Motion To Prohibit Issuance Of Writ Of Exeuction John T. Mitchell 
AFFD JLEIGH Affidavit Of Paul W Daugharty In Support Of John T. Mitchell 
Motion To Prohibit Issuance Of Writ Of Execution 
10/9/2014 AFFD JLEIGH Affidavit Of Paul W Daugharty In Support Of John T. Mitchell 
Motion To Alter Or Amend Judgment 
MOTN JLEIGH Motion To Alter Or Amend Judgment John T. Mitchell 
NOTH JLEIGH Notice Of Hearing John T. Mitchell 
10/14/2014 DEGLMAN Miscellaneous Payment: Writs Of Execution Paid John T. Mitchell 
by: Witherspoon, Kelley, Davenport Receipt 
number: 0041652 Dated: 10/14/2014 Amount: 
$4.00 (Check) 
MOTN DEGLMAN Motion For Bank Garnishment and Issuance of John T. Mitchell 
Writ of Execution 
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ROA Report 
Case: CV-2014-0004713 Current Judge: John T. Mitchell 
Robert Wolford vs. Shawn Montee, etal. 
User: MITCHELL 
Robert Wolford vs. Shawn Montee, Heather Montee, Shawn Montee Inc, ABCO Wood Recycling LLC 
Date Code User Judge 
10/14/2014 AFFD DEGLMAN Affidavit of Amount Due and Owing on Judgment John T. Mitchell 
Against Defendants Shawn Montee, Inc d/b/a 
Shawn Montee Timber Company and ABCO 
Wood Recycling, LLC In Support of Writ of 
Execution and Bank Garnishment 
WRIT DEGLMAN Writ Issued $2,149,506.29 John T. Mitchell 
MOTN DEGLMAN Motion For Bank Garnishment and Issuance of John T. Mitchell 
Writ of Execution 
AFFD DEGLMAN Affidavit of Amount Due and Owing on Judgment John T. Mitchell 
Against Shawn Montee and Heather Montee, 
Husband and Wife In Support of Writ of 
Execution and Bank Garnishment 
WRIT DEGLMAN Writ Issued $2,309,370.29 John T. Mitchell 
10/15/2014 LEU Miscellaneous Payment: For Making Copy Of Any John T. Mitchell 
File Or Record By The Clerk, Per Page Paid by: 
Nick Widner Receipt number: 0041944 Dated: 
10/15/2014 Amount: $31.00 (E-payment) 
10/16/2014 OBJT JLEIGH Objection To Memorandum Of Attorney's Fees John T. Mitchell 
And Costs And Motion To Disallow 
AFFD JLEIGH Affidavit Of Paul W Daugharty In Support Of John T. Mitchell 
Objection To Memorandum Of Attorney's Fees 
And Costs And Motion To Disallow 
10/17/2014 AFIS DIXON Affidavit Of Paul W Daugharty in Support of John T. Mitchell 
Motion To Quash Writs Of Execution 
MOTN DIXON Emergency Motion To Quash Writs Of Execution John T. Mitchell 
AFSV DIXON Declaration Of Service John T. Mitchell 
10/22/2014 MISC CLEVELAND Plaintiff's Response to Defendants' Emergency John T. Mitchell 
Motion to Quash Writ of Execution 
NOTE CLEVELAND Sent to Judge for Review John T. Mitchell 
10/29/2014 HRSC CLAUSEN Hearing Scheduled (Motion 11/06/2014 01 :00 John T. Mitchell 
PM) Objection to Proposed Judgments; 
Daugherty 
CONT CLAUSEN Hearing result for Motion scheduled on John T. Mitchell 
11/04/2014 03:00 PM: Continued Obj to 
Proposed Judgments; Daugherty 
CLAUSEN AMENDED Notice of Hearing John T. Mitchell 
HRSC CLAUSEN Hearing Scheduled (Motion 11/06/2014 01 :00 John T. Mitchell 
PM) Attorney Fees 
HRSC CLAUSEN Hearing Scheduled (Motion 11/06/2014 01 :00 John T. Mitchell 
PM) Shorten Time; Ellingsen 
10/30/2014 NOTH JLEIGH Notice Of Hearing On Plaintiff's Memorandum Of John T. Mitchell 
Costs And Fee/Claim For Attorney's Fees And 
Defendants' Objection Thereto 
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Firs icial District Court - Kootenai County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2014-0004713 Current Judge: John T. Mitchell 
Robert Wolford vs. Shawn Montee, etal. 
User: MITCHELL 
Robert Wolford vs. Shawn Montee, Heather Montee, Shawn Montee Inc, ABCO Wood Recycling LLC 
Date Code User Judge 
10/31/2014 DIXON Filing: L4 -Appeal, Civil appeal or cross-appeal to John T. Mitchell 
Supreme Court Paid by: Daugharty, Paul W. 
(attorney for Montee, Shawn) Receipt number: 
0044122 Dated: 10/31/2014 Amount: $129.00 
(Check) For: Montee, Shawn (defendant) 
BNDC DIXON Bond Posted - Cash (Receipt 44123 Dated John T. Mitchell 
10/31/2014 for 109.00) 
BNDC DIXON Bond Posted - Cash ( Receipt 44124 Dated John T. Mitchell 
10/31/2014 for 200.00) 
APSC DIXON Appealed To The Supreme Court John T. Mitchell 
11/6/2014 DCHH CLAUSEN Hearing result for Motion scheduled on John T. Mitchell 
11/06/2014 01:00 PM: District Court Hearing Heh 
Court Reporter: JULIE FOLAND 
DCHH CLAUSEN Hearing result for Motion scheduled on John T. Mitchell 
11/06/2014 01 :00 PM: District Court Hearing Heh 
Court Reporter: JULIE FOLAND 
DCHH CLAUSEN Hearing result for Motion scheduled on John T. Mitchell 
11/06/2014 01 :00 PM: District Court Hearing Heh 
Court Reporter: JULIE FOLAND 
11/7/2014 CERT MITCHELL Certificate Of Mailing - Clerk's Certificate of John T. Mitchell 
Appeal ****7011 2000 0001 1293 8030*** 
AMOR MCCOY AMENDED Judgment Against Defendants Shawn John T. Mitchell 
Montee Inc, and Idaho Corporation dba/Shawn 
Montee Timber Company and ABCO Wood 
Recycling LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability Compan 
11/12/2014 RTCT MITCHELL Return Certificate John T. Mitchell 
7011 2000 00011293 8030 
11/13/2014 AMOR MCCOY AMENDED Judgment Against Defendant Shawn John T. Mitchell 
Montee and the Marital Community Comprised of 
Shawn Montee and Heather Montee, Husband 
and Wife 
11/20/2014 WRNS DIGIOVANNI Writ Returned/Not Satisfied-Final-USS John T. Mitchell 
WRNS DIGIOVANNI Writ Returned/Not Satisfied-Final-WFB John T. Mitchell 
WRNS DIGIOVANNI Writ Returned/Not Satisfied-Final-MWB John T. Mitchell 
WRNS DIGIOVANNI Writ Returned/Not Satisfied-Final-US John T. Mitchell 
WRNS DIGIOVANNI Writ Returned/Not Satisfied-Final-CTC John T. Mitchell 
WRNS DIGIOVANNI Writ Returned/Not Satisfied John T. Mitchell 
WRNS DIGIOVANNI Writ Returned/Not Satisfied-Final-USS John T. Mitchell 
WRNS DIGIOVANNI Writ Returned/Not Satisfied-Final-WFB John T. Mitchell 
WRNS DIGIOVANNI Writ Returned/Not Satisfied-Final-MWB John T. Mitchell 
WRNS DIGIOVANNI Writ Returned/Not Satisfied-Final-US John T. Mitchell 
WRNS DIGIOVANNI Writ Returned/Not Satisfied-Final-CTC John T. Mitchell 
11/24/2014 MOTN HUFFMAN Motion for Order for Examination of Judgment John T. Mitchell 
Debtors 
12/1/2014 WQ)RIDR. MonteECLAUSEN Order fc:$lEDEamNtiOl:tcof~hi'd~Jment Debtors John T. Mitchell 6 of 332 
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Firs icial District Court - Kootenai County 
ROA Report 
User: MITCHELL 
Case: CV-2014-0004713 Current Judge: John T. Mitchell 
Robert Wolford vs. Shawn Montee, etal. 
Robert Wolford vs. Shawn Montee, Heather Montee, Shawn Montee Inc, ABCO Wood Recycling LLC 
Date Code User Judge 
12/10/2014 HRSC CLAUSEN Hearing Scheduled (Motion to Quash John T. Mitchell 
01/21/2015 11 :30 AM) Doherty 
AFFD JLEIGH Affidavit Of Paul W Daugharty In Support of John T. Mitchell 
Motion To Quash Order For Examination Of 
I, .~----.a. n-1..."'-·-
..iUUl::flllCIIL UCULUI;::> 
MOTN JLEIGH Motion To Quash Order For Examination Of John T. Mitchell 
Judgment Debtors 
NOTH JLEIGH Notice Of Hearing John T. Mitchell 
APSC MITCHELL Second Notice of Appeal John T. Mitchell 
12/16/2014 HRSC CLAUSEN Hearing Scheduled (Order to Show Cause John T. Mitchell 
01/05/2015 11 :30 AM) RE: Debtors Exam, 
Injunction 
Ellingsen 
12/17/2014 ORDR MITCHELL Supreme Court Order Conditionally Dismissing John T. Mitchell 
Appeal 
12/23/2014 AFFD JLEIGH Affidavit Of Mark A Ellingsen In Support Of John T. Mitchell 
Motion For Non-Summary Contempt 
Proceeding/Charges Of Contempt Against 
Judgment Debtors Shawn T Montee And Heather 
Montee 
MOTN JLEIGH Motion For Injunctive Relief John T. Mitchell 
AFFD JLEIGH Affidavit Of Mark A Ellingsen Filed In Support Of John T. Mitchell 
Plaintiffs Motion For Injunctive Relief 
NOTH JLEIGH Application For Charging Order Notice Of Hearing John T. Mitchell 
AFFD JLEIGH Affidavit Of Mark A Ellingsen In Support Of John T. Mitchell 
Application For Charging Order 
MOTN JLEIGH Motion/For Non-Summary Contempt John T. Mitchell 
Procedding/Charges Of Contempt As Against 
Judgment Debtors Shawn T Montee And Heather 
Montee And Notice Of Hearing 
MEMS JLEIGH Memorandum In Support Of Motion For John T. Mitchell 
Non-Summary Contempt Procedding/Charges Of 
Contempt As Against Judgment Debtors Shawn T 
Montee And Heather Montee 
MEMO JLEIGH Memorandum In Support Of Plaintiff's Motion For John T. Mitchell 
Injunctive Relief 
12/26/2014 MISC WOOSLEY Notice of Nonappearance John T. Mitchell 
12/31/2014 MITCHELL Miscellaneous Payment: For Making Copy Of Any John T. Mitchell 
File Or Record By The Clerk, Per Page Paid by: 
Paine Hamblen Receipt number: 0050714 Dated: 
12/31/2014 Amount: $54.00 (E-payment) 
1/5/2015 ORDR CLAUSEN Order Denying Defendants' Motion to Prohibit John T. Mitchell 
Issuance of Writ of Execution and Denying 
Defendants' Motion to Quash Writs of 
Execution/Order Granting Defendants' Motion to 
Alter/Amend Judgments 
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Firs icial District Court - Kootenai County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2014-0004713 Current Judge: John T. Mitchell 
Robert Wolford vs. Shawn Montee, etal. 
User: MITCHELL 
Robert Wolford vs. Shawn Montee, Heather Montee, Shawn Montee Inc, ABCO Wood Recycling LLC 
Date Code User Judge 
1/7/2015 MISC CLEVELAND Written Appearance by Counsel, Denial of John T. Mitchell 
allegations of Contempt, Affirmative Defenses 
and Request for Trial 
DCHH CLAUSEN Hearing result for Motion scheduled on John T. Mitchell 
n-11n7t">n-t1:. -1-1.-,n """· VI/VI/L.Vlv I 1.vV/"\IVI. Distiict Court Hearing Hele 
Court Reporter: JULIE FOLAND 
1/9/2015 HRSC CLAUSEN Hearing Scheduled (Court Trial Scheduled John T. Mitchell 
03/09/2015 09:00 AM) 2 DAYS 
HRVC CLAUSEN Hearing result for Court Trial Scheduled John T. Mitchell 
scheduled on 04/06/2015 09:00 AM: Hearing 
Vacated 3 DAYS 
CLAUSEN Notice of Trial John T. Mitchell 
1/12/2015 AFWR WOOSLEY Application and Affidavit in Support of Issuance of John T. Mitchell 
Writ of Execution 
WOOSLEY Miscellaneous Payment: Writs Of Execution Paid John T. Mitchell 
by: Mark A. Ellingen of Witherspoon, Kelly, 
Davenport Receipt number: 0000959 Dated: 
1/12/2015 Amount: $2.00 (Check) 
WRIT WOOSLEY Writ lssued-$2,355,258.16 John T. Mitchell 
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7 Email: mae@witherspoonkelley.com 
8 
Email: jmg@witherspoonkelley.com 
9 Attorneys/or the Plaintiff Robert Wolford 
10 IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
11 STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
12 ROBERT WOLFORD, CASE NO. CV )lf-i/t/~ 
13 
14 
15 
v. 
Plaintiff, COMPLAINT FOR MONEY DUE 
Fee Category: A 
SHAWN MONTEE and HEATHER MONTEE, 
16 husband and wife, SHAWN MONTEE, INC., dba 
11 SHAWN MONTEE TIMBER COMP ANY, an 
Idaho Corporation, and Abco Wood Recycling, 
18 LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability Company, 
Defendants. 
Fee: $96.00 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
Plaintiff Robert Wolford, by and through his attorneys, Witherspoon Kelley, for a caus 
of action against the above-named Defendants alleges and states as follows: 
I. STATUS OF PARTIES AND JURISDICTION 
I.I Status of Plaintiff. Robert Wolford ("Plaintiff') is a resident of the State o 
Washington, and is the holder and owner of the Promissory Notes hereinafter described. 
1.2 Status of Defendants Shawn Montee and Heather Montee. Plaintiff alleges o 
information and belief that at all times material to this action, Defendant Shawn Montee an 
COMPLAINT FOR MONEY DUE-PAGE I 
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5 
Heather Montee have been husband and wife under the laws of the State of Idaho and that th 
actions of Defendant Shawn Montee which are the subject of this action were performed o 
behalf of their marital community. Defendant Heather Montee has been named in this actio 
solely to the extent that any judgment rendered in this action may be binding upon her marita 
6 community property interests. Plaintiff further alleges son information and belief 
7 
8 
9 
IO 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
Defendants Shawn Montee and Heather Montee are residents of Kootenai County, Idaho. 
1.3 Status of Defendant Shawn Montee. Inc. Plaintiff alleges that at all time 
material, Shawn Montee, Inc., dba Shawn Montee Timber Company, has been a corporatio 
organized under the laws of the State ofldaho and whose principal place of business is located i 
Kootenai County, Idaho. Plaintiff further alleges that at all times material, Defendant Sha 
Montee has been a duly authorized officer of Defendant Shawn Montee, Inc. and has been dul 
authorized to conduct business on behalf of Defendant Shawn Montee, Inc. 
1.4 Status of Defendant Abco Wood Recycling. LLC Plaintiff alleges that at all time 
material, Abco Wood Recycling, LLC has been a corporation organized under the laws of th 
State of Idaho and whose principal place of business is located in Kootenai County, Idaho. 
Plaintiff further alleges that at all times material, Defendant Shawn Montee has been a dul 
authorized officer of Defendant Abco Wood Recycling, LLC and has been duly authorized t 
conduct business on behalf of Defendant Abco Wood Recycling, LLC. 
1.5 No Armed Forces. Upon information and belief, Defendants Shawn Montee an 
Heather Montee are not actively serving in the Armed Forces of the United States. Th 
remaining Defendants are corporations and, therefore, cannot actively serve in the Armed Force 
of the United States. 
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4 
1.6 Jurisdiction and Venue. The Court has original jurisdiction and venue over thi 
matter as Defendants Shawn Montee and Heather Montee both reside in Kootenai County, Idaho 
and the remaining Defendants each have their principal place of business located in Kooten · 
5 
County, Idaho, and the amount in controversy exceeds the sum of $10,000.00. 
6 
7 
8 
9 
II. 
2.1 
2.2 
FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION - RECOVERY ON AN OPEN ACCOUNT 
Re-Allegation. Plaintiffrealleges paragraphs 1.1 through 1.6 above. 
Agreement. Plaintiff loaned Defendant Shawn Montee and Shawn Montee' 
various business entities money on an open account. Defendant Shawn Montee unconditionall 
10 
11 agreed to pay the amounts due to the Plaintiff on open account with interest at a rate of 10% pe 
12 annum. 
13 
14 
15 
16 
2.3 Default. Despite Plaintiffs demands for payment, Defendant Shawn Montee h 
failed to pay those amounts due Plaintiff on open account. 
2.4 Amount Due. Plaintiff alleges that as of June 11, 2014, and after deducting al 
17 payments received and just offsets, there is now due and owing Plaintiff the unpaid principa 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
amount of $2,166,143.23, unpaid accrued interest in the sum of $6,528.10, with further interes 
continuing to accrue on the above referenced unpaid principal balance from June 11, 2014 to th 
date of judgment at the rate of 10% per annum (or $593.46390 per diem). 
2.6 Costs and Attorneys' Fees. Pursuant to LC.§ 12-120(3), Plaintiff is entitled to 
23 award of its attorneys' fees and costs incurred in this matter. 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
III. SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION - BREACH OF PROMISSORY NOTE 
3.1 Re-Allegation. Plaintiffrealleges paragraphs 1.1 through 2.6 above. 
3.2 Execution of Promissory Note. On or about May 12, 2009, Defendant Sha 
Montee executed a Promissory Note ("First Note") in the original principal sum of 0 
COMPLAINT FOR MONEY DUE-PAGE 3 
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1 MILLION ONE HUNDRED FIFTY-THREE THOUSAi~D Ai~D 00/100 DOLLAR 
2 
3 
4 
($1,153,000.00) in favor of Plaintiff in order to provide Plaintiff memorialize the debts owed o 
the open account. Defendant Shawn Montee also agreed to pay Plaintiff an additional TW 
5 HUNDRED FIFTY THOUSAND AND 00/100 DOLLARS ($250,000.00) for an extension o 
6 the due date for the original principal sum. A true and correct copy of the First Note is attache 
7 hereto as Exhibit A and by this reference incorporated herein. 
8 
9 
IO 
11 
3.3 Payment Terms. The Promissory Note was to be paid from proceeds from th 
sale of the "Tea Cup River Ranch" or by funds that the U.S. Forest Service owed to Sha 
Montee Timber Co. The due date for payment of the principal sum of $1,153,000.00 and th 
12 $250,000.00 that Defendant Shawn Montee agreed to pay for an extension were "all due an 
13 payable" by July 31, 2009. 
14 
15 
3 .4 Default. As of the date of this action, Defendant Shawn Montee has failed to pa 
the principal balance in full and he has failed to pay the additional $250,000.00 for the extensio 
16 
17 of the payment due date. 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
3.5 Amount Due. Plaintiff alleges that as of May 30, 2014, and after deducting al 
payments received and just offsets, there is now due and owing Plaintiff the unpaid $250,000.0 
loan extension fee, the unpaid principal amount of $2,166,143.23, unpaid accrued interest in th 
sum of $6,528.10, with further interest continuing to accrue on the above referenced unpai 
principal balance from June 11, 2014 to the date of judgment at the rate of 10% per annum (o 
$593.46390 per diem). 
3.6 Costs and Attorneys' Fees. Plaintiff alleges that pursuant to Idaho Code § 12 
120(3), Plaintiff is entitled to an award of his reasonable attorneys' fees and costs incurred i 
collecting upon this Note. 
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IV. TIDRD CAUSE OF ACTION - BREACH OF PROMISSORY NOTE 
4.1 Re-Allegation. Plaintiff realleges paragraphs I.I through 3.6 above. 
4.2 Execution of Second Promissory Note. On or about February 16, 2010 
Defendants Shawn Montee, Shawn Montee, Inc., dba Shawn Montee Timber Company, an 
Abco Wood Recycling, LLC executed a second Promissory Note ("Second Note") regarding th 
same debt on the open account that was secured by the First Note in the principal sum of 0 
MILLION TWO HUNDRED EIGHTY-THREE THOUSAND SIX ffiJNDRED FORTY-ON 
AND 00/100 DOLLARS ($1,283,641.00), with penalty. A true and correct copy of the Secon 
Note is attached hereto as Exhibit Band by this reference incorporated herein. 
4.3 Payment Terms. The principal amount of Promissory Note was to be repaid, wi 
interest at a rate of I 0% per annum, according to a payment plan that was agreed to by Plainti 
and Defendant Shawn Montee. Defendants also agreed to make monthly payments on the I Oo/c 
interest in order to avoid default. 
4.4 Default. As of the date of this action, Defendants are in default because the 
failed to make any payments on the principal balance since September 30, 2012, and Defendant 
never made any of the required monthly interest payments or the $250,000.00 loan extension fee. 
4.5 Acceleration. Plaintiff, by this action, has declared the entire unpaid princip 
balance and all accrued interest and costs to be due and payable. 
4.6 Amount Due. Plaintiff alleges that as of May 30, 2014, and after deducting al 
payments received and just offsets, there is now due and owing Plaintiff the unpaid $250,000.0 
loan extension fee, the unpaid principal amount of $2,166,143.23, unpaid accrued interest in th 
sum of $6,528.10, with further interest continuing to accrue on the above referenced unpai 
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I I principal balance from June 11, 2014 to the date of judgment at the rate of 10% per fillllum ( o 
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$593.46390 per diem). 
PRAYER FOR RELIEF 
WHEREFORE, PLAINTIFF ROBERT WOLFORD PRAYS FOR A JUDGMEN 
AGAINST DEFENDANT AS FOLLOWS: 
I. Monetary Judgment. That judgment be entered in favor of the Plaintiff agains 
Defendants SHAWN MONTEE and the marital community of SHAWN MONTEE an 
HEATHER MONTEE, husband and wife, and jointly and severally against Defendant SHA 
MONTEE, INC., dba SHAWN MONTEE TIMBER COMPANY, an Idaho Corporation, an 
Defendant Abco Wood Recycling, LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability Company, for the unpai 
$250,000.00 loan extension fee, the unpaid principal amount of $2,166,143.23, unpaid accrue 
interest in the sum of $6,528.10 as of June 11, 2014, with further interest continuing to accrue o 
the above referenced unpaid principal balance from June 11, 2014 to the date of judgment at th 
rate of 10% per annum (or $593.46390 per diem). Any judgment obtained shall accrue interest a 
the applicable judgment rate of 5.25% per annum. 
2. Attorneys' Fees and Costs. That the Plaintiff be awarded its attorneys' fees in th 
sum of FIVE THOUSAND AND 00/100 DOLLARS ($5,000.00) jointly and severally agains 
the Defendants in the event judgment is taken by default, or in the event of contest, a greate 
amount as set by this Court, plus Plaintiffs costs and disbursements incurred herein, includin 
attorneys' fees. 
3. Costs of Collection of Judgment. That the Plaintiff be granted judgment for al 
costs incurred in the collection of any judgment obtained herein. 
COMPLAINT FOR MONEY DUE-PAGE 6 
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4. Other Relief. That the Plaintiff may have such other and further relief as may b 
proper and equitable. 
~ DATED this 1!__ day of June, 2014. 
COMPLAINT FOR MONEY DUE-PAGE 7 
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WITHERSPOON KELLEY 
Jason M. Gray 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
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PROMISSORY NOTE 
Date: 2/16/1010 Principle: 1,283,641 w/penalty Interest: 10% 
Borrower: Shawn Montee, tnc. & Lender: Bobby Wolford 
Abco Wood Recycling, LLC 
PO Box 1329 
Post Falls, ID. 83877 
22014 W. Bostien Rd. 
Woodinville, WA 98072 
P:rom;se To Pay. Shawn Montee, Inc &/or Abco Wood Recycling, LLC (Borrower) 
promises to pay the 10% monthly interest on the above principle balance (starting 
January 2010) to Bobby Wolford (Lender}, in lawful money of the United States of 
America. 
Payment .Plan: TBD (between Shawn Montee & Bobby Wolford) 
Lender: 
... ~. 0 
Borrower:~~ 
Shawn Montee ----------Bobby Wolford 
Shawn Montee, Inc. & 
Abco Wood Recycling, LLC 
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PAUL W. DAUOHARTY, P.A. 
Attomc:y at Law 
110 E. Walla~ Avenue 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRJe:T OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOO'irENAI 
ROBERT WOLFORD, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
SHAWN MONTEE end HEATHER MONTEE, husband 
and wife; SHAWN MONTEE, INC. dba SHAWN 
MONTEE TIMBER COMPANY, an Idaho corporation; 
and ABCO WOOD RECYCLING, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company. 
Defendants. 
CASE NO. cv-1~~-4713 
ANSWER AND J• Ff'IR.MJ,,TIVE 
DEFENSES 
COMES NOW, the above-named Defendants, SHAWN MONTEE :l.m1 HE,~THER 
MONTEE. husband and Wife. c·Montee"), SHAWN MONTEE. INC .. an Idaho c:01:poratlon. dba 
SHAWN MONTEE TIMBER COMPANY, ("SMT"), and ABCO WOOD REC:YCLINC~, LLC, 
an Idaho limited liability company, ("ABCO Wood") by and throu8h their at1omcy PAUL W. 
DAUOHARTY of the firm PAUL W. DAUOHAR.TY, P.A. and in response to Ple1indff1 ROBERT 
WOLFORD's, ("Wolford"), Complaint, admits, denies and aJleges 115 follows: 
ANSWER 
1. By way of answer to the allegations contained in pataSTaph l. l the Coro.plaint, 
Montee, SMT and ABCO Wood, (collectively the "Answering Defendants"), admit Robert 
Wolford is a resident of the St.ate of Washington. The remainder of the alleguio11s, if tny. are 
ANSWER AND AFFIRMATIVE DBFENSES • l 
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denied. 
2. By way of answer to the allegations contained in paragraph 1.5 ci:: the Conplaint. 
the Answering Defendants admit that Shawn Montee and Heather Montee are t.usband a11d Wife 
residina in Kootenai County. Idaho. The remainder of the allegations, if any, am dt:nicd. 
3. By way of answer to the allegations eontained in paragraphs 1.:1 and 1.,: of the 
Complaint, the Answering Defendants admit that Shawn Montee, Inc. dba Shawn Montee Timber 
Company is a corporation organized under the laws of the State of Idaho with p1incipal oj fices in 
Kootenai County, Idaho and that Shawn Montee has been a duly authoriz,~d officeJ. The 
Answering Defendants admit that ABCO Wood .Recyclins, LLC was a limited lilbllity cc,mpany 
organized under the laws of the State of Idaho with principal offices located in Kootenai 1 :ounty. 
Idaho- The remainder of the allegations. if any. are denied. 
4. By way of answertO the allegations contained in paragraph 1.5 oftl1e Cor1plaint, 
the Answering Defendants admit that Shawn Montee and Heather Montee are not actively serving 
in the armed forces of the United States. The remainder of the allegations, if any, ar,:, deni1.:d. 
5. By way of answer to the allegations contained in paragraph 1.6 c,f tbe Co11plaint, 
the Answerin; Defendants admit the Court has jurisdiction and venue. The reatai.ndel' of the 
allegations, if any, are denied. 
6. By way of answer to the allegations contained in. paragraph 2.1 ct:!: the Co11plaint, 
the Answering Defendants incorporate the admissions and denials set forth above. 
7. By way of answer to the allegations contained inparasraphs 2.2, 2.:3, 2.4 and 2.6 
(there is no paragraph 2-5 of Complaint). the Answering Defendants deny the same as wri :ten. 
8. By way of answer to the allegations contained in paragraph 3.1 (l:C the Conplamt. 
the AnSWering Defendants incorporate the admissions and denials set forth above. 
9. By way of answer to the allegations contained in paragraphs 3.2, 3.~,. 3.4, 3.5 and 
3.6 of the Complaint, the Answering Defendants deny the same as written. 
10. By way of answer to the allegations contained in paragraph 4.1 o:f tlte Cor 1plaint, 
the Answering Defendants incorporate the ad.missions and denials set forth above. 
11. By way of answer to the allegations contained in. paragraphs 4.2, 4.~., 4.41 4.5 and 
4.6 of the Complaint, the Answering Defendants deny the same as written. 
ANSWER AND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES • 2 
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AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES 
COMES NOW, the Answerins Defendants and by way of additicnal ansVI er and 
affinnative defense alleges as follows: 
12. Wolford has failed to state claims upon which relief can be grantcN:I.. 
13. Wolford's claims, if any,~ barred by the doctrines of estoppe;J, 1.incleai1 hands 
and/or lach~s. 
14. Walford's claims, if any, are subject to set off. 
15. Wolford's claims, if any, fail as a matter of law because Wolford has failed to 
perform conditions precedent to any obligation of the .Answering Defendants, if arty, to 11erform 
ss alleged in the Complaint. 
16. Wolford' s claims, if any. are barred by the statute of frauds. 
17. Wolford's claims. if any are barred by the applicable statute oflimlt2Ltions. 
18. Wolford"s claims, if any. fail because what Wolford has referrej tc• as th:: "First 
Note" and the "Second Note" in the Complaint lack material and necessarr t,:rms ; and are 
Wlenforceable as a matter oflaw. 
19. Wolford's claims, if any, in regard to what Wolford has referred to as tbe 'First 
Note" in the Complaint is subject to novation. 
20. Wolford's claims, if any, are subject to the provisions of Idaho Cc,de § 28-U~lOl, 
et seq. 
21. Wolford's claims, if any, are subject to additional defenses of unEmorceability, 
ripeness. unconscionable terms and conditions. and usury. 
Claim for Attorney's Fees 
22. The Answering Defendants have been required to obtain the ser\'ic,~s of E .ttomey 
Paul W. Daughany and the law firm of Paul W. Daugharty, P.A., to prosecute t'lis action and is 
entitled to its ieasonable attorney's fees and costs as determined by the Court I" .:ir~ uant t, Idaho 
law. 
Prayer for Relief 
WHEREFORE, the Answering Defendants pray for judgment against Wolford as I ollows: 
1. That the Complaint filed by Wolford be dismissed with prejudice ~.nd that ,,volf'ord 
take nothing thereby; 
ANSWER AND AfFIRMA TIVE DEFENSES - 3 
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2. That the Court enter an award of attorney's fees and costs as provided by le laho 
law; and 
3. For such other and ftmher relief as the Court dccm:s just and equitable. 
DATED this P- day of July, 2014. 
PAUL W. DAUGHAR.TY,P.A. 
~. 
By: -\""' I 
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9 lN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE FIR.ST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
JO 
II 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
J7 
18 
15) 
STATE OF IDAHO, TN AND POR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
ROBERT WOLFORD, 
Plaintiff. 
v. 
SHAWN MONTEE and HEATHER MONTEE, 
husband and wife; SHAWN MONTEE, INC., an 
Idaho corporation, dba SHAWN MONTEE 
TIMBER COMPANY; and ABCO WOOD 
RECYCLING, LLC, an Idaho limited liability 
company, 
Defendants. 
CASB NO. CV-2014-4713 
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
20 
21 COMES NOW Plaintiff Robert Wolford, by and throup his attorney of record, Mark A 
22 
Ellinpen of the firm Withenpoon Kelley, and pursuant tn I.R.C.P. S6(a) respectfully moves thi 
23 
Court for an order granting Plaintiff' summary judgment against the Defendants. 24 
25 This Motion is made on the grounds that there is no genuine issue as to any material fa 
26 concemins Plaintiff's causes of action for recovery on an open account and brea,h of promiss 
27 
notes and Plaintiff is entitled to judgment as a matter of law, joindy and severally as again 
28 
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II 
Defendant Shawn Montee, Inc., Defendant Abc:o Wood Recycling, LLC, and Defendant Sha 
2 MontN and the mwital community oompriscd of Shawn Montee and Heather Montee, busban 
3 and wife for the following amounts whioh are due and owing: 
4 
5 
Ci 
7 
K 
1. Unpaid Principal A.moWlt: S 1,233,641.00 
Aeerucd Intereat as of July .31, 2014: S 417,S84.67 
3. Loan Extension Fee: S 250,000.00 
• Jnterest continues to accrue from July 31, 2014 at the ratt, of 10% per ann 
9 ($337.9838) until the date of judgment. 
10 
11 
This Motion is supported by the Memorandum in Support of Plaintiff's Motion fo 
summary Ju.dpent and the Affidavit of Robert Wolford in Support of Plaintiff's Motion fo 
12 
13 Summary Judgment, which are filed concurrently hereWith. Notice is aiVen that Plaintiff intend 
14 to introduce oral argument at the hearing upon the Motion, which ts currently set fo 
JS September 17, 2014 at 4:00 pm. 
16 
17 
18 
10 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
2S 
26 
27 
28 
/ 
DA TED this l ', day of Auguat, 2014. 
WITHERSPOON KELLEY 
--7=£2. 4 
Mark A. B11mgsen, ISBN6'. 4720 
Allom11y.s f o, Plaint4/I 
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CERJIFJCATE OF SERVICE 
2 
I eertify that on this the ~~Y of August, 2014, I caused a trUe and correct copy ofth 
3 
4 
within PLAINTIFF'S MOTTON FOR SUMMARY JUt>OMBNT t,1 be forwarded, with al 
s required cbarses prepaid, by the metbod(s) indicated below, to the following penon(s): 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
I~ 
14 
1! 
16 
17 
18 
lP 
20 
21 
22 
;13 
24 
2! 
26 
27 
211 
Paul Daugharty 
Attorney at Law 
110 East Wallace A venue 
Coeur d'Alene, TD 83814 
U.S. Mail 
Hand Delivered 
Overnight Mail 
Via Fax: (208) 666-0550 
Via Bmail: 
PLAINTlf.P'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUOOME'NT-PAOE 3 
lc:IW'dooa._n11i11""-' I 1,-~ICIOI \;U 1012.70,doclK 
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II 
2 
Mark A, Ellingsen, !SB No. 4720 
3 WITHERSPOON KELLEY 
4 The Spokesman-Review Building 608 Northwest B0u1'1vard, Suite 300 
! Coeur d'Alene, Idaht., 83814 
Telephone: (208) 667-4000 
6 Facsimile: (208) 667-8470 
1 Email: mac@witherspoonkelley.com 
s Attorneys/or the Plaintiff Robert Wolford 
9 
10 
JJ 
12 
13 
14 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THB FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATB OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTBNAl 
ROBERT WOLFORD, 
Plaintiff'., 
u v. 
16 SHAWN MONTJ!B and HEA THBR MONTEE, 
husband and wife, SHAWN MONTEE, INC., dba 
17 SHAWN MONTEE TIMBER COMPANY, an 
18 Idaho Corporation. and Abco Wood R~~ling, J..LC, an Idaho Limited Liability Company, 
Defendants. 
CASE NO. CV•2014·4713 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR 
SUMMARYJUDOMJ!NT 
19 
20 
21 ,. l'!lATURE OF CASE AND RELIEF SOUGHT 
22 
23 
This case involves a suit by the Plaintiff Robert Wolford ("Plaintiff') against Shaw 
24 
Montee ("Montee") and Montee's various 'business ontitics for failure to repay a loan. Mont 
2s unconditionally agreed to pay the amounts due on the open account with interest at a rate of 10~ 
26 per annum. 
27 
21.1 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OP PLAlNl'lf'f'S MOTION POR SUMMARY ruooMBNT. l 
k:\11rdtloliloda"'411n\11$ I 04\0001 \o01012T I ,d®a 
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II 
As of the;: date ,,f the instant Motton, Defendants are jn default under the Joan and hav 
2 failed to ma.Ice any pn)'fflcnta since September !O, 2012. Due to this failure to pay, Plaintiff di 
3 not have any option but to pW'SUe this litigation to obtain a judgment for the substantial sum 
4 
which are due and owing. Plaintiff' is now seekins a judsn,ent pursuant to this motion fb 
$ 
summary judament for the balance of the iufids whioh ire lons past due and owing u detail ·· · 
6 
7 hereinafter. 
8 II. UNCONTESTED MATERIAL FACTS 
1. 
I 
On or about January 16, 2007, Plaintiff Robert Wolford began Joaniq money to 
10 Defendant Shawn Montee and Shawn Montee's various business entities on an open account. 
11 
Pursuant to this loan a,eement Shawn Montee individually and on behalf of his corporate 
12 
13 entites, unconditionally agreed to pay the amounts due on the open account with interest at a 
14 rate of 10% per annum. Affidavit of Roberr Wolford tn Support oj' Plainti/f's Motton for 
15 Summary Judgment (''Wolford A.ff."), ,r 2, , 
16 2. On or about May 12, 2009, Defendant Shawn Montee individually and on behal 
17 
18 
of Defendants Shawn Montee, Ineorporated and Abco Wood Regyolins, LLC exeouted 
10 Promissory Note ("First Note") in the original principal sum of ONE MILLION ON 
20 HUNDRED FIFI'Y•THREE THOUSAND AND 00/100 DOLLARS (Sl.1S3.000.00) in favor o 
21 
22 
23 
Plaintiff' in order to memorialize the debts owed on :the open account referenced above and 
obtain an extended due date upon which to make full payment of the loan. Defendant Sha 
24 
Montee and Defendants Shawn Montee, Incorporated and Abw Wood Recyclina, LLC als 
2s agreed to pay Plaintiff an additional TWO HlJNLlRED FTFTY THOUSAND AND 00/1 
a~ DOLLARS (S2SO,OOO.OO) for an e1'tenoJon on tho I duo deto tb, t1'1c orilfnal prlneipal sum 
27 WolJonl AJf., ~12 & 4, Bx. A. I 
28 
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II 
3. Defendant& were required to make t\lll payment pursuant to the loan and the t 
2 of First Note not later than Jul)' 31, 2009 and failed to do so. Wo?(ord Ajf., 114 &. S. 
j 4. On February 16, 2010, Defendant Shawn Montee (on behalf of Defendants Sha 
4 Montee, Incorporated. and Abco Wood Recycling, LLC) exeouted a Second Note whic 
5 
reiterated a.-,d cl&&-itied in \\.'litins that Defendant Si'&&\Vrl } .. 'lcntee, lnc. and Defendant Abee V.Jc,,.. 
6 
, Recycling, LLC were also obliaated to repay this debt. Wolford 41/., ,r 6, Ex. B. 
8 s. Despite demands for payment, Defendants have failed to make a payment tow 
9 the loan since September 30, 2012. Wolford Alf., ,i1 7 &. 8. 
JO c;, As of the date of the instant Motion. Defe11dant Sha'WD Montee has failed to pa 
11 
the principal balance in 1\1!1 and he has failed to pay the additional $250,000.00 for the extensio 
12 
13 of the payment due date. As of May 30, 2014, and after deducting all payments received and jus 
14 offsets, there is now due and owing on the First Note the \lllpaid $250,000.00 loan extension fee 
15 the unpaid prinoipal amount of $1,233,641.00, unpaid aocruQd interest in the sum o 
16 $417,584.67, with further interest continuins to acc..'l'Ue on the above referenced unpaid prinoipa 
17 
18 
balance from July 31, 2014 at the rate of 10% per annum (or $337.9838 per diem). Wolford A.,Q'. 
19 ,r 9 &: 10, Bx. C. 
20 
21 
22 
III. SUMMARY JUDGMENT STANDARD 
This Court is well aware of the standards for su1nmary j\&damcnt. Summary judgment is 
appropriate "if the pleadings, depositions, and admissions on file, together with the affidavits, if 
24 
any, show that there is no genuine issue as to any material fac:t and that the moving party is 
2s entitled to judgment as a manor of law." I • .R..C.P. 56(c); Bonz v. Sudweeks, 119 Idaho 539,541, 
26 808 P.2d 876, 878 (1991). The burden of proving the abscm;e of material facts h1 upon the 
27 
MEMOAANDUM JN SUPPORT OF PLAlNT1FF'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT· 3 
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moving party. Petrlcevtch v. Salmon Rtver Canal Co., 92 Idaho 865, 868, 452 P.2d 362, 36S 
2 (1969). 
3 Once the moving part)' has filed a properly supported motion for summary judgment, It 
4 is incumbent upon the non-movins party to present opposing evidence through depositions, 
s 
diseovwy responsei and affidavits wft'icient to ereate a genuino iuue for trial, l.R.C.P. S6(e). 
6 
7 
The non-moving party may not rest upon mere allegations or denials in his pleadiqs. 
R Fanners v. lnt'l Harvester, 97 Idaho 742, 747, SS3 P.2d 1306, 1311 (1976). Instead, the non-
' moving party "must set forth specific facts showing that there is a trial." Id. 
10 
II 
12 
IV. ARGUMENT 
In this case, there is no question that the Defendants arc in default under the terms of the 
13 open account and the promissory notes that were executed in favor of Plaintiff. Defendants 
J4 were required to pay off the loan not later than July 31, 2009 pursuant to the terms of the First 
15 Note, It js an undjsputed fact Defendant& failed to make this payment and failed to comply with 
10 
the tenns and conditions of the First Note. Furthermore, it ia undisputed that Dcfendanta have 
17 
not made any payments since September 30, 2012, and Defendants have failed to pay the 
JS 
1 ~ $2SO.OOO.OO loan extension fee that was aereed to. Wolford A,ff, 117 & 8.. Due to this breach, 
20 Plaintiff has the right to, and has, declared the entire unpaid princi13al balance., and all accrued 
21 interest end costs to be immediately due and payable by filina the instant action. There is no 
22 
23 
disputed issue of fact with respect to the Defendants' default under the tcnns of the open 
24 
account and promissory notes and Plaintiff' has provided en accurate aca.,unting of the amount 
2s that the Defendants currently owe. Wolford 41/., ,r, 9 & 10, Ex,C. Therefore, this Court should 
26 find, u a mattc,r of law, that the entire amount the Defendants owe to the Plaintiff is 
27 immediate!)' due and payable, along with interest At the applicable rate. 
28 
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II 
Further, based on the plain language contained in Idaho Code § 12·120(3), Plaintiff' i 
2 entitlod to an award of his reasonable attorney's fees and costs incurred as a result of th 
l Defendants' default on the open account and the pr01ni55ory not~. Therefore, this Court shoul 
4 find, as a matter oflaw, the Plaintiff should be awarded his reuonablc attomey's fees and costs. 
s 
6 
' 
,, 
... CQNCLUSIQN 
For the foregoing reasons. the Plaintiff' respectfully yubmits that judgment should be 
s entered in favor of the Plaintiff against the Defendants jointly and severally in the amount of the 
9 unpaid principal amount of Sl,233,641.00, together with unpaid aogrucd interest in the swn o 
10 $417,584.67 as of July 31, 2014, with further interest continuina to accrue on the above 
11 
referenced unpaid principal balance from July 31, 2014 until the date of judament at the rate o 
12 
13 10% per annum (a per diem rate of $337.9838), plus the additional unpaid S2SO,OOO.OO loan 
u e"tenaion fee. The Plaintiff should also be awarded his reasonable attorney's fees and costs in an 
15 amount to be later dctcnnined by the Court. 
16 
17 
l8 
19 
20 
2J 
22 
23 
24 
25 
2Ci 
2'7 
28 
DATBD tbia-ll day of Auguet 2014. 
wrrHERSPOON K.SLLBY 
Mark A. Ellingsen, tSB No. 4720 
A.ttorneys for Platntiff 
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11 
VICE 
2 l ccnify thal on this the day of August, 2014, I caused a true and cotTect copy ofth 
3 within M.l!MORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PLAlNTlPF'S MOTION FOR SUMMAR 
4 JlJDOMENT tc, be forwarded, with all required charges prepaid, by the method(s) indi 
6 
7 
II 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
l5 
16 
17 
1K 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
20 
27 
28 
beiaw, ta the f'oiiowing person(e): 
Paul Daugharty 
Attorney at Law 
11 o 'East Wallace Avenue 
coeur d'Alene, JD 83814 
U.S.Mail 
Hand Delivered 
Overnight Mail 
Via Pax: (208) 666-0550 
VtaEmaU: 
MF.MORANDUM J"N SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFS MOTION FOR SUMMARY 1UDOMENT • 6 
k:\111doot1G1111111,e,104100011o01om1.c1oo1t 
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II 
2 Mark A. Ellingsen, 1SB No. 4720 
3 WITHERSPOON KELLEY 
Toe Spokesman-Review Building 
4 tSOS Nonhwest Boulevard, Suite 300 
s Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
Telephone; (208) 667-4000 
o F&QSimilc: (208) 667-84 70 
Email: 1Tu1c:@withmpoonkcllcy.com 
7 
ll Attomeys for the Plain1i.fl Robert Wolford 
~ !ATE OF tOAHO }ss 
.~:QUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
qj l=D· c~ nf I (7 
··-~- ~ :,tr1 ~ l,l t) 
~r, 15 PM ~: 31 
g 
10 
JJ 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE PIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OP KOOTBNAl 
12 
13 
14 
ROBERT WOLFORD, 
15 v. 
Plaintiff, 
Jd SHAWN MONTEE mid HEATHER MONTEE, 
17 husband mid wife; SHAWN MONTEE, INC., mi Idaho corporation dba SHAWN MONTEE TIMBER 
18 COMPANY; and ABCO WOOD RBCYCLINO, 
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, 
19 
20 
21• STATE OFWASHJNOTON 
22 County of King 
Defendants. 
) 
: ss. 
) 
CASE NO. CV•2014•4713 
AFF1DAV1T OF ROBERT 
WOLFORD IN SUPPORT OF 
PLAINTIPP'S MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
Robert Wolford, being first duly swom upon oath, deposes and says: 23 
24 
2S 
1. I am the Plaintiff in the above-noted matter, I am over the age of 18 years of 
26 age, and I am duly competent to testify to the facts stated herein. Further, your afflant makes 
21 this Affidavit based upon his personal knowledge. 
28 
AFFIDAVIT OF R.OBER.T WOLFORD IN SUPPORT OF 
P.l.AlNTlff'S MOTlON FOR SUMMAR. Y JU DOM.ENT • 1 
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II 
2. On or about January 16, 2007, Shawn Montee und I entered into a Joan 
2 
agreement whereby 1 agreed to loan money to Defendant Shawn Montee and his various 
3 
business entities including Defendant Shawn Montee Inc. d/b/a Shawn Montee Timber 
4 
5 Company and Defendant Abco Wood Recyvling. LLC on an open account. Pursuant to this 
6 ioan agreement, Defendant Shawn Montee wiconditiona11y agreed to re-pay the amounts which 
7 were loaned to him and hi A business entities with interest at a rate of 10% per annum. 
~- Thereafter, Defendant Shawn Montee did ma.Ice an °"8Sional payment toward 
9 
the balance due ,and owing on this loan. However, Detendant Shawn Montee's payments were 
JO 
11 sporadic and were insufficient to repay back the balance which was continually growing on the 
12 subject loan. 
13 4. Therefore, on or about May 12, 2009t I addressed the issue of the loan 
14 
repayment with Defendant Shawn Montee. At this point, it was cloar that Defendant Shawn 
1.5 
16 
Montee was not repaying the loans which 1 had advanced to him and his companies starting 
17 January 16, 2007 in a sufficient manner. Jn this coniact that I had with Defendant Shawn 
JS Montee on or about Ma)' 12, 2009, Defendant Shawn Montee requested that [ provide for him 
19 
an extension of time in which to repay the loans whioh I had advanced to him and his 
20 
21 
companies. Therefore, on or about May 12, 2009, Defendant Shawn Montee executed a 
22 Promissory Note ("First Note") in the oriainal principal sum of ONE MILLION ONE 
23 HUNDRED FIFTY-THREE THOUSAND AND 00/100 DOLLARS (S1,1S3,000.00) in favor 
24 of me, Robert Wolford, in order to memorialize the debts owed on the open account referenced 
25 
2CS 
27 
28 
above and to memorialize our agreement regarding an extension regarding the re-payment term 
of this loan. Further. as consideration for the extension of time in which to repay the subject 
loan, Defendant Shawn Montee also agreed to pay me an additional TWO HUNDRED FIFTY 
AFFIDAVIT OF ROBERT WOLFORD IN SUPPORT OF 
PT.AJ'NTJFF1S MOTTON FOR SUMMARY 1UOOME'NT - 2 
k~~~4ft,.!~'c010U11~.dlic Supreme Court Docket #42719 45 f 332 
. ·:::, 
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II 
I THOUSAND AND 00/100 DOLLARS (S250,000.00) for an extension on the due date for the 
2 balance duo and owing on the loan. A true and cnm.,Q wpy of the First Note which Defendant 
3 
Shawn Montee aigned and which memorializes the tenns and conditions of this loan agreement 
4 
5 is attached hereto as Exhibit A and incorporated by reference herein. While the 'First Note did 
6 not identify in writiq the terms and eondition, of the asieed iutwe.t rate, Oefeudmt Shawn 
7 Montee and l had orally agreed that the interest rate on the loan would remain at I 001o. 
¥ Pursuant to the terms of First Note, full payment on the Joan was required to be made not later 
y 
than July 31, 2009. 
10 
II s. Despite the tenns and conditions of First Note, Defendants failed to pay the 
12 entire balance due and owing pursuant to First Note by the July 31, 2009 deadline and they 
13 brca~hcd the payment tenns of first Note. 
14 
IS 
6. By February 2010, I had bcwmc increasingly conoemed about Defendant 
Shawn Montee'& ability to repa)' the balance due and owing pursuant to the First Note, As 
16 
17 such, 1 contaeted Defendant Shawn Montee about the loan repayment and about the need to 
18 have him execute a promisaory note which would memorialize that not only Defendant Shawn 
1
~ Montee obligation on this debt, but also his companies Defendant Shawn Montee, IncoYporated 
20 
21 
and Defendant Abco Wood Recycling, LLC liability for this debt. Pursuant to this request~ on 
22 
February 16, 2010, Defendant Shawn Montee (on behalf of Defendant Shawn Montee, 
23 Incorporated and Defendant Abco Wood Reoyclina, LLC) executed a Second Note which 
24 identified in writing that Defendant Shawn Montee, Inc. and Defendant Abco Wood Recycling. 
2S LLC were also obligated to pay the subject loan. A true and coJTeot copy of the Second Note is 
27 
28 
attached hereto as E"hibit B and in;orporatcd by reference herein. 
AF'Fll)AVIT Of .ROBERT WOLFORD IN SUPPOP.T OF 
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT· 3 
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II 
7. After executing the Second Note, the Defendants made a few payments toward 
2 the debt owed on the loan and pursuant to Fint Note and Second Note. Howovor, despite my 
' requests for continuing pa)'fflents, the Defendants have not made I payment toward the loan 
4 
5 since September 30, 2012, 
6 ft 0, As of today's date, Defendant Shawn Montee, Defendant Shawn Montee, Inc. 
7 and Defendant Abco Wood Rocyolilllt LLC have failed to pay the principal balance in full on 
8 this loan obligation, failed to pay accrued interest. and has failed to pay the additional 
9 
$250,000.00 for the extension of the payment due date. 
10 
11 9. Attached hereto as Exhibit C is a document which accurately details and 
12 memorializes the entire loan transaction history pertaining to this loan, including 
13 documentation of the dates and amounts of each loan advanc:e, documentation of the dates and 
14 
15 
amounu of all payments rcgcived from the Defendants, the accurate computation of interest 
whioh has aCGniccl on this loan from ita inception through July 31, 2014, and the uscssmcnt of 
16 
17 the $250,000 loan. extension fee. 
18 10. As of July 31, 2014 and after deducting all payments received and just offsets, 
1
' there is now due and owina on the loan from the Defendants the unpaid principal balance of 
Sl,233.641.00, uni,aid accrued interest in the sum of $417,584.67. and the unpaid loan 
21 
extension fee in the amount of S250,000.00. Interest continucs to accrue on the unpaid 
22 
23 principal balance of the loan from July 31, 2014 through the date of judgment at the rate of 
24 10% per annum or a per diem rate ofS337.9838. 
2S 
26 
27 
2H 
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' 7 
8 
DATED this ft.. day of Aupat, 2014. 
08-15-14 16:29 Pg: 14/23 
9 SUBSCJUB§P. AND SWORN TO before me, a notary pubJic iD aad for die State of 
10 WaabingtoD, thia Ji!."lay of Jtu.Cf' t . . , 2014, 
IJ 
12 
IS 
14 
17 
18 
" 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
Printed Name:IJll!AIM~.....::.aw~~ 
Rtsidina 1:t:_...aaLQ11.u:=-.:;~~:z.....-
My Commi•~ bpires:._.11UJa...a--
AFFIDAVIT OF ROBBR.T WOLFORD lN SUPPOAT OP 
PLAINTIFFS MOTION FOil SUMMAllY .fUDGMBNT • 5 
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2 
3 
4 
II 
CERTmCATE OF SERVICE 
I contif), thal on this the /A~ of Avq l),s± , 2014, I c:auscd a ttuc 
and correct copy of the within AFFIDAVIT OF ROBERT WOLFORD IN SUPPORT OF 
~ PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT to be forwarded, with all required 
6 charges prepaid, by the method(&) indicated bel0w. to the following person(s): 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
JS 
16 
17 
u 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
2-4 
25 
36 
27 
28 
Paul Daugherty 
Attomcy at Law 
110 East Wallace Avenue 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
AffTDA VJT OF ROBBRT WOLFORD IN SUPPOR.1' Of 
PLAINTIFFS MOTION FOR SUMMARY J'UOOM:ENT • 6 
U.S. Mail 
Hand Delivered 
Overnight Mail 
Via Pax: (208) 666-0SSO 
Via Email: 
11,1'1H1ftn~daft,alo\lltl!U\CIUOl\tOIUUU),d6,I 
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, . ~ .. r"'' WW •• •• .&.W•-¥ •.• I • 
Barrowm Shawn MantN. me, & 
Abee Wood Jtecyc)ifll. LLC 
PO Box 1329 
Poat Palll. m. 831?7 
Leader: Bohby Woltord 
22014 w. Boltlen ltd. 
WoodinvlUe, WA 98072 
Promhe To Pa;y, Sbl'Ml Montee, IAo &for Abco Wao4 l,oyclma, J.LC (Bortowtr) 
proml• to pay the 10% montbJy mt8nll oai tlw lbov• prltlOipt. blJaaoe ("8ffina 
JIIDUII')' 2010) to Bobby Wolfbrd (t«ldar), in l&w:611 fflOfl8)' of the 'UNte4 Statel of 
Amedoa. 
Par111111t Ila: TBD (betweeA ShlWII Mm\tee 6 Bobby Woltorcl) 
-
• 
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EulbltC , E:lhlbit C 
Wolford vs. Montee Supreme Court Docket #42719 
~ WGlfol1f Loan tolRI Party 
8aseJ on lOK,mrual Sffll)le intlft!SII 
Al:lilll:J Dale Daws Per Diemlnlae!il lain Payrnell ldEftsl fntelesl 
Rate Al:aued Paid 
lmll J/16/lUfJ 200JIDD.DO -
loan 5A5IB,ITJ. ua 54.1945 lCll.,DIIO.DO 6.,41i&.15 
loan '10}8/lClf1 l46 82J9l8 1B8,493DO 12.IJIIIUIJ 
lmn 1/J/.lfAX 81 t33.1337 3!15,148..00 l].&43.S3 
l.mn ~ ID3 M2.l934 150JIQO.CIO lo\93S.62 
11"111en!S1 AanJed to dale 9/3/lMI w ZB3.'1893 J!J,939.69 
Payaenl 9/3/MIDI (15,417 J>O) l5,,4l7.10 
ln1en!St Aa:rued to dale 1l/lli/J11111 ID4 LB3..Ull!B J9,4S1lil!I 
Paplelll "ll/lli/J11111 ~J>O) 8,580.00 
11.oaA EltlRsiCn fee 5/13/MXB- 250,000.00 
Interest Aa:rued to da1I! 7/J/JJH.O sriZ ZB3..1893 :159,l5l..39 
Paynecll 7/JIIJ)l!a f::15.,()IDJXQ 2SJJIIOJ» 
I.Dal U/16/mll BB 183.1193 JOO.,DDO.DO J9.,DID.l2 
lnlelesl Aalued lD dare 3/31/mll. !DD l37.JIB8 H8.,!l9l..90 
~ ~ (17.()18.IXQ l7)JIIOJJD 
lnterm~ to dare !tl3QIDl m J37.!IIB8 '1.851.(M 
Payneflt 9/30/»IJ (11).,IJO),OO) 1D))IIO.OD 
lllb!le5l Aalued IJt dare 7/31/m• lili9 l37.!IIB8 226.111.15 
Totals 215:t ~I.DO (l35r9!:1.IQ 779,622.89 85..917.ID 
~ Days aclMlnl for mlcdalkn ba!ll!d an 3li5 ~ per ,wr 
- '"*-nllsa ran irteteSl a-tr&laan eiden5lan ~- It l51ndlldal* Im dleprindpalbalall:eduellut11B5 natused incalur.atlr8 arleresldu 
.. Wolf.orc;I vs. Montee 
. Supr~IT)e Court D<:>9ket _#42719 
Pmd,lllill BalanreOue 
Pakl lnb!resl Prlldpal 
2GO,OCIO.OO 
6-46.:n 311Cl.000.00 
~-» a8Jl!WJ) 
)Q.lG!UJ BU,.64100 
55.c>l4.9l l,GD.6418) 
M,9Faa 1.(B3.641CII 
19,SS7.510 1J}D.611UIO 
UB)JOl!l.n 1,.QD.64LOO 
1.G0,5lll!Ua 1.(B].641.CIO 
100,slOl!UI l,Zl3,6UAIO 
-
259.,661.S7 l.J,13.611Al0 
2M)i6157 l,.Jn,6111.00 
-
Z73.74Ui9 1.40.6111.00 
- 412..n:1.59 1,c3.611.00 
4ZS,.7J!.S9 1,4B.60.00 
-
4187.5N.63 1,413.60JJD 
4l7,,5,14.63 lJIO.li4UJO 
60,,695.79 IA3.641.00 
60.61!15.1!1 t.,483.6111.CN> 
Tat31 
XU,IIID.00 
305)&.75 
5ai,!IISB.15 
913,1'51).zg 
I.Jlll8.61&.9J 
t.US.&JS.60 
l.lD.l.!B.SO 
1,142,650.18 
1,134,l.50.18 
l,.llM.150.18 
1,543.]0l57 
l,518,.D.S7 
1.751.38U9 
l,926,37t.59 
:1,!1B.37t.59 
l.911,2li.63 
l.D.2li-63 
2.127..33fa.19 
2.,1.U.,Df,.l'J 
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PAUL W. DAUOHARTY 
PAUL W. DAUGHARTY, P.A. 
Attorney at Law 
110 E. Wallace A venue 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Telephone No.: (208) 664-3799 
Facsimile No.: (208) 666-0550 
E-mail: pau1@pdau&hartylaw.com 
ISB#4S20 
IN THE DISTIUCT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRIC'Jr OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTl~NAI 
ROBERT WOLFORD, 
Plaintiff', 
v. 
SHAWN MONTEE and HEATHER MONTEE, 
husband and wife; SHAWN MONTEE, INC., an 
Idaho corporation dba SHAWN MONTEE TIMBER 
COMPANY; and ABCO WOOD RECYCLING, 
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, 
Defendants. 
CASE NO. CV-14-4713 
MOTION TO CONTThlJE. 
COMES NOW, the above-named Defendants by and through their attomey, Paul W. 
Daua}larty of the Law Firm PAUL W. DAUGHARTY, P.A., and hereby move5 this Coutt for an 
Order Continuing Plaintiff, ROBERT WOLFORD's Motion for Swnmary currentl~, scheiluled to 
be heard on the 17th day of September, 2014. This Motion is made pursuant 1:0 Cdaho Rule of 
Ci'Vil Procedure 56(t). 
This Motion is supported by the files and records herein and the Affidavit of l'aul W. 
Daugherty filed contemporaneously herewith. 
Oral argwnent is hereby requested at hearing. 
MOTION TO CONTINUE· J 
Wolford vs. Montee 
800/1100 !fl 
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DATED this .2_ day of September, 2014. 
CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I hereby certify that I caused to be 
served a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing on this ..1:d. day of 
September, 2014, to: 
PAUL W_ DAUGHARTY. P.A. 
:~ .. ~ 
PAUL W. DAlJGHARTY 
Attorney for Defendants 
-------
_____________ __, ____________ .. ____ _, 
Mark A. Ellingsen 
Jason M. Oray 
WITHERSPOON KELLEY 
Attorneys &: Counselors 
[ ~ Via Mail, postage prepaid tb:reon 
N"J Via Facsimile: 208-667-8470 
[ ] Via Hand Delivery 
[ ] ViaE•Mail: mae@withcrspoookc:lley c;om 
jmg@witherspoo1,ke'.1ley.cc m 608 Northwest Blvd., Sui~ 300 
Coeur d'Alene. ID 83814 
-----------------......-~~~~---'--~~~~~~~~~------~--1 
MOTION TO CONTJNUE • 2 
Wolford vs. Montee 
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PAUL W. DAUGHARTY 
PAUL W. DAUGHARTY, P.A 
Attorney at Law 
110 E. Wallace Avenue 
coeur d'Alene, m 83814 
Tdq,honc No.: (208) 664-3799 
Facsimile No.: (208) 666-0SSO 
E-mail: paul@pdaugbartylaw.com 
ISB# 4S20 
:(A!E OF DAI-JO } 
':)1' '\ 1TY !',; :,:rr.TENAf SS 
...... ...i:'1 . ·-· '.\...lt) 
. :·.Ff; AW 7 J{k. 
:'.Ji4 SfP _v;( PM 3: 24 
IN THE DiST.iiiCT COURT OF TiiE FiRST JUDICIAL DISTRi(:-1· Of 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOO'['EJIJAI 
ROBERT WOLFORD, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
SHAWN MONTEE and HEATH£R MONTEE, 
husband and wife; SHAWN MONTEE, INC., an 
Idaho corporation dba SHAWN MONTEE TIMBER 
COMPANY; and ABCO WOOD RECYCLING, 
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, 
STA TE OF IDAHO ) 
ss. 
County of Kootenai ) 
Defendants. 
CASE NO. CV-14-4713 
AFFIDAVIT 1N SUPPORT OF 
MOTION TO CONTINUE 
PAUL W. DAUOHARTY, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and :sa;ys: 
1. I am the attorney for the above-named Defendants in the above-imtitled II . .atter. I 
am personally familiar with the documents and issues in this matter and I am maJ::e this A::fidavit 
of my own personal knowledge. 
2. I submit this Affidavit in support of Defendants' Motion to CnrJtfaue P:ain~ 
ROBERT WOLFORD's Motion for Summary Judgment currently schedule to ·tie heard on tbe 
17th day of September. 2014. 
3. Defendants seek a continuance pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure: 56(f), 
AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO CONTINUE· 1 
Wolford vs. Montee 
800/900 IPI 
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because without additional discovery, Defendants are unable to adequately respor.id nnd/or oppose 
Defendant's pending motion. 
4. Defendants require the depositions of Plamtiff, ROBERT WOLI'ORD ancl Nellie 
Jacobsen. Ms. Jacobsen was at all tintes material hereto the office manager/bookkeeper for Mr. 
Wolford. 
s. Defendants need to depose the above-named individuals in ordc~· to prep,ue and 
respond to Plaintiff's Motion for Summary Iudgment. 
6. Discovery is still ongoing by both parties and further parties may need to be 
deposed. 
7. I make this Affidavit in good faith and represent to this Court tha1 th{: abov1,-stated 
discovery is both necessary and essential to Defendant's opposition to the pert,.lill.g Mo·:ion for 
Summary Judgment. In the interest of justice, I would ask that this Court grant 1he reque·st for a 
continuance until such time as the discovery can be reasonably completed. 
8. Further your affiant saith naught. 
DATED this _1_ day of September, 2014. 
PAUL W. DAUGHARTY, P.A. 
By~"-\ ·---
PAUL w.DAU0HARTY, Attorney 1<>r Defendants 
SUBSCRmED AND SWORN TO before me this ~day of September: 2014. 
~~k%- UJ~~--
NO!~Y PU IC.in .and tot ~h:att~ ofld,iho 
Residing at: ,IL..!b· _ 
My Commission xpires: Lf-1-·:~~-
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CERTIF1CA TE OF DELIVERY 
I hereby certify that I caused to be 
served a true and corr"t copy of the 
foregoing on this ~ day of 
Scptc:mbc:r, 2014, to; 
I Mark A. Ellingsen 
1ason M. Gray 
WITHERSPOON KELLEY 
Attomeys & Cou.nselors 
f [ l Via Mail, postage prepaid tl::::-1 [".f Via Facsimile: 208-667-8470 
[ ] Via Hand Delivery 
[ J Via E-Mail: mae@witherspoonlcelley com 
jmg@witherspoo11keilley.C<J,m 608 Northwest Blvd., Suite 300 
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PAUL W. DAVGHARTY, P.A. 
Attorney at Law 
110 E, Wallace Avenue 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Telephone No.: (208) 664-3799 
Facsimile No.: (208) 666 .. 0SSO 
E-mail: paul@pdaugbartylaw.com 
1SB#4S20 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOO'l"ENAI 
ROBERT WOLFORD, 
Plaintiff, 
V. 
SHAWN MONTEE and HEATHER MONTEE, 
husband and wife; SHAWN MONTEE. INC .• an 
Idaho corporation dba SHAWN MONTEE TIMBER 
COMPANY; and ABCO WOOD RECYCLING, 
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, 
Defendants. 
CASE NO. CV-14-4713 
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITI1,)N TO 
MOTION FOR SUMMl~RY 
ruDGMENT 
COMES NOW, the above-named Defendants by and through her attorney Paul W. 
Daugharty of the law :fum PAUL W. DAUGHARTY, P.A., and respectfully submits their 
Memorandum in Opposition to Plaintiff's Motion for Summary Judgment as follows: 
I. Standard of Review for Motions under I.R.C.P. S6(e) 
Summary Judgment is appropriate if the motions, pleadings, affidavits, depositions and 
admissions on file show no genuine issue of material fact and the case can be dec:idi=d as e,. matter 
of law. See IRCP S6(c). In rulin& on Plaintiff'$ Motio11 f0r Sununary Judgmcot, the Cot rt mut 
liberally construe facts in the existing record in favor of the non-moving party and draw all 
MEMORANDUM JN OPPOSMON • l 
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reasonable inferences from the record in favor of the non-moving party. State v. Rubltennaid, Inc., 
129 Idaho 353, 3SS-S6, 924 P.2d 61S, 61 ?-618 (1996). If there are conflicting inferffi:es contained 
in the record, or if reasonable minds might reach different conclusions, summa1;, judgmeltt must 
be denied. Bonz v. Sudweeks. 119 Idaho S39. 541,808 P.2d 876, 878 (1991). Fineilly, ifth1: Court 
d=rmines that no genuine issues of material fact exist it can enter judgment for the: non·JOoving 
party. Barlow's, Inc. v. Bannock Cleaning Corp., 103 Idaho 310,647 P.2d 766 (Ct.App. 1~182). 
U. Legal Analyaia and Argument 
The D1Gtion for slUDDlary jadpaeat must be denied because genuine 01,ues of material 
fact esilta as to tbe claims made by Plaintiff. 
Plaintiff, Robert Wolford argues in the memorandum in suppon that "th.ete is no q.iestion 
that Defendants are in default under the terms of the open accotm.t and promissor:~ notes thit were 
executed in favor of Plaintiff." Sec page 4 of Plamtiff's Memorandum. However, lt is resp:ctfully 
submitted that this assertion is without merit 
As set forth in the Affidavit of Shawn Montee and mdent from Bxhibi1 1'13," atta,)hecl to 
the Affidavit of R.obert Wolford, the promissory note attached as Exhibit "B" h~: no p:lyment 
terms. Additionally, the promissoiy note attached as Exhibit "B" clearly estabbm.e:s that Shawn 
Montee, Inc., an Idaho corporation and ABCO Wood Recycling, LLC, an Idahc, lirtlited liability 
company are the "Borrower'' under the same. As such. no claim exists against Sha,;vn Mtintee or 
Heather Montee Individually or personally. It is respectfully submitted that 1:1i:S stated in the 
Affidavit of Shawn Montee) there was never any definitive agreement as to te)>ayi:nent. Cn fact, 
Mr. Wolford told Mr. Montee that the monies advanced could be repaid, if and wb,n, Mr. M:>ntee 's 
companies bad the ability or funds. Although one might arp that makes little sense, vi. ten the 
relationship between Mr. Wolford an.cl Mr. Montee is considered it makes perfect sense. I1 is also 
submitted that the promissory note attached as Exhibit "B" was intended and did rei:•Jace the May 
12, 2009 agreement attached as Exhibit "A" to the Affidavit of Robert Wolford. The dates set forth 
in the May 12, 2009 agreement came and went and the parties entered into a new pmmissc·ry note 
dated February 16, 2010. It is also important to note that Plaintiff, Wolford has nu: 1t1ade m1y prior 
demand for payment prior to filing suit and the promissory noto doci5 not allow fm a,:,celeru.tion u 
alleged. Simply put, absent payment terms how can default occur. 
Finally, it is respectfully submitted that the Court dismiss Shawn Mon.ee and Heather 
Montee individually from the lawsuit 
MEMORANDUM 1N OPPOSITION - 2 
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m. Conclusion 
Based U{)On the undisputed facts in this ease and the foregoing argument, it iis respsctfully 
submitted that the motion for summary judgment should be denied. 
DATED this~ day ofSeptem~2~ 
~~-, 
CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I hereby certify that I caused to be 
served a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing on this _A_ day of 
September, 2014. to: 
-----------·-------. PAUL W. DAUGHARTY, Attomc~r for Dd:ndants 
------------------------·-----
Mark A. Ellingsen 
JmonM.Gray 
WITHERSPOON KELLEY 
Attorneys & Counselors 
[ ] Via Mai~ postage prepaid thereon 
[~Via Facsimile: 208-667-8470 
[ ] Via Hand Delivery 
[ ] Via E-Mail: mae@witherspoon~~lley.com 
jmg@witherspoonkelli~y.co1J 1 608 Northwest Blvd., Suite 300 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 ..................... ......;......;;.;::...-__.;;, ______ ...__ _____________ _ 
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Mark A. Ellingsen, ISB No. 4720 
3 WITHERSPOON KELLEY 
4 
The Spokesman•Review Building 
608 Northwest Boulevard, Suite 300 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
Telephone: (208) 667-4000 
6 Facsimile: (208) 667-8470 
7 Email: mae@witherspoonkelley.com 
s. A11orneysfor Elizabeth Alvord 
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IS 
IN THE DISTRICT .COURT FOR THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOT;ENAI 
ROBERT WOLFORD. 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
16 SHAWN MONTEE.and HEATHER.MONTEE; 
: husband .. d wife/ SHAWN: MONTe,E, INC., dba 
J'7 · ~HAWN-MONTEE TiMBERCOMPANY, cm 
Idaho Corporatipn,~d ~:boo Wooci:Recyclµi~ 18 tLC~ an Idaho· Limited Liabiljty Com~y. 
19 
20 
Defendants. 
CASE NO. CV-2014-4713 
·~&1~~~.~J,Vft.ii\1J>J 
TOSBAL/REDACTPORTIONSOF 
THE AFFIDAVIT OF SHAWN 
MONTEE 
2T I .. ·NATURE OF CASE AND RELIEF SOUGHT 
22 This cas~ involves a s.uit by the Plaintiff Robert Wolf.~rd ("Plaintiff')· against Sha 
23 
. .· · :Montee ("Montee") and Montee's various business entities for failure to repay a loan. 
24 . · 
25 .unconditionally agreed to pay the amounts due and ~t is why this suit was initiated. 
26 Piaintiff filed 11 motion for summary judgment identifying the amounts due and owing 
27 1n response, Mr. Montee filed an Affida.vit which launches into an ou~eous and persona 
28 
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. ,•. 
attack on one of Plaintiff's lawyer, Elizabeth Alvord, and alleges conduct on the part of Ms 
2 Alvord which is highly objectionable and libelous. Tb~ stat1;ments contained in the Affidavit o 
3 Shawn Montee regarding Ms. Alvord have absolutely no business being presented in thi 
4 Affidavit-not only due· to the libelous nature of the statements, but also due to the fact that the 
have absolutely no relevance to the pending summary judgment motion. 
n. STANDARDS FOR MOTION TO SEAL/REDACT 
Idaho Court Administrative Rule 32(i) provides: 
6 
7 
8 
9. Physical and electronic records may be di~lo~ Qr temporarily or pennanently seale4 
10 
. or redacted by order of the court on a c~e-by-case basis. Any person or the court on its own 
II 
motion may move to disclose, redact:,. seal or unseal a part or an of the records in any judicial 
12 
13 
proceeding. The custodjan judge shall hold a hearing on the .motion after .the _moving party . · 
14 gives notice of the hearing to· all parties to the judicial proceeding ... In ruling on whether . · 
. . . 
IS spc:t.ific; records should be disclosed, -t-ed.ac:ted, or sealed by .order-of.the court, the court shall 
16 determine and make a finding of fact as to· whether the interest in privacy or public djsclosure 
1,7 
. predominates. If the court .r~ts OT seals records to protect predominating privac~ .interests, it . 
18 
19 ~~t · fashion the least restrictive exceJ)tiol) fro~ disclosure consistent with privacy interests.· 
.. 
20 Before. a court may enter an order redactiltg or ·sealing -records, it must also make one or more of 
. . ·. . ' 
21 the following determinations in wri~ng: · 
22 
2) 
(1) That the documents or .materials contain bi~y intimate factS or statements, 
· · the publication whjch would be highly (?bjectionable to a reasonable person, or 
l4 
. . 
2S · (2) 1bat the documents or ~als contains facts or statements that the court 
26 finds might be libelous, · 
27 
28 
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2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
n 
' ' 
Pursuant to this Rule, Ms. Alvord moves this Court for an order sealing ~d/or red~tin 
potions of the Affidavit of Shawn Montee which asserts ouuageous and libelous statc:mc:n 
about her: These· statcmQDts will not be repeated in this Memo.rand~, but· they are found i ·. 
portions of the Affidavit of Shawn Montee identified as follows: 
L 
my daughter .... " through Paragraph 3. page 3. line· 3 which states "Again. prior to the events se 
: . ·:.: : ... ~: . 
' ... 
... 
' : 
. . . .. 
·' ... 
.· ·· .. :·· 
. ' ,: ,, 
,, .. ·: .. ·· 
8 forth .... "; 
... : .. :" ·: ... . :: 
.. 'l 
~ 2. Affidavit of Shawt;1 Montee, P~ph 13, page S, Sentences 2 an~ .3 whic . · .·. -:.:',>:'.::( 
10 
~ferences Ms. Alvord; 
II 
. 3. Affidavit.of Shawn Monte~, Patagraph 14, in its entirety; 
12 
13 
After reading the content of .Mr. Mon~e·s Affidavit, this Court must c.o,me to the 
14:. inescapable co~~lusio~ that .th~sc: ~ons (?f Mr. Montcc's Affidavit must be ~ealed/red~ted 
' t.5' ~UC w th.cir Qai.mgi;o~ cuJJ_ lrl,11:'lv':"' lJ.Q.l'u.1.'6, 6!14 m 6.M~r t~ pt'Otoot Mo. Alvord and her 
: 16 
~epu~o~ frolll: an)' h"'"m ~Wch migh~ eome .·fN)m t;hc_ pubHc dissemination of these libelous. 
·: :.~: ··.:. r 
.... ~··: \, 
. ' ' ' ··~" ' 
... - . ', 
,• . ··.: ,,, 
.. ' , : 
. ·: : 
.. ···~ 
.···: ... 
''' 
' · ... : t,;·: 
I ', : ,"• ,' ·.f 
' ' 
.... ' .. 
17 
18 
19 
. . .:" •':. ·;, ,•·:·.: 
~ ' ' ~ . ,\ ·',) 
iht statements. CONCLUSif;>N ·m· ' . ' ' . ' 
20' 
21 
For the foregoina reasons, the abov~ noted 'portions ·Of Mr. ,M~ntee's Affid~vit ~ust be.·· . ' . . ... ·: .'<). 
. ,, . :· :··: 
~acted. The onl"r question which ling~ is why Mr. Montee and his co~sel felt that it ~ 
22 
appropriate to include· this type of testimony within said Affidavit-when it has absoJutely ·:110 ·: · .. :.:-': ·'.· / (~·.; 
23, 
bearing or relevance on the.underlyirtg enforceability of the subject Notes. While it is patcntl; ·. · .. 
24, 
2S clear that Mr. Montee would. like. to eng~e in unmitigated mudslinging agai.Qst ~lvord,. 
2<i counsel for Mr. Mv11tc:1c:1 u~ ti:, b, rc..n\i,,ded of his oth~.ool obligat;onc purguant t~ .~..ule 4.41. o 
27 the Idaho Rules of Profession Conduct which provide: 
28 
.. : . : . : . 
' ' 
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18 
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21 
22 
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26 
27 
28 
II 
In representing a client, a lawyer shall not: 
(I) use means that have no substantial purpose other than to embarrass, del.ay or burden a 
third pcmon .... 
Mr. Montee's statements about Ms. Alvord ha.vo absolutely no place in this litigation and Mr. 
""--··-L-...-.. 1..-..., ...._ ------A!L!1!4 ... a. ... __ ...... - +\..ft.4, +I...!~ "'......_..,. ,,,.,,.,# AA..,....,l"•"'t AA.t!!!lt.i!!I --+ \...a...._ __ _ 
.IJilU.l!SllClH)' .. _ c& •~pvu~lUIU'-J' \U Qlll,\UQ !.&ICM, W.UI> .. v .... VJ. ""'"' ........................ .,UV~ '""'!'t'" ...... . 
DATED this (. 'O day of SeptembeT, 2014. 
WITHERSPOON KELLEY 
Mark A. Ellin sen, ISB No. 472 
· Attorneys/or Plaintiff 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I certify that on this the 1Q day of September, 2014, I caused a true and correct copy o. 
the within MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO SEAL/REDACT to be fory.,arded 
with all required charges prepaid, by the method(s) indica~ below, to the: following per,on(s): 
Paul Daugharty 
Attorney at Law 
110 ~l Wwltu.c: Avc:uuc: 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
LJ 
D 
~ 
U.S. Mail 
Hand Delivered 
Overnight Mall 
Via Fax: {208) 666-0550 . 
Via Email: 
. 
LJy,ll01~ 
Nichole Cansino 
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2 
3 Mark A. Ellingse~ !SB No. 4720 
4 
WITHERSPOON KELLEY 
The Spokesman.Review Building 
,:.···' ': 
s 608 Northwest Boulevard, Suite 300 
Coeur d'Alene. Idaho 83814 
6 Telephone: (208) 667 ·4000 
7 
Facsimile: (208) 667-8470 
Email: mac@witherspoonkelley.com 
8 
Attorneys for the Plaintiff Robert Wolford 
9 
. ,, . . . : . ',•' : 
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11 
12 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT .OF THE 
. . . 
STA TE OF IDAHO, IN A.NP FQR 1lIB COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
CASE NO. cv.2014.4713 
n ~OBERT WOLFQRD, 
14 
1S 
16 
Plaintiff, 
v .. 
SHAWN MONTEE mtd HEATJ,JER MO~E, 
·REPLY MEMORANDUM IN 
SUPPORT OF.PLAINTIFF'S 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
Jl1DGM.aff 
17. husband and wife, SHAWN MONTEE, ~C,1 dba 
_18 - SHAWNMONTEETIMBERCOMP~Y,,an· 
. Idaho Corporati-on,· and Abco Wood Recycling, 
19 LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability Company, 
20 
21 
22 
23 
Defendants. 
I. . ·NATURE OF CASE AND RELIEF SOUGHT 
This case involves a suit by the Plaintiff Robert Wolford ("Plaintiff') against Shawn 
24 Montee ("Montee") and Montcc's various business entities for failure to repay-a loan .. Montee 
25 WJconditionally agreed to pay the amounts due on the open account with interest at a rate of . 
26 
10% per annum. 
27 
28 
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As of the dat~ of the: instant Motion, Defendants are in default under the loan and have 
2 failed to make any payments since September 30, 2012. 
3 
4 
s 
6 
While the Defendants file the Affidavit of Shawn Montee in response .to the s~ 
judgment, the Defend.ants fail to produce any evidence which disputes the history of loan 
advancements and· payment hi story which :w~~ provided as EJChibit C to the Affidavit nf Rhhert 
., Wolford. Inste~d, in an effort to avoid liability. the Defendants impermissibly attempt to re-
s write. the clear and ~biguous terms of the subject Notes in such a fashion which, in the end, 
9 would ·.never require them to re-p,y the su'°'st~tial sums of money which were advanced as 
10 l b. Mr' W 
· .. ~ .. Y. • olford.· · 
11 ·. . ': ,,• ,' 
Despite what the I?efendan~ , im~ss~bly : claim, this Coun must enforce the 
l2 
,1;:i ·unamt,igaous •.. ofNo~ 1 and N~··2·ancfentcr judgment accordingly in favor of Robert··· 
' . . ' . . . . . . 
14 
1.5 
.16 
17 
18' 
· Wolford. Unfortunately due to Defendants· failure to make payments, Plaintiff did not have 
'. . ' ' . . . 
. : any· option but ~ pursue. this: Jitigaf;ion: t~ ~.tain a Jud~t fot th~ substantial sums' which ~ : 
due and ·owing. P~aintifr' i~ · now ·~.~g. a judgment pursuant to this motion for swnmary 
. . ' . . 
ju~nt · .for the. bal~e : .. o( ·~~. ~;., "1hi~~: ~ io~g; past.· due .. and · owing QB · dettrlled 
·hereinafter. 19. ,, ', 
20 
:Zt 
22 
:ZJ 
24 
IL 
' ' 
This Court is .well ~ware of the standards for s~aiy judgment. · Summaiy judgm~nt 
. . . . 
is appropriate ''if the pleadings, depositions, and admissions on file, together with the . 
affidavits, if any, show tb~t there is ~o genuine issue ~ to any material fact and that the · 
2s moving party is entitled to judgm~t as a matter of law." I.R.~.P. S6(c); Bonz "· Sudweeks, 
26 119 Idaho S39, S41, 808 P.2.d 876, 81~ (1991). The.burden of proving the absence of material 
27 
28 
'•• ..... 
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2 
3 
4 
s 
6 
,r 
facts is upon the moving party. Petricevich v. Salmr>n River Canal Co., 92 Idaho 86:5, 868,452 
P.2d.362, 365 (1969). 
Once the moving party has filed 1:1 properly supported motion for summary judgment. it 
is incumbent upon. the non-moving party to present opposjng evjdence through deposifi?ns, 
discovery respo?".ses and ~mti~vits sufficient to create a genuine issue for trial. I.R.C.P. 56(e). 
7 
The non-moving party may not rest upon mere allegations or denials in his pleadings . 
. s Farmers v. Int'/ Harvester, 91 Idaho 742,747,553 P.2d 1306, 1311 (1976). Instead, the non-
9 mo~ing party "must set forth specific facts showing that.there is a trial." Id. 
10 
ll . 
· 12 
Summary Judgment Standards for Cases .to be Tri~ v,a a Court/Bene~ Trial 
In this case, no party has made a timely or proper. demand for a jury trial. Therefore, 
13 
. the case Will ~ tried as a Bench Trial/Court Trial. In cases involVing nonjuty trials, such as 
14 the·case at band, ~e standard for SUIIlIIJ1llY judgment is considerably different than cases whi~ 
15 ', . may ultimately ~e tried before a jury. 'The Idaho. Supreme Court has noted that when an action 
' 
16 will be tried before the court ~thout a jury, the judg.e is not constrained to. draw inferences 1.n 
17 
favor: of.the party opposing .a motion for summary judgr:nent but rather the trial j~ge is free to: 
18 · · · · · 
',, 
19 anive at the most probable inferences to be drawn fro.m uncontroverted evidentiary facts .. 
. . 
20 Loomis v. City of Hailey, 119 Idaho 434 (1991). In non-jury cases, the 1ria1 court ~Y grant 
21 sum.ma!)' judgment despite the possibility ~f conflicting inferences. Bauc,hman-Kings.ton 
22 
P'ship v. Haroldsen, 149_Idaho 8? (2008). 
23 
24 
· 2S 
27 
28 
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ill. ARGUMENT 
DEFENDANT MONTEE CANNOT USE PAROLE EVIDENCE TO . 
ALTER THE CLEAR AND UNAMBIGUOUS TERMS OF NOTE 1 
THAT DEFENDANT SHAWN MONTEE AGREED TO REPAY THE 
SUBJECT LOANS NOT.LATER THAN JULY 31, 2009 
In the Affidavit of Shawn Montee, Defendant Montee claims that a substantial number 
6 of the loan advancements which are the subject of this lawsuit (i.e. the loan advancements 
7 m~e from January 2007 through April. 15, 2008) were deposited "into my company bank 
8 
account"(Aff of Montee. para 4, line 2 - 7), that there was no previous repayment tenns (Aff. 
9 
10 
of Montee, para 5, line 3), there was "no loan agreement or open account created and the 
11 deposits were made to my company account and were not personal loans. "(Aff of Montee, para 
12
. _4, lines 9- 1.2). It is cl~ tbat Derendant Montee is trying to claim that there was-simply no 
13 · . . 
agreement by him ~r~natly to repay th~·.above r~f~ced loan advancements made by Mr . 
. 14 · · 
Wolford. lS . . 
r 
16 As the Court will note, the clear and·uiuu~1~iguous terms of Note 1 which is attached as · 
. 17 E~bit·A ~O·th~Affi~vit_ofR9bert ~olf~nfs~es as follQWS:. 
18 
19 
20 
. 2J.. 
22 
23 
·24 
25 
26 
27 
28· 
· ·. PrQJinse to Pay 
I, Sha~ T: M~ntee agr~e to.pay·Bobby Wolford the··sum of.$1.153mmdollars. 1 
· owe him.for a number of fragmented loans 'too(sic) me. ln·addition I agree to pay 
him $2SOK for a 90 day extentian(sic) all du~ and payable·by July 31, 2009. 'Qrls 
loan ·win be paid back by sale of ~e· Tea Cup Riv.er Ranch ($4.8 mm) or by the 
fun~s the U.S. Forest Service {~3.9mm) oy,es Shawn Montee Timber Co .. 
Shawn Montee 5/12/09 
~iLf ~~5'.KAND.UM IN SUPPORT OF PI:~~~%UMMARY .JUDGMENT.• 4 
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u 
Note 1 states that Shawn Montee-not his various companies-agreed to repay these 
2 previous loan advancements. Further, Note 1 also states without any ambiguity that the loans 
3 and the extension fee arc "all due and payable by July 31, 2009." While there is a reference in 
4 Note 1 about the potential sources of repayment of the loans(i.o. salo of Tea Cup River Ranch 
s 
01' US Forest Service Funds), it is irJ.11 an undisputed fact that regmdless of what the ultimate 
6 
7 source ~f repayments turned out to be, that the fragmented loans and the extension fee are "all 
s due and payable by July 31, 2009''. 
9 The Idaho Courts have ruled that the plain language of a contract, if unambiguous, is 
10 
con~lling. Con!'I Nat.I am. Group v. Allied Mut. Ins Co. ·95 Idaho 251, 253 (1973). If a 
11 
contract's language is unambiguous, then it'~ meaning and legal effect must be detennined from· 
12 
13 its words.· Boise Mode, UC v. Denahoe Pace & Partners, Ltd, 154 Idaho 99 (2013). When a 
14 written instrument is complete on .its face and is unambiguous, extrinsic evidence of prior or. 
15 contemporaneous representations or negotiation$ are inadmissible to ~tradict, vary, alter, add 
l6 
17 
to, or detract from the instrument's tenns. Buku Properties, LLC v. Clark, 153 Idaho 828 
(20l2). The p~ole evidence rule is. a. rule 9£ contract interpretatio~ which forbids the 
18 
19 admission of evidence concerning prior or cont~poraneous agreements for the purpose of 
20 varying or contradicting a later writing, and in case of a fully integrated and executed written 
21 
contract the intent of the parties must be determined by l'eference to the writing and not to prior 
22 
or contemporaneous agreements. Miller Const. Co. v. Stresstek, a Division of L.R. Yegge Co., · 
23 
.24 
108 Idaho 187 (Idaho App. 1985)~ · The. detennination and legal effect of a contractual 
2s provision is ~ question of Jaw where the conttact is clear -and unambiguous, and couns cannot 
26 revise the contract in order to change or make a better agreement for the partic5. McKay v. 
27 
&,i3e Project Bd o/Control, 141 Idaho 139 (2005). 
28 
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In this case, there is no quescion that Defendant Montee executed Note 1 and is in 
2 default under the tams of Note 1 which was executed in favor of Plaintiff. Only Defendant 
3 Montee's name is referenced on Note 1 and there is no other references in Note 1 to any other 
4 business entities as being obligated to pay pursumt to Note I. Defendant Montee attempts to· 
s 
6 
7 Note and that there was no agreed repayment terms. However. this extrinsic/parole evidence 
s offered by Defendant Montee cannot be considered by this Court to ~write the t~nns of Note 
9 l. Instead, the Court must simply enforce Note l as it was written-Defendant Montee 
1
~ agreeing.to repay the )oan and ex'tensi~n fee not_ later than July 31, 2009. Therefore, this Court 
11 
sh. ould find, as a matter of law, that Defendant Montee is liable to Plaintiff for the full amount 
12 . 
13 
14 
IS 
16 
17 
18 
19 
due and owing pU.rsuant to the loan and Note l, along with interest at the applicable rate. 
2. DEFENDANT MONTEE'S CLAIM THAT NOTE ·2 .. REPLACED" 
NOTE 1 -DOES l~lOT EXTINGUISH DEFENDANT MONTEE'S 
. LIABILITY PURSUANT TO NOTE ,1. 
. As detailed above, Def~t Mon~ is clearly liable to repay the subject loan pursuant 
to the . terms of l'lote 1 .. As a se00.nd· attack. Defendant Montee claims that Note 2 '!was 
. ' . 
intend~ to replace" Note 1. . As the Court will.~ote, Defendant Montee executed Note 2 in 
20 the capacity as a representative of Shawn Montee, Inc. and Abco Wood Recycli-ng--but not in 
21 
22 
23 
24 
his individual capacity. 
· Obviously, Defendant Montee is attempting to argue that Note 2 replaced Note. l and 
somehow released/extinguished Defendant Montee's liability pursuant to Note l. However, 
25 any claim that thei:c is a subsequent cnforc~blc agreement which released Defendant Montee 
26 is baJTed due to a lack of consideration. . 
27 
28 
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In this case, it is clear that pursuant to Note l, that Defendant Montee had already 
2 agreed to repay the subject loans. Despite this e~isting liability, Defendant Montee argues 
3 that there was some form of subsequent agreement pursuant to Note 2 that essentially released 
4 Defendant Montee from liability pursuant to Note l. However; in order for there to be an 
s 
enforceable agreement releasing Defendant Montee from !iabHity, such an agreement must 
6 
7 
·have been supported by additional consideration given by Defendant Montee for said release. 
s ·To be e~orceable at Jaw, an agreement must be supported by .valid consideration. Weisel v. 
· 
9 Beaver Springs ~ners Ass'n. Inc.. 1.S2 Idaho 519(2012). Contracts and contract 
10 
_modifioations both must be supported by consideration to be enforceable. Washington F:ederal · 
11 
SQ:v. v. ran Engelsen. 1,2 IdahQ ,.19-~012). As this 9>urt will note, not only are the terms,.. 
)2 
13 . an9 conditions o( Note 2 com~letely sile~t _as lO any alleged release language of Defendant 
J4 · Montee tl.$ to his· l~ability pursuant.t,o·Note 1, but also there is 3imply no cvidcmc.c prosont~ 
15 
_that Defendant Mo~tee· gave any· ~ditio:nal consideration to Plaintiff in exohange for any 
16" · 
. pwported. release of liabiJity as .to Note' I .. 
17 
· 18 
20 
. . . . 
3. DEFENDANTS ·. SHAWN. MONTEE. ·INC. AND . ·ABCO WOOD 
RECYCLING . . ·. LLC~ , DO· NOT DISPUTE THEIR LIABILITY 
PURSUANt TO NOTE 2.' . 
As detailed in the Affidavi~ of Robert Wolford, Defendant Mo1.1tee executed Note 2 on · 
21 
· behalf of Defendants ·Shawn .Montee, ln.c.(h~reina:fter. "Defendant Montee,' Inc.'') and Abco 
22 Wood R~cycling, LLC (here~ "Defendant Abco") regarding the subject loans.· 
23 
· Defendants Montee Inc. and Abco _do not dispute they executed Note 2. (See Aff. of Montee, 
24· 
2s Para 6) Instead. Defendants Morttee, Ittc. and Abeo claim that there were simply no 
26 repayment terms and as such there has not been a breach. 
27 
,28. 
,: .... "• 
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H 
However, Defendant Montee Inc. and Abco's claims fly in the face of the expressed 
2 written tcnns of th~ Note 2. For example, N:ote 2 provides that at a minimum, they "pay the 
3 10% monthly interest on the above principal balance (starting January 2010) to Bobby Wolford 
4 (Lender) in lawful money of the United States of America." Aff. of Wolford, Exhibit B. 
s 
6 
~t to Note 2. Defendant Montee inc. and Ahco had an obiigation to pay each month, at a 
7 minimwn. the accrued interest on the loan. Further. when you review the payment history 
s attached as Exhibit C to the Affidavit of Wolford, you.will sec that the last payment which was 
9 received pursuant to this loan was S~ptember 30, 2012. Therefore, Defendants. Montee, Inc. 
10 
11 
12 
13 
)4 
15 
an~ Abco are ~!early in default under the tenns of No~ 2 for their failure to pay monthly 
interest from October.2012 to date. 
4. DEFENDANT M9NTEE'S CLAlM·REGARDING INTEREST DUE AND 
OWJNG· ON LOAN 0~ NOT~ 1. 
Defendant- Montee claim~. that there r,i.c~or· .woa an agreement regarding the interest rate 
16 app)icable to· Note 1.(Aff. of .Montee, .~a S, lin~ 4 ). Plaintiff asserts that the interest rate 
17 which was agreed from the outset of these .lQans is actually me~rialized in Note 2-10% per 
18
· ~um interest. · However. if ·this. court is going, to .find that there wasn't an expressed term 
. fixing the rate of.interest owed by Defendant Montee pursuant to Note I, then this Court m1:1St 
20 · 
look to Idaho C~e 28-22-104 to determine the interest which is owed by.Defendant Montee 
21 
22 pursuant to this loan. Specifically, Idaho Code ~on28-22-104 provides. 
. 23 ()) When there is not express contract i,n writing fixing a different rate of interest, 
24 interest is allowed at the rate of twelve cen~ (12 c) on the hundred by the year on: 
25 
26 
21 
28 
3. Money lent 
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If Defendant Montee wishes to challenge the 10% interest rate, then the.court-should 
2 simply apply an jnttm:::st rate: of 12% per annum on all funds advanced by Plaintiff pursuant to 
l this loan as required by Idaho Code Section 28-22·104. 
4 
s 
6 
7 
8 
s. DEFENDANT MONTEE'S CLAIMS OF GIFTS SHOULD NOT BE 
CREDITED AGAINST BALANCE OWED ON LOAN. . . 
In paragraph 7 of his Affidavit. Defendant Montee asserts that he gave Mr. Wolford.a 
Motorcycle worth $40~000, two chip van trailers worth $20,000 each, a commercial water 
pump.Qn a trailer, and "allowed Mr. Wolford to use a Krause Sorting/Picking Belt Station· 
9 
1~ ·,: ~~- at $300,0~". · There is no reference in Defendant Montee's affidavit tha~ he either 
b . : gave Plaintiff these items as a form .of'repayment of the outstanding loan. In fact, Defendant 
,, . . . ' . ' . . 
· 
1 z · M9n~ clai.n;J.s in several points in bis Affldavi\ .that never agreed .to personally be ~ble .tor the 
13 
subject.loan. Instead, Mr. Montee inditatcs. that he: "pvc" tb.c:5': items to Mr. Wolford and that. 
14 · 
: · · · .'!This. ~as oonsi.s.t~nt with' tbe rel~ti~nship ~e had and how we each tried to help each ~ther out 
... JS.:·. ·. : . . . . . ·. . . . . . . . . . .. 
.. 16. : ~ n~." (Aft'. ·of .MQntee,.P~ 7~·lme 8 -··9) As ·such, even via Defendan~ Montee's 
.. 
. ', ' 
·JJ ~Qny, these· trailsactions should ·be.~~idere(i as .~fts.and not be considered as a fonn of 
. . . . 
... 
. . '' 
. . . 
18. ·additional payment against the balance. due and owin~ on the sµbj'~t loan. 
. . . . ', . '.. . 
19 
20 
21 
23 
6. 
. . 
J.N 1J1E .EVENT THE (:OURT.FE$5 THERES IS A DISPUn» ISS1JE 
OF FACT·REGARDIN.G-THE' LOAN CREDIT ASSOCIATED WITH 
· DEFENDANT MONTEE's· "GIFTS" PLAINTIFF IS ENTITLED TO· AN 
. . . ' . . . 
ORDER OF PARTIAL -SVMMARY JUDGMENT ON THE RE1\1AINDltR 
: OF THE L'OAN UNAFFECTED BY THE VALUE OF THE "GIFl'S". · 
. . . 
In the event .the Court determines that a disputed issue of .fact existS reg~ding the. 
24 
outstanding loan.balance due-to the.credit Mr~ Montee should be.cntitlc:d to pursuant to the· 
25 
gifts rd'crmcc, in paragraph 7 of bis affidavit, th~ still remains no materia1 .dispute about the 
26 
27 unpaid principal -~ee of .the loan ~wed, the unpaid loan extension fee, and the ~ce of 
28 
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fl : 
accrued interest which remains unaffected by any potential gift "credit". Therefore, Plaintiff is 
2 entitled to an order of partial suroroary judgment on these issue. For example, from the 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
accounting provided by Plaintiff attached as Exhibit C to his affidavit, Mr. Montee owed the 
sum of not less than $159,152.39 in U11paid interest as of July 2010. Even if the Court were to 
grant Defer.dant Montee t\..tl! credit foT t.lie value of his gift.s, the amount of these c..N>lf,ts would 
barely pay down roughly Vi of the accrued interest which was owed at that time. The value of 
s these credits and aJl other payments received would not satisfy any portion of the unpaid 
9 principal balance of the loan or the unpaid loan extension fee. At a minimum, Plaintiff is . 
lO 
~titled to an order granting partial sn~mary judgment on the following amounts which are 
11 ' 
)2 
13 
1S 
16· 
17 
l8 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
due and owing on the loan and which would be unaffected and are not in dispute by the issue 
of the gift credit: 
· Unpaid Principal Balance ofSJ.233,641.00 
Loan Extension fee of $2S0,000.00 
Accrued .Interest Unaffected by the Credits: Total Ac:crued Interest of $779,612.89 · 
.minus $·80.000 c:r:edit = $699,612.89. 
Therefore. at a minim~. an order of partial summary judgment should be entered 
declaring that Defendants owe the sum of $1,233,641.00 in unpaid principal balance of the 
loan, the loan extension fee of $250,000, and accrued interest of not less than $699,612.89 as, 
of J,uly 31, 2014 with interest continuing to accrue at the rate of 10% per annum ($337.9838 
per diem) until the date of judgment. Such an order will simplify the litigation as to only those 
2s issues (i.e. whether the full extent of value of the $80,000 credit is applicable ox: not). which m 
26 rmiain as contested issues of ~al fact wammting adjudication. 
27 
28 
' ' 
REPLY MEMO.RANOUMTN SUPPORTOFPLAINTlf'F'SMOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT.:10 
i.:,wdofi'<Kl;nnllTll\!15, 04\000t lcll t °'o ,, ,cw,, 
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3 
4 
s 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
II 
JV. CONCLUSION 
. . 
In a desperate attempt to avoid liability, Defendants have impermissibly attempted to · 
re-write the terms and conditions of Note 1 M.d Note·2 so that Defendant Montee is not Hable 
and that there simply is no due qate owed on lhe loan. Defendants would like to essentiaUy get 
However~ for the reasons stated herein. this court cannot enforce. as a matter of law. the 
suggested alterations to the clear and unambiguous terms of Note 1 ~d Note 2 which obligate 
all of the Defendants to r~pay the balanc.e due and owing on the loan. For the foregoing 
reasons, Plainti!f respectfully subrrrits that Defendants have failed to raise genuine issues of 
material fact and accordingly judgment. should be en~ed in favor of the Plaintiff against th~ 
Defendants j~intly and s~verally ln ·the amount -of the· unpaid principal amount of 
$1,2-33,641.00. the loan extension kc of_$250,000.00, together 'M.th unpaid.accrued interest in 
,s· the swn of $779,612.89 as o_f July 31, 2014:, with ·further interest continuing to accrue 9n the.· 
16 
17 
18 
)9 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
18 
above referenced unpaid principal balance from July 31, 2014 until the.date of judgment at the 
...ate·of 10%.per·aonum.(aper diem ?8.te of$337.9838). 
Furthermore.. Plaintiff should be · deemed a prevailing party for any subsequent · 
application for an award of attorney's fees and -costs which were incurred pertaining to this 
action. 
DATED ~s ~ day-of September, 2014. 
~UJ 
Mark A. EJJingsen, !SB No. 4720 
Attorffijy_t for Plaintiff 
REPLY MEMORANDUM 1N SUPPORT OF PLAJNTIFF'S MOTION FOR SUMMAR.Y JU[)OMENT ~ 11 
k:\wdoet1\eduwiD\t:l$J04\000IWl10&917.docx 
I 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
2 I certify that on this the l0day of September, 2014, I coused a true and co.tTect copy o 
3 the within REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FO 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
ll 
12 
14 
16 
1'7 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22. 
23 
·24' 
2S 
26 
27 
28 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT to be fo~ with all requited charges prepaid; by the ':cneth~(s 
Paul Daugbany 
Anomey at Law 
110 East Wall~c:: Avenue 
Coeur d'Alonc, ID 83814 
D 
D 
D 
~ 
U.S. Mail 
Hand Delivered 
Overnight Mail 
Via Fax: (208) 666-0SSO 
Via Email: 
,:·· •,' . ",, . ',• .·.· . : 
RE.Pl. y MEMORANDUM TN SUPPORT OP PLAINTIFf'S MOTTON FQR SUMMARY JUOOM£N1'·.:. i:2 . 
lc:\wdoos\adon1$i"IOS104\000llc0106917.docx . 
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2 
3 Mark A. Ellingsen, ISB No. 4720 
4 
WITHERSPOON KELLEY 
The Spokesman-Review Building 
. 5 608 Northwest Boulevard, Suite 300 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83 814 
6 Telephone: (208) 667-4000 
7 Facsimile: (208) 667-8470 Email: mae@witherspoonkelley.com 
8 
Attorneys for Roherr Wolford 
9 
. . . 
10 · 
11 
12 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT FORTHB FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO,~ AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
13: :ROBERTWOLFOR.P, 
14 
IS 
. V,. 
Plaintiff, 
16 
SHA WN.MONTE£.md HEATaER MONtEE, . 
11 ·' hmband and wife, SHAWN MONTEE, INC., dbo 
·1s ·SHAWN MONT~B TIMBE~:.c~A:NX,.·an 
Idaho Corporation; and Aboo Wood Recycling, 
. u> LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability Company, 
· Defendants. 
CASE NO. CV-2014-4713 
PLAINTIFF'S OBJECTION TO· 
DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO 
CONTINUE SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT HEARING 
: 
j 
i 
. ·I 
! 
I 
i 
r 
! 20· 
21 
22 GOMES NOW Plaintiff Ro~ Wolford, by and through his attorney of record, Mark 
. . 
2:3 A. Ellingsen of the ~ Witherspoon. Kelley, hereby lodges this obje¢on to Defendants' 
24 
· Motion to Continue th~ Sonunmy Judgment hearing which is scheduled for September 17Ui at 
2S 
· · 4:00 p.m. · 
27 
28 
PLAJNTIFF'S OBJECTION TO DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO CONTINUE SUMMARY JUDGMENT• 1 
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II 
1, Defendant's Motion· fails to Satisfy l.R.C.P. 56(1) as grounds for a 
2 continuan~e. 
3 
4 
s 
6 
7 
8 
9 
Defend.ants have filed a motion to continue the pending summary judgment h~g 
pursuant to I.R.C.P. S6(f). 1.R.C.P. S6(f) states: 
Should il appear f:ro:m the affi~vits of a party opposing the mption that the party cannot 
for reasons stated present by affidavit facts essential to justify the party's opposition, the 
court may refuse the application for judgment or may order a continuance to permit 
affidavits to be obtained or depositions to be taken or discovery to be had or make such 
other order as is just. 
This case involv~ a suit by the Plaintiff Robert Wolford ('.'Plaintiff') against Shawn 
10 · Montee (''Defendant Montee") and Montee's various business entitle~ for failure to repay a .. 
JI 
12 
13 
loan. 
. Plaintiff' filed a motion for summaey judgment identifying the amounts dlle and owing 
J4 and the motion was supponed by th<" Affidavit of Robert Wol(ord. In response, Defendant 
15 Montee filed~ lengthy affidavit a.ddressing.tb.e,entire 1~ history which is at issue in this ca5e 
16 
and his position on those mattei::s which he ~ntends are in dispute. Mr. Montee also ':filed a 
17 
memorandum in opposition to Plainti~~ winmary judgment. 
18 
]9 ' Despite having filed this response •. ~fendants appa:rently are still claiming a need to 
20 continue the summary judgment-seeking time to conduct additional discovery. However, 
21 . ' given Defendant Montee's response arid affidavit, a continuance of the hearing on the summary 
22 judgm~t motion is not warranted. 
23 
24 
In this case, the two parti~s who have principal knowledge about the nature of this loan 
2, are Mr. Wolford and Mr. Montee. When the Coun reviews the testimony contained.in both the 
26 Affidavit of Robert W 9lford and· th, Affidavit of Shawn Montee, the Court will note. that all 
27 · ;.,.,UQ.:S 11:ilcikJ lv o.;~ ).:,&t\. liAV6 b.uJl gu.ffieieritly a~98ea \ft tftego Affo::lo.'\rit9 ond 'lh;o10 jg 
28 
PLAINTIFF'S OBJECTION TO DEFENDANTS' MOTTON TO CONTINUE SUMMARY JUDGMENT• 2 
k:\wdoeelodlmaio\9S l94\000 l '-0107017 . .i.-
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,r· 
simply no need to continue this hearing for. additional discovery. In this case, the written 
2 documents evidencing th~ loan agreement (i.e. Note 1 and Note 2) have been presented to the. · . 
J Court as evidence. The history of all resp~ivc loan advancements made by Plaintiff (See 
4 
·Exhibit C to Wolford Affidavit) have been presented to the Court and have been admitted by 
s 
Defendant Montee vis oaraarai,hs 4 and g of the Affidavit of Sha.wn Montee. The onlv iggn~ 
-- ---------- - ---- - - --· .,- ¥" ,I - • - - - --- - --- -· -- - - - - ~ -- •r - ------ -• --- ---., ----_. • 
6 
. . 
7 
which remains is the legal effect of Note 1 and Note 2 as to the Defendants liability for the loan 
s tl.nd the legal effect of the purported ."gifts" which Mr. Montee identifies in paragraph 7 of his 
9 affidavit as a ~tential . credit/offset to a portion of the accrued interest which was due and 
10 
owing on the loan.· 
11 
· ·12 
~t this juneture, the Court merelr needs· to r~der a Jegal decision on these particular · · 
13 · issues. Further factual discovery is siinply ··unneces~ to the issues at band which the C9urt 
14· m~t address yia. summazy_judgment. · A. c·o"iitinuanCC: would only create unwarranted delay in . 
lS the adjudication of this ~a. 
J6 
17 
v. 
·-.~~~€~US10N 
F~r the fciregt>ing-r~ons, ~~dants' mo~o~ to.continue,tbe summary jud~ent~ust 
. . . ', . . ' . 
. . 
19 be denied: Good. cause does not ·exist for the .. requested continuance ana Defendants· mQtion . . . . ' . . . . 
20 does not.satisfy. the reql,.lireinents of.I.RC.P. 56(ff 
21 
· t?ATED.this ~-day ofSepte~ber, 2014. 
22 
23 
24. 
. 25. 
26 
27 
28 
.. 
WITHERSPOON KELLEY 
Mark A. Eilingsen, ISB No. 4720 
Attorneys for: Plaintiff 
•,• ,• 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
2 1 certify that. on this the /0 day of September, 2014, I caused a true and correct oopy o 
3 the within PLAINTIFF'S OBJECTION. TO DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO CONT 
4 SUMMARY JUDGMENT HEARING to be forwarded. with all required charges prepaid, by th 
s 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
JS 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
. 23 
24 
2S 
26 
27 
28 
method(s) indicated below. to the foJlowing person(s): 
Paul Daugharty 
Attorney at Law 
110 East Wallace Avenue 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
B 
~ 
D 
U.S.Mail 
Hand Delivered 
Overnight Mail 
Via Fax: (208) 666.0SSO 
ViaEmail: 
Nichole Cansino 
PLAINTIFF'S OBJECTION TO DEPENDANTS' MOTION.TO CONTTNUE SUMMARY JUDC~NT- 4 
1,:,..,..,_~'9S104\0001\c0I07017.do(;r. 
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2 Mark A. Ellingsen) ISB No. 4 720 
3 WITHERSPOON KELLEY 
The Spokesman-Review Building 
4 608 Northwest Bou1evard. Suite 300 
, .Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 I Telephone: (208) 667-4000 
0
, -P ....... ~1-a... nn2, ~~7.2.!l.7n 
• Y,W.,;J,1&.1,,1,,H,Wt ,.,vv I vv ~ - "' ' .. V 
Email: mae@witherspoonkelley.com 
7 
At1orneys for Elizabeth Alvord 
. 8 
- -- -- --
........... ..' . 
;.;l/\!E OF IUAHfj } ·. I 
·,/'ii Jt,JTY n; ;,'(V'•TE~1_~1 SS iEr. ,_ J--· ·····" - \ C\ 
,OJsSFPIO ~ 
~OURT 
9 
10 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
11 
12 ROBERT WOLFORD, 
13 
14 
15 v. 
Plaintiff, 
SHAWN MONTEE and HEATHER MONTEE, 
16 husband and wife; SHAWN MONTEE, INC., an 
11.- Idaho co~ration: 'dba SHAWN MONTEE. 
-TIMBER COMPANY: and ABCO WOOD 
ts RECYCLING. LLC. an-Idaho limi·ted liability 
19 company. 
Defendants. 
CASE NO. CV-2014-4713 
MOTION TO SEAL/REDACT 
. PORTIONS OF THE. AFFIDAVIT OF 
SHAWN MONTEE FILED IN 
OPPOSITION TO MOTION FOR -
SUMMARYJUDOMENT 
20 
21 COMES NOW ELiiABETH ALVORD, by and through. her attorney of record, Mark 
22 A
1 
Ellingsen of the firm Witherspoon Kelley,-and ·pursuant to Idaho Coun Administrative Rule 
23 
32(i) respectfully moves this Court for an order sealing and/or .rcdactjng potions. of the 
2-4 
25 Allida\lil of Sh.awn Mot1tcc which was filed with this Court on or about SP.)"t.emher 4th, 2014 
26 and 1n opposition to Robert Wolford's Motion for Summary Judgment. 
27 
28 
ELIZABETH ALVORD'S MOTION TO REDACT/SEAL-PAGE 1 
k:\W<IOCIIC.031llaln\,3l04\0CJ01'<1,0l~35.doc~ 
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This Motion js made on the grounds that ponions of said Affidavit contain statements 
2 that are highly objc:ctionable to a rcasonabk pc:rson and/or that portions of the testimony 
3 contained within said Affidavit regarding Ms. Alvord are libelous. Specifically, Ms. Alvord· 
4 
seeks redaction of the following portions of the Affidavit of Shawn Montee which make 
s 
outrageous and libelous references about Ms. Alvord and which simply have nQ relevance to 
6 
7 
the issues which are being addressed via the pendin& motion for summary judgment. : 
8 1. Affidavit of Shawn Montee, Paragraph 3, page 2, line 4 which begins, 
11 Jn April, . 
9 my daughter .... " through Paragraph 3, page 3, line 3 which states "Again, prior to the events 
10 
set forth .... 11 ; 
11 
J2 
2. Affidavit of Shawn Montee, Paragraph 13, page 5, Sentences 2 and 3 whi.ch 
13 references Ms. AlvorcJ.; 
14 . 3. . Affidavit of Shawn Montee, P~p.ph ~ 4, in: its- entirety; 
This ·Motion is supported the pleadings .. im4 case file to date and the Affidavit of Shawn· 
16 Montee which has been lodged with this Court in opposition ~ Plaintiff's Motion for Summary 
J7 
Judgment. This Motion is also SllPPOrted by the Memorandum which is filed and served 
18 
. . 
19 .concurrently here~tb. Notice is giv~ that Counsel intends to introduce. oral argument at the 
20 ·hearing upon the Motion, which is curren~Jy·set for September 17, 2014 at 4:00 pm. 
21 
22 
23 · 
24 
25 
27 
28 
DATED this j.Q. day. of September, 2014. 
WITHERSPOON KELLEY 
Mark A. Ellingsen~ 1So. 4720 
Atlor~ys for Elizabeth Alvord 
ELIZABETH ALVORD'S MOTlON TO REDACT/S.EAL • PAG.£ 2 
k:\wdooolGclamam\0$)04\0001\cOl069JS.doCII 
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CERTIFICATE OF. SERVICE 
2 I cenify that on this the b2.. clay of September 2014, I caused a true and correct copy of 
3 the within MOTJON TO SEAL/REDACT PORTIONS OF THE AFFIDAVIT OF SHAWN 
4 MONTEE to be forwarded, with all required charges prepaid, by the method(s) indicated 
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10 
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IS 
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)?. 
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24: 
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below, to the following pe.rson(s): 
Paul Daugharty 
Attorney at Law 
11 O Ea.st Wallace A venue 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
D 
D 
D 
181 
D 
U.S. Mail 
Hand Delivered 
Overnight Mail 
Via Fax: (208) 666-0SSO 
Vial:maH: 
Nichole Cansino 
ELIZABETH AL VORD'S MOTION TO R£DACT/SEAL- PAGE 3 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST .JUDICIAL DISTRM~T OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
ROBERT WOLFORD, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
SHAWN MONTEE and HEATHER MONTEE. 
husband and wife; SHAWN MONTEE. INC .• an 
Idaho corporation dba SHAWN MONTEE TIMBER 
COMPANY; and ABCO WOOD RECYCLING, 
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, 
Defendants. 
CASE NO. CV -14-4713 
MOTION TO SHORTEN TIME 
COMES NOW, the above-named Defendant, by and through their aatoruey, Pwl W. 
Daugbart.y of the Law Firm PAUL W. DAUGHARTY, P.A., and hereby moves du,: Court for an 
Order shortening time to allow for hearing of Defendants' Motion for Menlal Exm.ination 
pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedute 3S(a). This Motion is made pursuant 10 Idaho .Me of 
Civil Procedure 7(b)(l) and 7(b)(3). 
Oral argument is hereby request.ed at hearing. 
DATED this~ day of September. 2014. 
PAU . AUOHARTY,P.A. 
By:.___,.__ _____________ _ 
MOTION TO SHORTEN TfMB - 1 
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PAUL W. DAUGHARTV 
Attorney for Defendants 
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CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I hereby cenify that I caused to be 
served a true and correct copy of the 
~going on this -12- day of 
Scptmiber, 2014, to; 
Mark A. Ellingsen [ )/Via Mail, postage prepaid tl:::-1 
Jason M. Gray [ v'.f Via Facsimile: 208-667-84 70 
WITHERSPOON K.£LL£Y r 1 ViA 1o11111"d ""'1h,_., 
Attomey9 & Couacelors [ j Vi; ~~withenp,,onlcdley .com I 
608 Northwest Blvd., Suite 300 jmg@witherspooukeUey.cc,m 
Coeur d'Alene. ID 83814 t,.,;;;;.;;;.;;....,.....;;.;;;......,;;--.;;_..,_......, _____ .__ ____________ _ 
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PAUL W. DAUGHARTY 
PAUL W. DAUGHARTY. P.A. 
Attorney at Law 
11 O E. Wallace Avenue 
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Telephone No.: (208) 664-3799 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTIUCT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOJrENAI 
ROBERT WOLFORD, 
Plaintiff, 
V, 
SHAWN MONTEE and HEATHER MONTEE, 
husband and wife; SHAWN MONTEE, INC., 811. 
Idaho corporation dba SHAWN MONTEE TIMBER 
COMPANY; and ABCO WOOD RECYCLING, 
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, 
Defend.ants. 
CASE NO. CV-14-4713 
MOTION FOR EXAMIN.A TION 
PURSUANT TO I.R.C.J?. 35(a) 
(Mental Examination) 
COMES NOW, the above-named Defendants by and through their a;rnr11ey, Faul W. 
Daugharcy of the Law Finn PAUL W. DAUOHARTY. P.A., and hereby moves ·;ru;; Cowt for an 
Order requiring Plaintiff, ROBERT WOLFORD to submit to a mental examination by a q Jalified 
mental health professional as defined in Idaho Code §6-1901. This Motion is 1uacle plll'l,uant to 
Idaho Rule of Civil Proocdurc 3S(a). 
1his Motion is supported by the files and records herein and the Affidavit •>f Shawn Montee 
filed in opposition to motion for summary judgment. 
Oral argument is hereby requested at hearing. 
MOTION FOR MENTAL .EXAMINATION• 1 
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DATED this .J..L day of September, 2014. 
CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I hereby certify that I caused to be 
served a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing on this ~ day of 
September, 2014, to: 
PAUL W. DAUOHARTY,P.A. 
B;,-;2Q::5 
PAUL W. DAUGHAR.TY 
Attorney for Defendants 
·----
--------------..,.-----------··-----
Mark A. Ellingsen 
Jason. M. Gray 
WITHERSPOON KELLEY 
Attorneys & Counselors 
[ J,, Via Mail, postage prepaid thereon 
V) Via Facsimile: 208-667·84iO 
[ J Via Hand Delivery ( J Via E-Mail: mae@withersp:onkelley.com 
jmg@witherspooi,kelley.c<•m 608 Northwest Blvd., Suite 300 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
--------------''-----------·-----
MOTION FOR MENTAL EXAMINATION -2 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
ROBERT WOLFORD, ) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) 
vs. ) 
) 
SHAWN MONTEE and HEATHER ) 
MONTEE, husband and wife; SHAWN ) 
MONTEE, INC., an Idaho corporation dba ) 
. SHAWN MONTEE TIMBER COMPANY; and) 
ABCO WOOD RECYCLING, LLC, an Idaho ) 
Limited Liability Company, ) 
) 
Defendants. ) 
Case No. CV 20144713 
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND 
ORDER 1) DENYING DEFENDANTS' 
MOTION TO CONTINUE SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT, 2) GRANTING 
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT, 3) SEALING 
THE AFFIDAVIT OF SHAWN MONTEI 
AND 4) DENYING I.R.C.P. 35 
EXAMINATION 
I. PROCEDURAL HISTORY AND FACTUAL BACKGROUND. 
This matter is before the Court on plaintiff's Motion for Summary Judgment filed 
August 15, 2014, following which, on September 2, 2014, defendants filed a Motion to 
Continue. 
In January 2007, the plaintiff, Robert Wolford (Wolford), and the defendant 
Shawn Montee (Montee) entered into a loan agreement where Wolford agreed to loan 
money to Montee and his companies, the co-defendants Shawn Montee Inc. and Abco 
Wood Recycling, LLC. Affidavit of Robert Wolford in Support of Summary Judgment, p. 
2, 1J 2. Wolford is Montee's natural father. Affidavit of Shawn Montee in Opposition, p. 
2, 1J 3. According to Wolford, on May 12, 2009, after finding the payments Montee had 
made towards the balance owing on the loans Wolford advanced to Montee and his 
companies were, "sporadic and insufficient to repay back the balance which was 
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continually growing on the subject loan", Wolford and Montee executed a Promissory 
Note. Affidavit of Robert Wolford in Support of Summary Judgment, p. 2, ,m 3, 4. 
That Note provides as follows: 
Promise to Pay 
I Shawn T. Montee agree to pay Bobby Wolford the sum of $1.153mm dollars I owe him 
for a number of fragmented loans too [sic] me. !n addition I agree to pay him $250K for a 
90 day extention [sic] all due+ payable by July 31 51 09. This loan will be paid back by sale 
of the Tea Cup River Ranch ($4.8mm) or by the funds the U.S. Forest Service ($3.9mm) 
owes Shawn Montee Timber Co. 
Isl Shawn Montee 5112109 
Affidavit of Robert Wolford in Support of Plaintiff's Motion for Summary Judgment, 
Exhibit A (emphasis in original). That note was made by Montee on his own behalf, and 
makes no reference to any of the business entities owned or controlled by Montee. On 
July 31, 2009, a balance remained due and owing under the May 12, 2009, Note. 
Affidavit of Robert Wolford in Support of Summary Judgment, p.· 3 ,T 5; Affidavit of 
Shawn Montee in Opposition to Summary Judgment, p. 3 ,T 5. 
On February 16, 2010, a second Promissory note was executed by Montee in 
favor of Wolford, this time only on behalf of his companies Shawn Montee, LLC and 
Abco Wood Recycling, LLC, and not on behalf of Montee personally. Affidavit of 
Robert Wolford in Support of Summary Judgment, p. 3 ,T 6. That Note provides: 
PROMISSORY NOTE 
Date: 211612010 Principle: 1,283,641 wl penalty Interest: 10% 
Borrower: Shawn Montee, Inc. & Lender: Bobby Wolford 
Abco Wood Recycling, LLC 22014 W. Bostien Rd. 
PO Box 1329 Woodinv!lle, WA 98072 
Post Falls, ID 83877 
Promise to Pay. Shawn Montee, Inc. &/or Abco Wood Recycling, LLC (Borrower) 
promises to pay the 10% monthly interest on the above principle balance (starting 
January 201 O) to Bobby Wolford (Lender), in lawful money of the United State of America. 
Payment Plan: TBD (between Shawn Montee & Bobby Wolford) 
Borrower: Isl Shawn Montee Lender: ------
Shawn Montee 
Shawn Montee, Inc. & 
Abco Wood Recycling, LLC 
Bobby Wolford 
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Affidavit of Robert Wolford in Support of Plaintiff's Motion for Summary Judgment, 
Exhibit B. Wolford states, "After executing the Second Note, the Defendants made a 
few payments towards the debt owed on the loan and pursuant to First Note and 
Second Note." Affidavit of Robert Wolford in Support of Plaintiff's Motion for Summary 
Judgment, p. 41J 7. Wolford has set forth an accounting for those payments and 
accrued interest on the debt. Id., Exhibit C. According to Wolford, no payments have 
been made towards the loan since September 30, 2012. Id., p. 4, 1J 7. According to 
Wolford, "As of July 31, 2014 and after deducting all payments received and just 
offsets, there is now due and owing on the loan from the Defendants the unpaid 
principal balance of $1,233,641.00, unpaid accrued interest in the sum of $417,584.67, 
and the unpaid loan extension fee in the amount of $250,000.00." Id., p. 4, 1J 10; 
Exhibit C. 
On June 11, 2014, Wolford filed his "Complaint for Money Due" and initiated the 
instant action seeking the money due and owing by the defendants. On July 7, 2014, 
defendants filed their "Answer and Affirmative Defenses." No party has demanded a 
jury trial. 
As mentioned above, on August 15, 2014, Wolford moved for summary 
judgment, seeking the same. The motion is supported by the "Affidavit of Robert 
Wolford in Support of Plaintiff's Motion for Summary Judgment". 
On September 2, 2014, the defendants filed a motion to continue the motion for 
summary judgment, pursuant to I.R.C.P. 56(f). That motion was accompanied by the 
"Affidavit in Support of Motion to Continue". On September 4, 2014, defendants also 
filed a "Memorandum in Opposition to Motion for Summary Judgment" and an "Affidavit 
of Shawn Montee in Opposition to Motion for Summary Judgment". At no point in 
Montee's affidavit does Montee disoute that it is his sianature that appears on the two Wolford vs.~onTee Supreme Court Docket #42719" . 94 of 332 
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notes or that Montee and his entities are in default on those notes. Instead, Montee, at 
length discusses why the notes were entered into, gifts that were given by Montee to his 
father, Wolford, since the notes were executed, and odd behaviors alleged by Wolford 
in the last four months. Affidavit of Shawn Montee in Opposition to Motion for Summary 
Judgment, pp. 1-5, ,i,i 3-15. 
On September 10, 2014, Wolford filed his "Reply Memorandum in Support of 
Plaintiff's Motion for Summary Judgment" and "Plaintiff's Objection to Defendants' 
Motion to Continue Summary Judgment Hearing". 
On September 15, 2014, two days before oral argument, defendants filed 
"Motion for Examination Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 35(a)." 
Oral argument was held on all of these motions on September 17, 2014. 
At the beginning of oral argument on September 17, 2014, the Court heard 
arguments regarding defendants' Motion to Continue Summary Judgment. At the 
conclusion of that argument, the Court denied defendants' Motion to Continue 
Summary Judgment. The reasons for that ruling were briefly made on the record. For 
the benefit of the parties and for purposes of appellate review, are set forth below in 
more detailed fashion. 
Also at the beginning of oral argument on September 17, 2014, the Court heard 
arguments on Elizabeth Alvord's Motion to Redact/Seal. The Court found Alvord, a 
non-party to this lawsuit, is allowed to make such a motion under Idaho Court 
Administrative Rule 32(i), and that the factors in subsections (1) and (2) of I.C.A.R. 32(i) 
were met, and arguably, so were subsections (3), (4) and (5). Accordingly, the Court 
granted the Motion to Seal, at oral argument, setting forth its reasons why. In addition 
to the reasons stated on the record on September 17, 2014, the Court also finds 
Alvord's interest in privacy is outweighed bv any public disclosure of Montee's 
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Affidavit. The Court ordered all the "Affidavit of Shawn Montee in Opposition to Motion 
for Summary Judgment" sealed, but the Court has reviewed such, but finds most of the 
affidavit completely irrelevant to the issues presented in this lawsuit and in Walford's 
Motion for Summary Judgment. The sealed affidavit shall be available for any appeal 
of this Court's decision. 
Finally, at the beginning of oral argument on September 17, 2014, this Court 
denied defendants' "Motion for Examination Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 35(a)" for reasons 
were set forth on the record which will not be repeated in this memorandum decision. 
The Court then heard oral argument on plaintiff's Motion for Summary Judgment, 
following which the Court took Walford's Motion for Summary Judgment under 
advisement. For the reasons set forth below, the Court grants the Motion for Summary 
Judgment. 
II. STANDARD OF REVIEW. 
"Summary judgment is appropriate if the pleadings, affid~vits, and discovery 
documents on file with the court ... demonstrate no material issue of fact such that the 
moving party is entitled to a judgment as a matter of law." Brewer v. Washington RSA 
No. 8 Ltd. Partnership, 145 Idaho 735, 738 184 P.3d 860, 863 (2008) (quoting Bade/Iv. 
Beeks, 115 Idaho 101, 102, 765 P.2d 126, 127 (1988) (citing I.R.C.P. 56(c)). The 
burden of proof is on the moving party to demonstrate the absence of a genuine issue 
of material fact. Rouse v. Household Finance Corp., 144 Idaho 68, 70, 156 P.3d 569, 
571 (2007) (citing Evans v. Griswold, 129 Idaho 902, 905, 935 P.2d 165, 168 (1997)). 
"Once the moving party establishes the absence of a genuine issue of material fact, the 
burden shifts to the non-moving party," to provide specific facts showing there is a 
genuine issue for trial. Kiebert v. Goss, 144 Idaho 225,228, 159 P.3d 862, 864 (2007) 
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(citing Hei v. Holzer, 139 Idaho 81, 85, 73 P.3d 94, 98 (2003)); Samuel v. Hepworth, 
Nungester& Lezamiz, Inc., 134 Idaho 84, 87,996 P.2d 303,306 (2000). In construing 
the facts, the court must draw all reasonable factual inferences in favor of the non-
moving party. Mackay v. Four Rivers Packing Co., 145 Idaho 408,410, 179 P.3d 1064, 
1066 (2008). If reasonable people can reach different conclusions as to the facts, then 
the motion must be denied. Ashby v. Hubbard, 100 Idaho 67, 593 P.2d 402 (1979). 
The non-moving party's case must be anchored in something more than 
speculation; a mere scintilla of evidence is not enough to create a genuine issue. 
Zimmerman v. Volkswagon of America, Inc., 128 Idaho 851, 854, 920 P.2d 67, 69 
(1996). The non-moving party may not simply rely upon mere allegations in the 
pleadings, but must set forth in affidavits specific facts showing there is a genuine issue 
for trial. I.R.C.P. 56(e); see Rhodehouse v. Stutts, 125 Idaho 208, 211, 868 P.2d 1224, 
1227 (1994). "[l]f the nonmoving party fails to provide a sufficient showing to establish 
the essential elements of his or her case, judgment shall be granted to the moving 
party." Porterv. Bassett, 146 Idaho 399,403, 195 P.3d 1212, 1216 (2008) (citing 
Atwoodv. Smith, 143 Idaho 110,113,138 P.3d 310,313 (2006)). 
If an action is being tried without a jury, "[t]he trial court as the trier of fact is 
entitled to arrive at the most probable inferences based upon the undisputed evidence 
properly before it and grant the summary judgment despite the possibility of conflicting 
inferences." P.O. Ventures, Inc. v. Loucks Family Irrevocable Trust, 144 Idaho 233, 
237, 159 P.3d 870, 874 (2007) (citing lntermountain Forest Management v. Louisiana 
Pacific Corp., 136 Idaho 233, 235, 31 P.3d 921, 923 (2001)). The fact finder is 
responsible for resolution of conflicts between the possible inferences. Id. (citing 
Cameron v. Neal, 130 Idaho 898, 900, 950 P.2d 1237, 1239 (1997)). If the Idaho 
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Supreme Court reviews the decision of a judge serving as fact finder, it "[e]xercises free 
review over the entire record that was before the district judge to determine whether 
either side was entitled to judgment as a matter of law and reviews the inferences 
drawn by the district judge to determine whether the record reasonably supports those 
inferences." Id. (citing lntermountain Forest Management, 136 Idaho at 236, 31 P.3d at 
924). 
Moreover, pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 56(f) 
Should it appear from the affidavits of a party opposing the motion that the 
party cannot for reasons stated present by affidavit facts essential to 
justify the party's opposition, the court may refuse the application for 
judgment or may order a continuance to permit affidavits to be obtained or 
depositions to be taken or discovery to be had or may make such other 
order as is just. 
I.R.C.P. 56(f). "The decision to grant or deny a Rule 56(f) continuance is within the 
sound discretion of the trial court." Boise Mode, LLC v. Donahoe Pace & Partners Ltd., 
154 Idaho 99, 103, 294 P.3d 1111, 1115 (2013) (quoting Taylorv. AJA Services Corp., 
151 Idaho 552, 572, 261 P.3d 829, 849 (2011) (citing Carnell v. Barker Mgmt., 137 
Idaho 322, 329, 48 P.3d 651, 658 (2002)). 
Ill. ANALYSIS. 
A. Defendants' Motion to Continue Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 56(f) is Denied. 
Defendants cited I.R.C.P. 56(f) as the basis for their Motion to Continue Hering 
on Plaintiffs Motion for Summary Judgment. Motion to Continue, p. 1. "Rule 56(c) 
mandates the entry of summary judgment, after adequate time for discovery and upon 
motion, against a party who fails to make a showing sufficient to' establish the existence 
of an element essential to that party's case, and on which that party will bear the burden 
of proof at trial." Jenkins v. Boise Cascade Corp., 141 Idaho 233, 239, 108 P.3d 380, 
386 (2005) (citing Celotex Corp. v. Catrett, 477 U.S. 317, 322-23, 106 S.Ct. 2548, 
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2552, 91 L.Ed.2d 265, 273 (1986) (emphasis in Jenkins)). Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 56(f), a 
party opposing summary judgment may request additional time to respond to a pending 
motion. I.R.C.P. 56(f). However, in order for the court to grant such a motion, the party 
seeking the continuance must specifically set forth what additional discovery is 
necessary and why such discovery is pertinent to rebut the pending motion for 
summary judgment. Id. 
In Jenkins, the attorney for Jenkins filed a motion to vacate the hearing on 
summary judgment under the basis that he was not prepared to respond in the time 
permitted. In support of his motion, their attorney filed an affidavit which stated "the 
Jenkins had served written discovery and notices of depositions, that he believed the 
discovery would produce additional documents and testimony Sl,lpporting the Jenkins' 
theories, and that he required the opportunity to use the responses and testimony in 
additional discovery in order to thoroughly respond to summary judgment." Id. The 
district court denied the Jenkins' motion to vacate, finding that the affidavit submitted by 
their attorney failed to set for specific information about what additional discovery was 
necessary and why it was relevant to respond to the issues presented on summary 
judgment. Affirming the decision of the district court, the Idaho Supreme Court stated: 
[T]he Jenkins' attorney's affidavit stated that additional written discovery 
and depositions were pending, but did not specify what discovery was 
needed to respond to Boise Cascade's motion and did not set forth how 
the evidence he expected to gather through further discovery would be 
relevant to preclude summary judgment. Although the affidavit states that 
the issues were too complex and the documents too numerous for the 
attorney to make an adequate response in fourteen days, he does not 
articulate why the issues were too complex for him to be prepared within 
fourteen days to present evidence through his own witnesses to create a 
genuine issue of material fact in a case that had been pending for more 
than a year. The district court recognized it had the discretion to deny the 
motion, articulated the reasons for so doing and exercised reason in 
making the decision. There was no abuse of discretion in denying the 
motion to vacate. 
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Id. 
In this case, the attorney for the defendants attests in pertinent part as follows: 
3. Defendants seek a continuance pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil 
Procedure 56(f) because without additional discovery, Defendants are 
unable to adequately respond and/or oppose Defendant's [sic] pending 
motion. 
4. Defendants require the depositions of Plaintiff, ROBERT 
WOLFORD and Nellie Jacobsen. Ms. Jacobsen was at all times material 
hereto the office manager/bookkeeper for Mr. Wolford. 
5. Defendants need to depose the above-named individuals in 
order to prepare and respond to Plaintiff's Motion for Summary Judgment. 
6. Discovery is still ongoing by both parties and further parties may 
need to be disposed. 
7. I make this Affidavit in good faith and represent to this Court 
that the above-stated discovery is both necessary and essential to 
Defendant's opposition to the pending Motion for Summary Judgment. In 
the interest of justice, I would ask that this Court grant the request for a 
continuance until such time as the discovery can be reasonably 
completed. 
Affidavit in Support of Motion to Continue, p. 2 (capitalization in original). 
Wolford objects to the Motion to Continue on the basis that "the two parties who 
have principal knowledge about the nature of this loan are Mr. Wolford and Mr. Montee 
[and] all issues related to this loan have been sufficiently addressed in [the] Affidavits" 
of Robert Wolford and Shawn Montee. Plaintiff's Objection to Defendants' Motion to 
Continue Summary Judgment, p. 2. Moreover, Wolford notes that the defendants have 
also filed an opposition to the pending Motion for Summary Judgment. Id. 
Applying the facts in Jenkins to the present case, the Court finds the affidavit of 
defendants' counsel fails to state specific facts demonstrating why the depositions of 
Robert Wolford and Nellie Jacobsen are needed to respond to Walford's motion for 
summary judgment, and fails to set forth how such evidence would be relevant to 
summary judgment. While completely failing to tell this Court why depositions would 
lead to admissible evidence in his affidavit, it is clear from defendants' arguments that 
the rtefennants feel the family ann oast husigess relationship between the parties is 
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relevant, that the reasons why the parties entered into these notes are relevant, and 
Walford's current mental health is relevant. This Court is at a complete loss to 
understand why any of these issues are relevant to the issues before the Court: a) did 
Montee sign two notes, b) are the notes clear and unambiguous, and 3) did Montee and 
his companies default on the notes? 
Moreover, defense counsel's affidavit fails to explain why the defense counsel 
cannot establish a genuine issue of material fact through his own witness, Shawn 
Montee, who attests in his own affidavit that he is personally familiar with the 
documents at issue in this case. This Court agrees with plaintiffs claim that "In this 
case, the two parties who have principal knowledge about the nature of this loan are 
Mr. Wolford and Mr. Montee." Plaintiffs Objection to Defendants' Motion to Continue 
Summary Judgment, p. 2. This Court finds defendants have failed to meet the burden 
set forth under I.R.C.P. 57(f) and the defendants' Motion to Continue must be denied. 
B. The Motion for Summary Judgment Must be Granted. 
Contract interpretation begins with the document's language. Potlatch Educ. 
Ass'n v. Potlatch Sch. Dist. Na. 285, 148 Idaho 630, 633, 226 P.3d 1277, 1280 (2010) 
(citing Crista Viene Pentecostal Church v. Paz, 144 Idaho 304, 308, 160 P.3d 743, 747 
(2007)). Contracts that are unambiguous are given their plain meaning. Id. "The 
purpose of interpreting a contract is to determine the intent of the contracting parties at 
the time the contract was entered." Id. Intent of the parties is determined from the 
contract as a whole. Id. (citing Daugharty v. Past Falls Highway Dist., 134 Idaho 731, 
735, 9 P.3d 534, 538 (2000)). The interpretation of a clear and unambiguous contract 
is a question of law. Lamprech v. Jordan, LLC, 139 Idaho 182, 185, 75 P.3d 743, 746 
(2003) (citing Iron Eagle Dev't, L.L.C. v. Quality Design Systems, Inc., 138 Idaho 487, 
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491, 65 P.3d 509, 513 (2003)). '"When a written instrument is complete on its face and 
is unambiguous, extrinsic evidence of prior or conte~poraneous representations or 
negotiations are inadmissible to contradict, vary, alter, add to, or detract from the 
instrument's terms.' Only when a document is ambiguous is parol evidence admissible 
to discover the drafter's intent." Id. Buku Properties, LLC v. Clark, 153 Idaho 828, 834, 
291 P .3d 1027, 1033 (2012) (internal citations omitted). "If a contract is found 
ambiguous, its interpretation is a question of fact." Lamprech, 139 Idaho at 185, 75 
P.3d at 746. However, the determination that "a contract is ambiguous is a question of 
law." Id. (citing Boe/ v. Steward Title Guar. Co., 137 Idaho 9, 13, 43 P.3d 768, 772 
(2002)). A contract that is reasonably subject to conflicting interpretations is 
ambiguous. Id. (citing Lewis v. CEDU Educ. Serv., Inc., 135 Idaho 139, 144, 15 P.3d 
1147, 1152 (2000)). 
The parties do not dispute that two notes were executed in this case. Again, the 
first note dated May 12, 2009, provides as follows: 
May 12th, 09 
Promise to Pay 
I Shawn T. Montee agree to pay Bobby Wolford the sum of $1.153mm dollars I owe him 
for a number of fragmented loans too [sic} me. In addition I agree to pay him $250K for a 
90 day extention [sicJ all due+ payable by July 31st 09. This loan will be paid back by sale 
of the Tea Cup River Ranch ($4.8mm) or by the funds the U.S. Forest Service ($3.9mm) 
owes Shawn Montee Timber Co. 
/s/ Shawn Montee 5/12/09 
Affidavit of Robert Wolford in Support of Plaintiff's Motion for Summary Judgment, 
Exhibit A (emphasis in original). The second note dated February 16, 2010, provides 
as follows: 
PROMISSORY NOTE 
Date: 2/16/201 O Principle: 1,283,641 w/ penalty Interest: 10% 
Borrower: Shawn Montee, Inc. & Lender: Bobby Wolford 
Abee Wood Recycling, LLC 22014 W. Bostien Rd. 
PO Box 1329 Woodinville, WA 98072 
Post Falls, ID 83877 
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Promise to Pay. Shawn Montee, Inc. &/or Abco Wood Recycling, LLC (Borrower) 
promises to pay the 10% monthly interest on the above principle balance (starting 
January 2010) to Bobby Wolford (Lender), in lawful money of the United State of America. 
Payment Plan: TBD (between Shawn Montee & Bobby Wolford) 
Borrower: Isl Shawn Montee Lender: ------
Shawn Montee 
Shawn Montee, Inc. & 
Abco Wood Recycling, LLC 
Bobby Wolford 
Affidavit of Robert Wolford in Support of Plaintiff's Motion for Summary Judgment, 
Exhibit B. 
Wolford contends the defendants defaulted under the terms of these promissory 
notes. Memorandum in Support of Plaintiff's Motion for Summary Judgment, p. 4. He 
alleges these Notes are clear and unambiguous. Reply Memorandum in Support of 
Plaintiff's Motion for Summary Judgment, p. 4. He maintains that under the May 12, 
2009, Note, Shawn Montee personally agreed to pay off the loan not later than July 31, 
2009. Id., p. 5; Memorandum in Support of Plaintiff's Motion for Summary Judgment, p. 
4. He claims there is no dispute that this did not occur. Id. He further alleges no 
payments have been made since September 20, 2012, and the $250,000.00 loan 
extension fee also remains unpaid. Id. Based on this, Wolford claims the entire unpaid 
principal balance and all accrued interest and costs are immediately due and payable. 
Defendants contend that the February 16, 2010, Note, was drafted with the 
intent that it replace the May 12, 2009, Note. Memorandum in Opposition to Motion for 
Summary Judgment, p. 2. They claim the February 16, 2010, Note, does not contain 
payment terms, "any definitive agreement as to repayment", nor any acceleration 
clause. Id. The defendants maintain "Mr. Wolford told Mr. Montee that the monies 
advanced could be prepaid, if and when, Mr. Montee's compani~s had the abilty or 
funds." Id. Moreover, they allege the February 16, 2010, Note, "clearly establishes that 
Shawn Montee, Inc., an Idaho Corporation and ABCO Wood Recycling, LLC, an Idaho 
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limited liability company are the 'Borrower' under the same. As such, no claim exists 
against Shawn Montee or Heather Montee individually or personally." Id. 
In response, Wolford contends "[Shawn] Montee attempts to 'rewrite' the terms 
of [the May 12, 2009,] Note by claiming that he, personally, never agreed to repay the 
Note and that there was no agreed repayment terms ... [is] extrinsic/parol evidence ... 
[and] cannot be considered by this Court to re-write the terms of Note 1." Reply 
Memorandum in Support of Plaintiff's Motion for Summary Judgment, p. 6. Wolford 
further alleges the interest rate that was agreed upon for the May 12, 2009, Note, is 
memorialized in the February 16, 2010, Note, at 10%. Id., p. 8 .. "However, if this court 
is going to find that there wasn't an expressed term fixing the rate of interest owed by 
Defendant Montee pursuant to Note 1, then this court must look to Idaho Code 28-22-
104 to determine the interest which is owed .... " Id. Pursuant to Idaho Code § 28-22-
104, Wolford alleges the applicable interest rate is 12% per annum on all funds 
advanced. Id., p. 9. 
Moreover, Wolford claims there is no evidence that the February 16, 2010, Note 
releases Shawn Montee from personal liability under the May 12, 2009, Note because 
there is no language in the second Note releasing Shawn Montee from liability and 
there is no evidence of any additional consideration provided in exchange for any 
alleged release. Id., p. 7. Wolford also contends the February 16, 2010, Note 
obligated Montee Inc. and Abco Wood Recycling, LLC to pay, at a minimum, 10% of 
the accrued interest each month. Id., p. 8. Having failed to do pay monthly interest 
from October 2012 to date, Wolford alleges Montee Inc. and Abco Wood Recycling, 
LLC are in default under the terms of the February 16, 2010, Note. Id. 
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Finally, Wolford responds to an allegation found within Shawn Montee's affidavit 
where "[Mr.] Montee asserts that he gave Mr. Wolford a Motorcycle worth $40,000, two 
chip van trailers worth $20,000 each, a commercial water pump on a trailer, and 
'allowed Mr. Wolford to use a Krause Sorting/Picking Belt Station valued at $300,000'". 
Id., p. 9 (citing Affidavit of Shawn Montee in Opposition to Summary Judgment 1T 7). 
Wolford contends there is no evidence these items were given to him as repayment on 
the outstanding loan. Id. As such, Wolford rejects the argument that these items 
should be considered by the Court as payment against the outstanding balance owing, 
rather than as gifts. Id. 
The Court finds the Notes are clear and unambiguous. The May 12, 2009, Note 
obligates Shawn Montee personally to pay Wolford $1.153 million plus $250,000.00 by 
July 31, 2009. The uncontroverted evidence before this Court is that the balance owing 
on this Note remains outstanding. Affidavit of Robert Wolford in Support of Plaintiff's 
Motion for Summary Judgment, p. 3 1T 5; Affidavit of Shawn Montee in Opposition to 
Summary Judgment, p. 311 5. While there are no monthly payment terms, the Note 
clearly sets forth an amount owning and a date upon which the final payment must be 
made. The intent of the parties as evidenced by the language of the document is that 
Shawn Montee would repay Bobby Wolford $1.153 million plus $250,000.00 by July 31, 
2009. The fact that the 2009 Note does not contain a set interest rate is not fatal to the 
validity of that Note, nor does the absence of an interest rate create any ambiguity as 
claimed by counsel for defendants at oral argument. This is because if an express 
contract is silent on the interest rate, which is the case here with the 2009 Note, then a 
12% interest rate is applied as a matter of law. I.C. § 28-22-104(2). 
The defendants do not dispute that Shawn Montee borrowed money from 
\Nolford. The defendants present no evidence that the outstanding amounts borrowed 
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have been repaid; thus, it is uncontroverted that defendants are in default on valid, 
unambiguous notes. Instead, Mr. Montee attests that the May 12, 2009, Note "was 
meant only for [Walford's] security if something happened to [Shawn Montee] and 
[Shawn Montee] wanted him to have some protection ... [Wolford] knew [Shawn 
Montee] did not have the ability to pay him .... " Affidavit of Shawn Montee in 
Opposition to Summary Judgment, p. 3 ,r 5. The Court finds the reason(s) for making 
the 2009 Note is entirely irrelevant. Additionally, since the May 12, 2009, Note is 
complete on its face, any extrinsic evidence offered by the defendants is inadmissible 
and cannot be considered by this Court when interpreting the terms actually set forth in 
the document. There is no genuine issue of material fact that Shawn Montee owes 
Wolford the outstanding balance on the loans plus and additional $250,000.00 for the 
extension; that he signed the May 12, 2009 Note; or that he agreed to repay the 
outstanding balance by July 31, 2009. As such, the Court finds Shawn Montee 
personally liable under the May 12, 2009, Note. 
The second note, dated February 16, 2010, is similarly clear and unambiguous. 
This note obligates Shawn Montee, Inc. and Abco Wood Recycling, LLC to pay Bobby 
Wolford $1,283,641 plus 10% monthly interest beginning January 2010. The evidence 
before this Court is that the balance owing on this Note remains outstanding. Affidavit 
of Robert Wolford in Support of Plaintiff's Motion for Summary Judgment, p. 4, ,r 7; 
Affidavit of Shawn Montee in Opposition to Summary Judgment, p. 4, ,r 6. The intent of 
the parties as evidenced by the language of the document is that Shawn Montee, Inc. 
and Abco Wood Recycling, LLC pay Bobby Wolford $1,283,641 plus 10% monthly 
interest beginning January 2010. The defendants do not dispute that Shawn Montee, 
Inc. and Abco Wood Recycling, LLC agreed to pay Wolford under the terms provided in 
thP. l\lotA and do not present evidence th~t the ,9u+~+~nding amounts have been renairl.32 vtrbltord vs. "117foi'ilee Supreme 'Courftloc"ef*4t7'rn 1 !Yoo~ 
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Rather, Mr. Montee attests the second note was intended to replace the first note and 
the second not does not contain repayment terms based on the parties understanding 
that "[Montee] could pay him back, when and if, funds were available." Affidavit of 
Shawn Montee in Opposition to Summary Judgment, p. 4116. Like the May 12, 2009, 
Note, the February 16, 2010, Note is complete on its face. As such, any extrinsic 
evidence offered by the defendants is inadmissible and cannot be considered by this 
Court when interpreting the terms actually set forth in the document. There is no 
genuine issue of material fact that Shawn Montee, Inc. and Abco Wood Recycling, LLC 
promised to pay Bobby Wolford 10% monthly interest on $1,283,641 beginning January 
2010; that Shawn Montee signed the February 16, 2010 Note o~ behalf of Shawn 
Montee, Inc. and Abco Wood Recycling, LLC; or that he agreed to begin making 
payments in January 2010. 
There is no merit to defendants' argument that the 201 O Note somehow 
"replaced" the 2009 Note. Based on the plain language of both Notes, there is no 
evidence whatsoever that they are to be construed together. The February 16, 2010 
Note does not reference the May 12, 2009, Note, and vice versa. 
While amended agreements should be construed together with the original 
agreements where possible ( Silver Syndicate, Inc. v. Sunshine Mining Co., 101 Idaho 
226, 235, 611 P.2d 1011, 1020 (1979)), the making of a new contract does not 
necessarily abrogate a former contract unless it explicitly rescinds it, deals with the 
subject matter so comprehensively as to be complete in itself, or is so inconsistent with 
the first contract that the two cannot stand together. Opportunity, L.L. C. v. Ossewarde, 
136 Idaho 602, 607, 38 P.3d 1258, 1263 (2002). Moreover, when a subsequently 
executed agreement specifically references and relies on a former agreement, the two 
aredto h~ interpreted together, if oossible. lrl. k #4
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In Silver Syndicate, Inc. v. Sunshine Min. Co., 101 Idaho 226, 235, 611 P.2d 
1011, 1020 (1979), the Idaho Supreme Court held: 
It is well settled that the terms of a written contract may be varied, 
modified, waived, annulled, or wholly set aside by any subsequently 
executed contract, whether that contract be in writing or parol. Belts v. 
State Dept. of Highways, 86 Idaho 544, 388 P.2d 982 (1964); Coonrod & 
Walz Constr. Co. v. Motel Enterprises, Inc., 217 Kan. 63, 535 P.2d 971 
(1975). Thus, the making of a second contract dealing with the subject 
matter of an earlier contract does not necessarily abrogate the former 
contract. To have the effect of complete rescission, the new contract 
must either explicitly rescind the earlier contract, or deal with the subject 
matter of the former contract so comprehensively as to be complete within 
itself and to raise the legal inference of substitution, or it must present 
such inconsistencies with the first contract that the two cannot in any 
substantial respect stand together. Commercial Nat'/ Bank of Charlotte v. 
Charlotte Supply Co., 226 N.C. 416, 38 S.E.2d 503 (1946). See also 
Rosenberg v. D. Kaltman & Co., 28 N.J.Super. 459, 101 A.2d 94 (1953); 
A. Corbin, Contracts s 1296 (1950). 
*** 
"A new contract with reference to the subject matter of a former 
one does not supersede the former and destroy its· obligations, 
except in so far as the new one is inconsistent therewith, when it is 
evident from an inspection of the contracts and from an 
examination of the circumstances that the parties did not intend the 
new contract to supersede the old, but intended it as 
supplementary thereto." 17A C.J.S. Contracts s 395. 
See also Mail-Well Envelope Co. v. Saley, 262 Or. 143,497 P.2d 364 
(1972); Fane Dev. Co. v. Townsend, 381 P.2d 1012 (Okl:1963); Turnerv. 
Turner, 242 N.C. 533, 89 S.E.2d 245 (1955); 5 Corbin on Contracts s 
1296 ( 1962). Those provisions of the earlier contract which are not 
substantially involved in the contradiction (and revoked thereby) still 
subsist and may be enforced. 
In the present case, the 2010 Note does not even mention the 2009 Note, let alone 
"specifically rescind" the 2009 Note. While the two notes deal with the same "subject 
matter", the do not deal with the same subject matter " ... so comprehensively as to be 
complete within itself and to raise the legal inference of substitution", nor do they 
" ... present such inconsistencies with the first contract that the two cannot in any 
substantial respect stand together." 
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A plain reading of the second Note is that Shawn Montee, Inc. and Abco Wood 
Recycling, LLC are also liable to Robert Wolford, in addition to Shawn Montee 
personally liable under the first Note. 
Additionally, this Court finds defendants interpretation that the second note 
"replaced" the first note, is not supported by and consideration for Wolford. The Court 
agrees with Walford's argument that " ... in order for there to be an enforceable 
agreement releasing Defendant Montee from liability, such an agreement must have 
been supported by additional consideration given by Defendant Montee for said 
release." Reply Memorandum in Support of Plaintiff's Motion for Summary Judgment, 
p. 7, citing Weisel v. Beaver Springs Owners Ass'n, Inc., 152 Idaho 519, 526-27, 272 
P.3d 491, 498-99 (2012). The only argument made by defendants in the present case 
as to consideration for the second note is that there was no interest rate on the first 
note and there was a 10% interest rate on the second note. The Court finds such to be 
entirely unpersuasive because in the second note it is Montee's ·companies that are 
committing to a 10% interest rate, while in the first note I.C. § 28-22-104(1) supplies a 
higher 12% interest rate to Montee personally. 
Finally, any arguments by Wolford in response to claims within Shawn Montee's 
affidavit that Montee gave Wolford a motorcycle, two chip van trailers, a commercial 
water pump on a trailer, and allowed Wolford to use a Krause Sorting/Picking Belt 
Station, cannot be viewed by the Court as claims by the defendants that these items 
were provided to offset any outstanding balance owed to Wolford. Even Montee does 
not specifically argue these items were given to Wolford for that purpose, but rather 
Montee seems to discuss this as evidence of the relationship between the parties. See 
Affidavit of Shawn Montee in Opposition to Summary Judgment, p. 4, 1J 7. Because the 
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relationship of the parties is entirely irrelevant, it is not necessary for that Court to 
address these arguments by Wolford. 
Therefore, the Court finds that under the May 12, 2009, Note, Shawn Montee is 
personally liable for the amounts owing to Wolford at an interest rate of 12% per 
annum, and under the February 16, 2010, Note, Shawn Montee, Inc. and Abco Wood 
Recycling, LLC are liable to Wolford for the amounts owing a monthly rate of 10%. 
The Court finds plaintiff is the prevailing party for purposes of costs and fees 
under I.C. § 12-120(3) and I.R.C.P. 54(d)(1). 
IV. CONCLUSION AND ORDER. 
For the reasons set forth above, the Court should denies defendants' Motion to 
Continue and grants the plaintiffs' Motion for Summary Judgment. 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED defendants' Motion to Continue Summary Judgment is 
DENIED. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED plaintiff's Motion to Seal/Redact is GRANTED in 
that all of the "Affidavit of Shawn Montee in Opposition to Motion for Summary 
Judgment" is ordered sealed, but the Court has reviewed such. °The sealed affidavit 
shall be available for any appeal of this Court's decision. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED defendants' "Motion for Examination Pursuant to 
I.R.C.P. 35(a) (Mental Examination)" is DENIED. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED plaintiffs Motion for Summary Judgment is 
GRANTED in all aspects. Plaintiff is the prevailing party for purposes of costs and fees. 
Entered this 19th day of September, 2014. 
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8 Anorn,ysfor Robert Wolford 
9 IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIR.ST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 11m 
10 
11 
STATB OF IDAHO. 1N AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
12 ROBERT WOLFORD, 
Plaintiff, 
14 v. 
15 SHAWN MONTEE and HEATHERMONTBE, 
16 husband and wife, SHAWN MONTEE, INC., an 
Idaho coiporation d/b/a SHAWN MONTEE 
11 TIMBER COMPANY; and ABCO WOOD 
18 RECYCLING, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, 
19 
20 
Defendants. 
21 STATBOFIDAHO ) 
:88, 
22 County of ICootenai ) 
No. CV-2014-4713 
AFFIDAVIT OF COMPUTATION 
IN SUPPORT OP ENTR.Y OF 
JUDGMENTS 
23 
24 
25 
MARK A. ELLINGSEN, beina first duly swom, deposes and says: 
herein. 
26 
27 
1. 
2. 
That he is a member of the finn of Witherspoon Kelley, attomey for the Plamti 
That Plaintiff is entitled to judgments qainst Defendants Shawn Montee an 
28 Heather Montee, husband and wife, Shawn Montee, Inc., an Idaho corporation d/b/a Sha 
APFD>Avrl' OP COMPUTA.'nON-PAOl 1 
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t Montee Timber Company, and ABCO Wood Recyclins, LLC, an Idaho limited liabiti 
2 
company, as detailed in the Memorandum Decision and Order Otanting Plaintiff's Motion fo 
3 
Summary Judpient: 
4 
' 
3. Reaarding the judgment to be entered against Defendants Shawn Montee, Inc., 
6 Idaho corporation d/b/a Shawn Montee Timber Company, and ABCO Wood Recvclin1. LLC. 
- .. - ... ...... "' ~-
7 Idaho limited liability company, your atliant bas attached hereto that Exhibit which is identifi 
a 
as Exhibit C to the Affidavit of Robert Wolford whiob was filed in support of Plaintiff's Motio 
' 
10 
for Summary Judgment. Exhibit C truly and accurately details and memorlallzes the entire lo 
11 tranSaCtlon history penaintns to the loan, including documentation of the dates and amounts o 
12 each loan advmwc, documentation of the dates 111d amounts of all payments received from th 
13 Defendants, and the aoourate computation of intereet which had accrued at the Promissory No 
14 
rate of 10% per annum through July 31, 2014. S11 al,o Affidavit of Robert Wolford in S,UDJ:ion 
1S 
16 
of Motion for Summary Judgment, ,r 9. Further, in Pmapph 4 and Paragraph 9 of the Affidavi 
17 of Shawn Montee filed in opposition to the Motion for Summary Judgments Shawn Monte 
18 admits to eaoh of ,the various loan distributions which were maclo by Robert Wolford u detail 
19 in Exhibit C. Lastly, in Paragraph 5 of the Affidavit of Shawn Montee, Shawn Montee al 
20 
admits to the $250,000.00 loan fee referenced in Exhibit C. As such, it is wicontroverted 
21 
22 Exhibit C attached hereto ICQ\1rltely reflects the total amount due and owing Robert Wolfo 
23 pursuant to the subject loan as of July 31, 2014, with interest gonthlui:og to accrue witil the da 
24 of J\ldgmeni. As such, Robert Wolford is entitled to a total judgment amount against Defondan 
2! Shawn Montee, In~ .• an Idaho QOrporation d/'o/a Shawn Montee Timber Company, and ABC 
20 
Wood R.ecyoling, LLC, an Idaho limited lia'bility oompany jointly and aeveraJly and calculated 
2'7 
28 follows: 
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WIIHEH~POON KELLEY 
Principal Balance u of September 23, 2014: 
Interest accrued through July 31, 2014: 
(10.00% per annum) 
Interest accrued from August 1, 2014 through 
September 23, 2014: 
(10.00% per annum)/per diem 
rate of337.9838 x 54 days 
Total Due as of September 23, 2014: 
(not including attomey's fees and costs) 
89-25-14 14:19 Pg: 5/18 
$1,483,641.00 
S 643,695.79 
S 18,251.12 
$2:J4S,SSZ,2J 
4. Pursuant to the Memorandum Dcclston and Order Oranting Plaindff's Motion to 
11 Summary Judgment, R.obert Wolford is entitled to an awwd of prejudgment intcrc:st on the abov 
12 referenced loan involvins Defendant Shawn Montee and the marital community compriacd o 
13 Shawn Montee ancl Hoathor Montee, husband encl wife, at the rate of 12% per amium. Yo 
14 
afflant has attaob.ed hereto as Exhibit D a breakdown of the total amount due and owing on 
u 
16 subject loan based upon a prejudgment rat.e of interest at the rate of 12% por annum. Similar t 
17 Bxhibit C attached hereto, Exhibit D truly and accurately details and memorializes the entire 1 
t8 transaetion history pertaining to the loan, inoludins documentation of the dates and amounts o 
19 each loan advance, documentation of the elates and amounts of all payments received from 
20 
Defendants. The only difference between Exhibits C and D is that Exhibit D calculates the to 
21 
22 amount due and owiq based upon a prejudgment rate of interest of 12% per annum, ralher 
23 tbe rate of 10% per annvm, and that the u,tal calculation on Bxbibit D nms throu 
24 September 23, 2014, rather than July 31, 2014. Since all loan advanocments have been admit.t 
2$ by Shawn Montee as referenced in Paragraph 3 above, it is uncontroverted that Exhibit 
2d 
attaohed hereto aoourately retlecta the toal amount due and owing by Shawn Montee and th 
27 
28 marital ~mmunity comprised of Shawn Montee and Heather Montee, husband and wife. A 
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l such, Robert Wolford is entitled to a total judgment amount against Defendants Shawn Mon 
2 
and the marital community comprised of Shawn Montee and Heather Montee calculated 
3 
4 
' 
7 
8 
9 
10 
ll 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
J1 
l8 
20 
21 
22 
23 
25 
2CS 
27 
28 
follows: 
Principal Balance as of September 23, 2014: 
Interest accNed through September 23, 2014: (12.00% per annum) - -
Total Due as of September 23, 2014: 
(not includins attomey's fees and costs) 
DATED this ~ day of September, 2014. 
$1,483,641.00 
$ 821,519.71 
s2.3os.t §9,Z I 
WITHERSPOON KELLEY 
,.. 2 . ~~ 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this 2s4ty of September, 2014. 
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1SB#4S20 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRI·GT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO. IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOJ"E:~AI 
ROBERT WOLFORD, 
Plaintiff', 
v. 
SHAWN MONTEE and HEATHER MONTEE, 
husband and wife; SHAWN MONTEE, INC., an 
Idaho corporation dba SHAWN MONTEE TIMBER 
COMPANY; and ABCO WOOD RECYCLING. 
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, 
Defendants. 
CASE NO. cv.14-4713 
0BJ£CTION TO PROP(>S:ID 
JUDGMENTS 
;/0 
COMES NOW, the above-named Dc::&mdant:s by and through their a1tomey, Paul W. 
Daugbarty of the Law Firm PAUL W. DAUGHAR.TY, P.A., and hereby submit ·heir obje,,~on to 
the form of judgments proposed by Plain~ ROBERT WOLFORD. This objection is based upon 
Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure S4(a). 
Oral arsuznent is hereby requested at hearing. 
DATED this 2 ~ day of September, 2014. 
PAULW. 
OBJECTION TO PROPOSED ruDGMENTS - 1 
Wolford vs. Montee 
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CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I hereby certify that I caused to be 
served a tme and correct copy of the 
fon:going on this ..t..i_. day of 
SOJ*,mbor, 2014, to: 
I Merk A. E!li.~g_~ 
Jason M. Gray 
WITHERSPOON KELLEY 
Attomeys & Counselors 
608 Northwest Blvd., Suite 300 
Coeur d'Alene. ID 83814 
-------.............. ---------------------·------' 
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PAUL W. DAUOHARTY 
OBJECTION TO PROPOSED JUDOMENTS • 2 
Wolford vs. Montee 
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' II 
2 Marie A. Ellinpen, ISB No. 4720 
3 WITHERSPOON K..ELLEY Attorneys & Counselors 
4 The Spokesman Review Building 
608 Northwest Boulevard, Suite 300 
' Coeur d'Alene, JD 83814-2146 
6 Telephone: (208) 667-4000 
,:: ...... :-n .. , ,..,ncn .:.:?_O.it"7n 
.c1111o111.1o".u.1w, \6Yl.1/ vv,•u-r,v 
7 B•mail: mae@witherspoonke1ley.com 
11 Attorneys for Robert Wolford 
9 
10 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDIClAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO. IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
11 
ROBERT WOLFORD, 
1.2 
13 Plaintiff, 
14 v. 
u SHAWN MONTEE and HEATHER MONTEE, 
16 husband and wife, SHAWN MONTEE, INC., an 
Idaho corporation d/b/a SHAWN MONTEE 
17 TIMBER. COMPANY; and ABCO WOOD 
18 
RECYCLING, LLC, an Idaho limited liability 
company, 
Defendant. 
No. CV 2014-4713 
RESPONSE TO DBfENDANTS' 
OBJECTION TO PROPOSED 
JUDOMENTS 
19 
20 
21 
Defendants have ftled an objection to Plaintiff's proposed judgments on the basis that 
22 languase of the proposedjudgmenta does not comply with some of the la.nsuase requirements o 
23 T.R.C.P. 54(a). As such, Plaintiff has revised the proposed judgments accordinaly t 
2 .. delete/modify any offending tanauaae. Piled concurrently with this Response are the revis 
25 
proposed judgments. Plaintiff requests that this Court enter these judaments without th 
26 
27 necessity of a hearing on this issue because the language of these revised proposed judgmen 
28 
R~SPONS11 TO DEEFNDA.NT'S OBJECTION TO PROPOOSED .nmoMRNTS-PAOE 1 
~WIOOOl._...\11,IOI\OOOl\r.01117 .. ),DOr. 
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2 
4 
s 
6 
? 
II 
9 
10 
II 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
2S 
2CS 
27 
28 
ii 
reso1ves any and all possible objections which Defendants could lodp pW'1\Wlt to 1.R..C.P 
S4(a). 
DATED this 26th day of September, 2014. 
WITHERSPOON KELLEY 
r2)~; 
MUY.~~ 
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ii 
2 Mark A. Ellinpen, ISB No. 4720 
3 WITHERSPOON KELLEY 
Att.omeys & Counselors 
4 The Spokesman Review Building 
, 608 Northwest Boulevard, Suite 300 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814-2146 
6 Telephone: (201) 6&7-4000 
Facsimile: (208) 667-8470 
1 Email: mu@withenpoonkelley.com 
a A.ttomey1 for Robert Wolford 
9 IN THE DISTRICT COURT Of THB FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
10 
11 
OF THE STATB OF IDAHO IN AND POR. Tim COUNTY OP KOOTENAI 
12 ROBBR.T WOLFORD, Case No. CV-2014-4713 
I 
13 
14 v. 
Plaintiff: 
15 
SHAWN MONTEE and HEATHER MONTEE, 
16 husband and wife; SHAWN MONTEE, JNC., an 
Idaho corporation d/b/a SHA WNN MONTBB 17 TIMBER COMPANY; and ABCO WOOD 
JUDGMENT AGAINST DEFENDANT 
SHAWN MONTEE AND THE 
MARITAL COMMUNITY COMPRISED 
OF SHAWN MONTEE AND HEATHBR 
MONTEE, HUSBAND AND WIFE 
J 8 RECYCLING, LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability 
Company, 
., 
20 Defendants. 11--------------.-1 
21 Plaintiff' Robert Wolford. havins filed his Com.plaint apinst Defendant Shawn Montee 
22 
and Heather Montee, husband and wife, and pW"Suant to a Memorandum Decision and Order 
23 
24 (hereinafter ref'eired to as "the Order") havina been entered by this Coun on September 19, 
2~ 2014 grantina Plaintiff's Motion for Summary Judpient and therefore said Plaintiff beins 
26 entitled to judgment as qainst Defendant Shawn Montee and Heather Montee, husband and 
27 
28 
wife as set fonh in Plaintiff's Complaint and pursuant to the termS of the Order, and based 
JUDOMBNT-PAGB l 
ll.:~lfll04\0001\COIOffltl)OC 
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1 
2 
3 
II 
NOW, THEREFORE, IT IS HER.EBY ORDER.BD, ADruDGED AND DECREED: 
1. That Robert Wolford. be and is hereby awarded judgment against Defendant 
Shawn Montee and the marital cormnunity comprised of Shawn Montee and Heather Montee, 
4 
, husband and wife, as follows: 
6 2. 
1 accrued on the unpaid principal sum at the rate of 12% per annum pursuant to Idaho Code § 28· 
8 
22•104(2) in the amount of $821,519.71, with interest continuing to aceNed on this iotal 
9 
judgment amount at the tesal rate on judgments from the judgment date until paid in full. 
10 
11 3. for Plaintiff's rcuonable attomcy's fees and oosts which will be determinecl by 
12 fu.rther order of this Court. 
13 
14 
1$ 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
Z4 
25 
26 
27 
28 
TOTAL AMOUNT OF JUDGMENT: S2,30S,1'8."11 
DATED this Zi:> ~Y of September, 2014. 
JUDOMENT-PAOB 2 
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II 
RULE S4£b} CERTIFICAD 
2 
3 
4 
With respect to the issues determined by the above order it is hereby CERT1FIBD, • 
accordance with Rule S4(b), l.R.C.P., that the Court has determined that there is no just reasc:m 
, for delay of the entry of a tma1 judgment and that the Court has and does hereby direct that 
o above order st.all be a final jud3'-nent upon w~Jch execution n"a&; issue ar&Cl an ap-yeal ·may 
7 taken as provided by the Idaho Appellate Rules. 
8 DATED this ~~y of September, 2014. 
9 
10 
II 
12 
13 
14 
16 
1' 
18 
" 20 
21 
22 
23 
25 
26 
27 
28 
ruDOMENT-PAOB 3 
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II 
CLERK'S CER.TIPICA TE OF $BR.VICE J 
2 
3 
I, the LliM!ttSipd, ctttify thAt on the~ day of September, 2014, I caused a true and 
correct copy of the ruDGMENT to be forwarded, with all required charaos prepaid. by the 
4 
, method(s) indicatod below. to the following person(s): 
' 1 
8 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
1, 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
25 
26 
27 
28 
Marie A. Eiiinasen 
Witherspoon Kelley 
Tho Spokesman Review Building 
608 Nonhwest Boulevard, Suite 300 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814-2146 
Paul W. Daugherty 
Paul W. Daugharty, P.A. 
Attorney at Law 
110-tW~Avenue 
Coeur d'Alene. ID 83814 
J\J.DOMHNT...PAOl 4 
X:\QNt;Samall'fll06\000IIC0107ffl.lXIC 
Wolford vs. Montee 
B 
Jl 
.. " "' 1l •~ ~it U,.,, MIU 
Overnight Delivery 
Hand Delivered 
Via Fax: (208) 667-8470 
U.S. Mail 
Overni&ht Delivery 
Hattd Delivered 
Via Pax: (208) 666-0SSO 
JIM BRANNON, Kootcmli Cowty 
Clerk of Dim~ Court 
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II 
2 Mmk A. illinpen, JiR No. ~no 
3 WITHER.SPOON KELLEY 
Attorneys & Counselors 
4 The Spokesman Review Buildiq 
, 608 Northwest Boulevard. Suite 300 
Coeur d'Alene. ID 83814-2146 
6 Teiephone: (208) 66i-4000 
Facsimile: (208)667-8470 
7 Email: mae@withenpoonk.elley.com 
8 Attorneys for Robert Wolford 
9 IN THB DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
I 10 
Jl 
OF nm STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
12 ROBERT WOLFORD, 
Plaintiff, 
14 
v. 
15 
SHAWN MONTEE and HBATIIER MONTEE, 
16 husband and wife; SHAWN MONTEE, INC., an 
Idaho corporation dto/a SHA WNN MONTEB 11 TIMBER. COMP ANY: and ABCO WOOD 
18 RECYCLING. LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability 
Company, 
U) 
Defendants, 
Cue No. CV-2014-4713 
JUDGMENT AGAINST DEFENDANTS 
SHAWN MONTBB, INC., AN IDAHO 
CORPORATION DBA SHAWN 
MONTEE TIMBER COMP ANY AND 
ABCO WOOD RECYCLING, LLC, AN 
IDAHO LIMITED LIABILITY 
COMPANY 
20 
21 Plaintiff Robert Wolford, haVing filed his Complaint apimt Defendant Shawn Montee, 
' 
22 Inc., an Idaho corporation d/b/a Shawn Montee Timber Company and Aboo Wood R.eoyclins, 
23 LLC, an Idaho limited. liability compan)', and punuant to a Memorandum Decision and Order 
24 
25 
(hereinafter refenecl to as ''the Order") haviag been entered by this Court on September 19, 
26 2014 grantins Plaintif'Fs Motion for Summary Judgment and therefore said Plaintiff' being 
21 entitled to judgment as against Defendant Shawn Montee, Jn~., an Idaho corporation d/b/a 
28 Shawn Montee Timber Company and Abco Wood Recycling. LLC. an Idaho limited liability 
JUJ>GMQNT-i»AOE 1 
K:~\JSIO&IOOOIICOlffln.OOC 
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I company jointly and severally as set forth in Plaintiffs Complaint and pursuant to the terms of 
2 the Order, and bued further on the Affidavit of Computation filed herein, and good cause 
3 
otherwise appearing; 
4 
6 
NOW, THEREFORE, IT IS HEREBY ORDBR.ED. ADJUDOED AND DECREED: 
.. I, I.oat Robert Wolford, be and is hereby awarded judgment against Defendant 
1 Shawn Montee, Inc., an Idaho corporation d/b/a Shawn Montee Timber Company and Abco 
8 Wood Recycling, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, jointly and severally, as follows: 
9 
lO 
2. For the principal sum of Sl,483,641,00, plus prcjudarncnt interest which has 
11 accrued on the unpaid principal sum at the rate of 10% per annum pursuant to tb: tcml8 of the 
u u:ndetlyhig Promissory Noie in the amount of $661,946.91, and v.itb interest continWDI to 
11 wx;rua on thi5 tmal J~llUmt Nn9\lftt at the lc"'1 rate on ,iudgments from the judpent date 
14 
until paid in full. 
ts 
3. For Plaintiff's reasonable attomey's fees and costs which will be determined by 
11 turtber order of this Court. 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
2$ 
26 
2'1 
TOTAL AMOUNT OF JUDGMENT: 52,145,587.91 
DATED tbis~'tty of September, 2014. 
JUDGMENT--PAGi 2 
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II 
2 
4 
RULB 540,) CERTIFICATE 
With re1pect to the issues determined by the above order it is hereby CERTIFIED, ' 
accordance with Rule 54(b), I.R.C.P .• that the Court bas determined that there is no just reaso 
5 for delay of the entry of a final judpnent and that tho Court has and does hereby direct that 
6 above order shaii be a finai judgment upon which execution may issue and an appeai may -
' taken as provided by the Idaho Appellate Rules. 
• 
9 
lO 
11 
12 
l3 
14 
15 
16 
1' 
18 
19 
20 
21 
2a 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
J ,_ Y."" 
DATED tbi~ day of September, 2014. 
JUDGMSNT--PAOE 3 
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1 
2 
3 
4 
II 
CLERK'S CBR.TIFICATE Of $iRVJCE 
I, the undersiped, certify that on the.j/]_ day of September, 2014, I caused a 1rUc 
correct copy of the 1UDGMENT to be forwarded, with all required charges prepaid, by th 
, method(s) indicated below, to the following person(s): 
6 
7 
ll 
9 
10 
1l 
12 
u 
14 
15 
16 
1'7 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
25 
:ze 
27 
28 
Mark A. Bllinasen 
Witherspoon Kelley 
The Spokesman Review Building 
608 Nonhwest Boulevard, Suite 300 
Coeur d'Alene, m 83814-2146 
Paul W. Daugherty 
Paul W. Daugbarty, P.A. 
Attomey at Law 
11 o E. Wallace Avenue 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Jtll)OMBNT-PAOE 4 
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Wolford vs. Montee 
U.S.Maii 
Ovemight Delivery 
Hand Delivered 
Via Fax: (2.08) 667•8470 
U.S.Mall 
Ovemipt Delivery 
Hand Delivered 
Via Fax; (208) 666·0SSO 
1IM BRANNON, Kootenai Coun\')' 
Clerk of District Court 
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i.ui4nn-2 r111:27 
2 Mark A. £1Hnpe.n. ISB Nti. 4720 
3 WITHERSPOON KBLLEY Attorneys & CounseJoni 
4 The Spokesman Review Buildins 
608 Northwest Boulevard. Suite 300 
S Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814-2146 
Ti111-h"n"' l?nti\ ~'7.,H\M 6 6 VIWl'IIW6&Wf \61V¥J YV 1-tVVV 
Facsimile: (208) 667-8470 
7 Email: mac@witherspooQkcUev.com 
8 Attorneys for Pla,ntt/1 Robert Wolford 
9 
10 
II 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE PlRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, rN AND fOR THB COUNTY OP KOOTENAI 
ROBERT WOLFORD, 
12 
No. CV•2014-4713 
13 
14 v. 
Plaintiff, AFFIDAVIT O'F MARK A. ELUNOSBN 
TN SUPPORT OF PLA1NTJFF1S 
MEMORANDUM OF COSTS AND 
PBES/CLATM FOR. A TTORN.EY'S FEES 
is SHAWN MONTEB and .HEATHER MONTBB, 
16 husband and wife; SHAWN MONTEE, INC., an 
Idaho corporation d/b/a SHAWN MONTEE 
17 TIMBER COMPANY; and ABCO WOOD 
18 RECYCLING, LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability Company, 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
Defendants. 
STATE OP IDAHO ) 
: ss. 
County of Kootomd ) 
MARK A. ELLINGSEN, being first duly sworn, deposes and says: 
1. I am one of the attomeys tbr Plaintiff in the above-captioned matter. I havo 
25 personal knowledge of the matters set forth herein and am otherwise competent to testify thorcto. 
26 2. The matters involved in this action involve a collection case to date. Due to the 
27 issues a raised by the Defendants in response to Plaintiff's complaint, it required the Plaintiff to 
28 
inc;w- a substantial amount of am>mey time tn prosecuting his claims through his succossfw 
AFFIDAVJ'J' OF MARK A. ELLINGSEN IN SUPPORT OF PLAJNTlfFS 
MSMORAN.DUM OF COSTS AND FEES/CLAIM FOR A TfORNEY'S FEES-PAGE 1 
K:l,.._...._\tlllM\IIOal\t.010$177,PI.ICX 
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II 
summary judgment motion. further, Defendant's litigation tactics unfortunately forced Plaintiff 
2 to incur added attorney's fees to address matters not typically seen in a oolleotion oasc. 
3 3. Your afflant has been licensed as an attomey in the State of Idaho since 1993 and 
4 has conducted numerous eollection cases like this since approximate!)' 1995. Your aftiant iSl 
5 familiar with the prevailing charges in the ~mmunity for cases like this and states that the 
i, 
amount of attomey's fees requested are within the range of charges which attomeys with similar 
experience charge for collection oases like this. The fee is neither fixed nOT wntingent and is 
' based upon the time your affiant has spent on this matter at the hourly rate stated herein. 
II 
4. There we.re not any particular time limitations imposed 'by the olient or the 
9 
oircumstance of the case and a despite the defenses raised by the Defendant, a judgment wu 
10 rendered relatively quickly via a successful motion for summary judgment. 
11 5. The debt amowit at issue involved is S2, 14S,S87.91 owed by Defendants Shawn 
12 Montee Inc. and Abeo Wood RecyQ)ing, LLC and $2,305,160.71 owed by Shawn Montee and 
13 the marital community comprised of Shawn. Montee and Heather Montee, husband and wife. 
14 Plaintiff obtained judgment for these amounts via summary judgment. 
1!1 6. The case is not an unde9inble o.n.e and simply involves the oolteotion of a debt 
owed. 
16 
J7 
2014. 
7. Your aftiant has had a professional relationship with the Plaintiff since May 
18 8. The proposed award of attorney's fees is similar to those YoUr aftiant has obtained 
19 in colldon cues that have been concluded via summary judgment, 
2(1 9. Attaohed hereto as Exhibit A is a true and co1TCCt copy of an account summary of 
21 the work I have perfonnecl, and the costs our firm has advanced in litiaatms the claims at issue i 
22 this proceeding. Exhibit A is a computer generated document prepared by our bookkeepins 
23 department, at my direction. based upon billing infonnation provided by me. 
24 10, The attached 'Exhibit A sets forth the time ex.pended on this matter, The ttme ts 
25 identified by date, the nature of the services perfonned, and the amount of time exl)fflded. Time 
is divided into ho'U1'S and/tlr tenths ot~ura. This affidavit identifies the services performed in 26 
prosecunns Plaintiffs olaims in the above-entitled case. 
27 
11, J expended 44.70 hours &om May 1S to October 3, 2014 at my standard hourly 
28 
rate of S280.00 per hour. Demus M. Davis, a principal With the finn, expeaded .30 hours on 
AFFIDAVIT OF MARTC A, BLU.NCiSBN IN SUPPORT OF PLAMIP.t1'S 
MEMORANDUM OF COSTS ANt> PB2SICLAIM PO& AnORNF.V'S PEES-PACiE 2 
IC.'lwlwll~\IIJ I04\DOOIICOIOll71.Dnr.X 
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II 
May 20, 2014, at his standard hourly rate of $290.00 per hour. Jason M. Gray, ui associate with 
2 the tim,, expended 18.40 hours from May 14 to May 30, 2014, at bis standard hourly rate of 
3 S 170.00 per hour. All time Gpended ft'Om May 15 to October 3, 2014, inclusive of time 
4 expended in completing this Affidavit in Support of Plaintiff's Memorandum of Costs and 
5 Fees/Claim for Attomey's Fees were incurred tbrou&h that date in PfO*l.Ltin& this matter. 
6 
12, That fees attributed to Witherspoon Kelley's work in litigating this matter tor the 
Plaintiff' are $1 S, 731.00 through October 3, 2014. The oosts attributed to our work in 
' proseouttng this matter are S 146.00. I have also reviewed the work which was reflected on these 
R 
statanents and considered the amount of work reflected on these statements which ia attributable 
9 to the Ga\lSC of action. 
10 13. I have personally reviewed Exhibit A and to the best of my knowled1e and belie 
11 the descriptions of the work perionnccl and the ioca attributed to the work perlbnned are corr 
12 and in compliance with Idaho Code f 12·120(3) and I.R.C.P. S4(dXS) and (e)(l ). 
u 
14 
IS 
16 
J7 
l8 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
DAT.ED this i day of October. 2014. 
WITHERSPOON KELLEY 
,.--7-/l / 
MARK A. SlliNdSBN~ 
Attomoys for Plaintiff 
SUBSC1UBBD AND SWORN before me this 2a::L day of October, 2014. 
AfflDAVJT OF MARK A, BWNOSEN IN S'UPPOR.T OF PLAJNTIFF1S 
MEMORA'N'DUM OF COSTS AND FBES/CLAIM FOk ATTORNEY'S FE.es-PAGE 3 
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CERTIFICATB OF SERVICE 
2 l. the undersiped, certify that on the~ day of October, 2014, I Q&Ur;ed a we and 
3 correct copy of the AFFIDAVIT OP MARK A. ELLINGSEN IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S 
4 MEMORANDUM OF COSTS AND FESS/CLAIM FOR A TTORNBY'S FEES to bo 
s forwarded, with all required charges prepaid, by the method(s) indicated below, to the 
6 following person(s): 
7 
8 
9 
10 
ti 
12 
u 
14 
15 
16 
17 
JS 
1 !J 
20 
21 
22 
2~ 
2S 
26 
2, 
28 
Paul W. Daugharty 
Paul W, Daugbarty, P.A. 
Attorney at Law 
110 B. Wallace Avenue 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
U.S. Mail 
Hand Delivered 
Overnight Mail 
Via Fax: (208) 666•0SSO 
AffJDAVIT OF MARK A. ELLINGSEN D'1 SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFS 
MEMORANDUM OF COS1'S AND FBES/CLAlM FOR ATTORNErS fEES-PA08 4 
K:\~lf, 10'~1'.WIOII 7?.DC'lt':X 
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W11'BBRSPOON KBLLEY 
A PROFESSIONAL SERJIICE CORPORATION 
A.1TORNEYS & COUNSELORS 
608 Nonhwa1 Boul,w,rd. Suite JOO 
COM d'.4./en,, ID 838/4-2/46 
(Z08) dd'l-4000 
ro I.D. 9J-J08J'l32 
Bobby Wolford Truckina & Demolition 
Attention: Bobby Wolford 
22014 W. Bostian Road 
Woodinville, WA 98702 
October 3, 2014 
AccountN'o.9S104-l 
For Professional Servioes Rende:cd: 
Shawn Montee 
OS/14/2014 JMO Review and analyze documents and promissory notes 
provided by Qlicnt; perform legal research re writ of 
attaQhmcnt. 1.80 $ 
OS/lS/2014 MAE Review matter with Atty, Gray. client and client's Seattle 
ooumel. .so s 
OS/lS/2014 JMG Telephonio oonferenoe with olient and Atty. Ellingsen re 
complaintJ perf'onn lepl researoh re claims on open account 
and breach of promissory note. 2.40 s 
OS/16/2014 JMO Review documents provided by client re potential witness 
testimony: perform legal research re writ of attachment 
procedures. I.g() s 
OS/20/2014 DMD Conference with Atty. Gray: review promissory notes. .30 s 
OS/20/2014 JMG Prepare draft of complaint; perform lepl research re elements 
of breach of promissory note claims. 1.80 s 
05/21/2014 JMG Perform leaal research re statute of limitations on open accowtt 
claim and breach of promissory note claims. 1.20 s 
05/22/2014 JMO Prepare draft of complaint. 1.60 s 
OS/23/2014 JMO Prepare draft of complaint; perfonn legal researoh re service on 
defUnot corporate entity; perform legal research re extension of 
credit subsequent to execution of promissory note. 4.30 s 
OS/27/2014 JMG Continue draftin& complaint, 1.60 s 
OS/2912014 MAE Review ftle and revise complaint. l.00 s 
OS/29/2014 JMG Revise draft ~mplaint to clarify liability of Heather Montee. .60 s 
OS/30/2014 JMG Review and analyze document provided by olicnt re interest 
oalculationa. 1.30 s 
07/30/2014 MAB Telephone conference with client re etatua. .30 s 
08/01/2014 MAE Telephone conference with cleric re aunuraary judsment hearins, .20 s 
08/0S/2014 MAE Review email &om Atty. Alvord re status of oase. .20 s 
OR/OS/2014 MAE Draft and revise motion for summal')' judgment. 1.00 s 
08/0S/2014 MAB Draft and revise brief in support of motion for swnmary juqment. 1.20 s 
306.00 
140.00 
408.00 
323.00 
87.00 
306.00 
204.00 
2SS.OO 
731.00 
272.00 
280.00 
102.00 
221.00 
84.00 
S6.00 
S6.00 
280.00 
336.00 
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08/0S/2014 MAB Draft and revise affidavit of Bobby Wolford re SWIUr&iil'Y judgment. 1.40 s 392.00 
08/06/2014 MAE Draft email to Atty. Alvord re interest note issues. 
.30 $ 84.00 
08/06/2014 MAE Review schedule of loan installment and interest rate calculation. .so s 140.00 
08/14/2014 MAB Revise aftidavit of Bobby Wolford in support of motion for 
Summar)' judgment. 2.20 s 616.00 
08/14/2014 MAB Revise motion for summary judament. .80 s 224.00 
08/14/2014 MAB Revise brief in support of motion for summary judgment. 1.50 s 420.00 
08/lS/2014 MAB Finalize summary judgment pleadinas, 3.10 $ 868.00 
08/24/2014 MAB Review letter from Atty. Alvord re same. .20 s S6.00 
08/28/2014 MAE Telephone confemlce with Atty. DauahartY re matter. .40 s 112.00 
08/28/2014 MAB Draft email to client re issues involving motion to continue and 
depositions. .30 s 84.00 
09/02/2014 MAE Review email Atty. Daugbarty re depositions; draft email to client 
re same. .20 s 56.00 
09/02/2014 MAE Review motion and affidavit. .20 $ S6.00 
09/0~/2014 MAH ReView email from client re deposition date; draft email. .20 s S6.00 
09/0S/2014 MAB Review affidavit of Shawn Montee; prepare notes re issues. .80 s 224.00 
09/0S/2014 MAE Draft reply memorandum re 8UmmaZ')' Judgment. 3.50 s 980.00 
09/08/2014 MAE Reacan:h issues related to statute of huds re entorceabWty of 
of modifications to promissory notes, parol evidence altering 
written note &Ad application of intcroat W1clet Idaho law if 
oontraot term is not enforoeable. 3.70 s 1,036.00 
09/08/2014 MAB Further drafting and revising of reply brief ro &\IIIU'JIGl'1 judgment. 4.SO s 1,260.00 
09/09/2014 MAE R.eviae reply memorandum re summary judpent. 1.00 s 280.00 
09/09/2014 MAB Draft email to Atty. Alvord re re1pome. .20 s 56.00 
09/09/2014 MAB Review IR.CP S6 re standards for continuance of summary 
judptent hearings: draft and revise objection to motion to 
continue. 2.SO s 700.00 
09/11/2014 MAE Draft email to client re stat1.1s of case. .30 s 84.00 
09/lS/2014 MAE Review motion for mental exam and review court rules rclatinl 
to motion. 1.20 s 336.00 
09/16/2014 MAB Telephone conference with client re various motions. .30 s 84.00 
09/17/2014 MAE Review file; prepare tor hearing on motion for summary 
juclpnt. 2.50 s 700.00 
09/17/2014 MAE Travel to courthouse; attendins heariq on motion for 
summary judgment; travel back to office; draft email to client 
re outcome of summary judgment hearing. 2.30 s 664.00 
09/18/2014 MAE Telephone conference wldl client re status of summary Judgment. .30 s 84.00 
09/19/2014 MAE Review memorandum deelsion of Judse re summary Judgment; 
ctn.ft email to client re same. .so s 140.00 
09/22/2014 MAE Telephone conference with client re iaS\les related to j\ldgm.cnt. .30 s 84.00 
09/24/2014 MAE Draft &Ad revise proposed judgment re Shawn Montee and 
Heather Montee. 1.00 $ 280.00 
09/24/2014 MAE Draft and reviae affidavit of computation in support. I.SO s 420.00 
09/24/2014 MAB Draft and revise proposedjudpent re Shawn Montee, Ino. and 
A.BCO Wood Recyclins. .so $ 140.00 
EXHIBIT A-PAOE 2 
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09/25/2014 MAB Finalize 111 judgment submissions. .20 $ S6.00 
09/26/2014 MAB Draft response to objection to entry of judgment. .so s 140.00 
09/29/2014 MAB Review email from olient; telephone oonf'erenoe with c:lcrk'a 
office re status of judpnenta; draft response to client. .20 s 56.00 
09/30/2014 MAB .Review judgments entered by court; draft email to client re same. .20 s S6.00 
10/03/2014 MAB Review and revise motion for attorneys' feel/costs and 
memorandum in support. 1.00 s 280.00 
TOTAL FEES 63.40 $ l$ 73] QO 
Disbursements: 
Shawn Montee 
06/11/2014 Filins Fe~K.ootenai County District Court s 96.00 
06/18/2014 Service Fee-Independent Consultants, Inc. $ 50.00 
TOTAL DISBURSBMENTS I l~.DQ 
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2 Mark A. Ellingsen, ISB No. 4720 
WITHERSPOON KELLBY 
'111ii nr1 ') ,..,la' I 27 
·. ~ -it! . , - L (J·! : 
3 Attorneys & Counselors 
4 The Spokesman Review Building 
608 Northwest Boulevard, Suite 300 
' Coeur d'Alene, JD 83814-2146 
6 Telephone: (208) 667-4000 Facsimile: (208) 667·8470 
, Email: u@wtt1Jem,oon1ceuey,com 
8 Attorneys for Plainnfl Robert Wo(ford 
9 
lO 
11 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OP IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
12 ROBERT WOLFORD. 
13 
14 
1S 
v. 
Plaintiff, 
SHAWN MONTEE and HEATHER MONTEE, 16 husband ud wife; SHAWN MONTEE, INC., an 
1, Idaho corporation d/b/a SHA WNN MONTEE 
TIMBER COMPANY; and ABCO WOOD 
18 RBCYCLINO, LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability 
19 Company, 
Defendants. 
No. CV-2014-4713 
PLAINTIFF'S MEMORANDUM OF 
COSTS AND FEES/CLAIM FOR 
ATTORNEY'S FEES 
20 
21 Plaintiff Robert Wolford by and through his counsel of record, Mark A. Ellinasen, offers 
22 the following memorandum in support of its wstB and fcea/glaims for attorney's tees: 
23 1. That 1 am a member of the firm of Witherspoon Kelley, attorneys for the Plaintiff" 
24 herein; 
2$ 2. That as a member of the tinn with primary responsibility of this matter, I am 
2cs knowledgeable of the facts. issues 8l1d clrcumst.ance1 surrounding the matter: 
2'7 
3. 1bat attome)"s fees and costs have been reasonably and necessarily inQurred by 
Plaifttift' incident to bringing the Plaintiff's cause of action in which this Court entered judgment 
28 
in f'avor of the Plaintiff' purauant to Plaintiff's Motion for Summary Judgment. 
PLAlNTJff"S MEMOR.ANDUM OF COSTS AND PiB91CLAJM FOR. ATrOltNEY'S PBE$-PA0S I 
IC:\~a\9Sl0t'.ooal\COJOll71.DOCX 
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11 . 
Ir 
4. The following is, to the best of my personal knowlecl9e and belief', a true and 
2 accurate account of such costs and fees associated with this action: 
3 
4 
' 
6 
,,, 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
Costs: Filing Fees s 96.00 
Service Fees s so,oo 
Total Costs: s 146.00 
Fees: Mark A. Ellingsen 
(44.70 hrs @$280/hr) $12,516.00 
J~M.Oray (18. hrs@S170/hr) S 3,128.00 
Dennis M. Davis 
(.30 hrs @ S295/hr) s 87.00 
Total Fees: SlS,731.00 
Total: 11~.1z2.aa 
S. The costs claimed herein are in compliance with Idaho Code§ 12·120(3) and 
I.R.C.P. Rule S4; and 
6. That it wowd be faJi and reasonable and within the Cowt's diBQrction to award 
15 
said sums as attomeys' fees and costs. 
16 
17 
18 
1, 
20 
21 
23 
24 
25 
26 
2'7 
28 
DA TED tbis--Z... day of October, 2014. 
uz~ 
.. IN 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
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II I 
CBRTIFICATB Of SERVICE 
I, the undersiped, certify that on the .2.lld. day of October, 2014, I caused a true and 
3 correct copy of the PLAINTIFF'S MBMORANDUM OF COSTS AND FBES/CLAIM POR 
4 ATTORNEY'S FEES to be forwarded, with all required charses prepaid, by the method(s) 
5 indicated belowJ to the following person(s): 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
a, 
18 
19 
20 
aa 
22 
23 
24 
2, 
Z6 
21 
29 
Paul W. Daugbarty 
Paul W. Daugharty, P.A. 
Attomey at Law 
110 E. Wallace Avenue 
Coeur d' Alene, ID 83814 
U.S.Mail 
Hand Delivered 
Ovemiaht Mail 
Via Fax: (208) 666-05SO 
Pl.AJ'N11FF'S MEMORANDUM OF COS'l'S AND F'EES/CUIM POR. AffOlt)liY'S ~1:i:J:i:S-PAClE 3 
K:\MOlt*'-ll\'9104\0001\COIOll11.l)C)CX 
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PAUL W. DAUGI-IARTY 
PAUL W. DAUOHARTY. P.A. 
Attorney at Law 
110 B. Wallace Avenue 
Coeur d'Al~ne, ID 83814 
Telephone No.: (208) 664-3799 
Facsimile No.: (208) 666-0550 
E-mail: paul@pdaughartylaw.com 
ISB# 4S20 
:JAIE OF !OAH() 
:;:GyNlY OF KOOTEN.4J } SS 
~rl~vn 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRJCT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOO~fENAI 
ROBERT WOLFORD, CASE NO. CV-14-4713 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
MOTION TO PROHIBJ:T ISSUANCE 
OF WRIT OF EXECU1TON 
SHAWN MONTEE and HEATHER MONTEE, 
husband and wife; SHAWN MONTEE, INC., an 
Idaho coiporation dba SHAWN MONTEE TIMBER 
COMPANY; and ABCO WOOD RECYCLING, 
LLC, an Idaho limited liabiHty company, 
Defendants. 
COMES NOW, the above-named Defendants by and through their a:~:oroey, l'aul W. 
DauahartY of the Law Firm PAUL W. DAUOHARTY, P.A., and hereby move 1.hii; Cowt for an 
Order prohibiting issuance of a writ of execution because the Judaments entered by this C oun on 
September 26, 2014 arc not final judgments undc:r Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure •>9 an<l do not 
comply with Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 54(a). This motion is made pursua:it ti) IdahJ Rulc:s 
of Civil Procedure 7(b)(l ), 69 and 54(a) and is supported by the Affidavit of Pat.l W. Dau~harty. 
Oral argument is hereby requested at hearing. 
DATED this J;2_ clay of October, 2014. 
p~ 
By: ~,-, 
PAUL W. AUGHARTY 
Attomey for Defendants 
MOTION TO PROHIBIT ISSUANCE OF WR..tT. l 
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CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I hereby certify that I caused to be 
served a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing on this _k_ day of 
October, 2014, to: 
...--------------------------------..... 
Mark A. Ellingsen 
Jason M. Gray 
WITHERSPOON KELLEY 
Attorneys & Counselors 
608 Northwest Blvd., Suite 300 
Coeur d, Alene, ID 83 814 
-?~~ 
PAULW.~i'Y 
/ [v1 Via Mail, postage: prq,aicl th•~on 
[ ] Via Fac;si.mile: 208·667-8470 
[ l, Via Hand Delivery 
[v'] Via B·Mail: mac@withcrsp1)onkelley.com 
jmg@witherspoonkelley.cc m 
MOTION TO PROHIBIT ISSUANCE OF WRIT· 2 
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PAUL W. DAUGHARTY 
PAUL W. DAUGHARTY, P.A. 
Attorney at Law 
110 E. Wallace Avenue 
Coeur d'Alene. ID 83814 
Telephone No.: (208) 664-3799 
Facsimile No.: (208) 666-0550 
E-mail: paul(iz}pdaughartylaw.com 
ISB#4S20 
~IAlE OF n:wtO }SS 
,_.OUNlY OF KOOTENAI 
~11 en. 
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~OCT-6 PH I: 43 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTR11CT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOO'J'E:SAI 
ROBERT WOLFORD, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
SHAWN MONTEE and HEATHER. MONTEE, 
husband and wife; SHAWN MONTEE, INC., an 
Idaho corporation dba SHAWN MONTEE TIMB£R 
COMPANY; and ABCO WOOD RECYCLING, 
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
ss. 
County of Kootenai ) 
Defendants. 
CASE NO. CV-14-4713 
AFFIDAVIT Of PAUL W. 
DAUOHARTY IN SUPr'ORT OF 
MOTION TO PROHIBI:'' ISSUA ~CE 
OF WRIT OF EXBCUTlON 
PAUL W. DAUGHARTY, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says: 
1. I am the attorney for the above·named Defendants in the above-entitled matter. I 
am personally familiar with the documents and issues in this matter and I am mt~,e this Affidavit 
of my own personal lmowledge. 
2. I submit this Affidavit in support of Defendants' Motion to ProHbi.t Issu.moe of 
Writ of Execution made pursuant to Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure 69 and 54((1 c•>ncen ing the 
Judgments entered by the Court on September 26, 2014. 
3. Your aftiant had previously filed an objection to the form of propos,~d Judgments 
AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO PR0lilB1T ISSUANCE OF WRTI • 1 
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x~~ r.r.:r.t ~L07./~o/ot 
pU1'5uant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure S4(a). The objection was filed on Sep·:e111ber 2 5, 2014 
and a. notice of hearing was filed on September 26, 2014. The hearing on th~ objection was 
scheduled for November 4, 2014. Oral argument was requested at hearing. 
4. Attached hereto as Exhibit "A .. is cenified copy of Order Conditto11ally Dismissing 
Appeal Without Prejudice issued by the Idaho Supreme Court in Reed v. Reea', S1lprcm:: Court 
Docket No. 4i0i3-20i3 onAugu:st i, 20i4. Your affiantrequest that this Court tat:cjudiciainoticc 
of the same. 
DATED this J2_ day of October, 2014. 
PAUL W. DAUOHARTY, P.A. 
By~ ?i~~ "' 
~-----PAUL W. DAUGHARTY. Attorney for lJefen<lants 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me this k_ c1ay of October, 2014, 
AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO PROHIBIT ISSUANCE OF WRTI. 2 
Wolford vs. Montee 
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CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I hereby certify that I caused to be 
served a true and oorreot oopy of the 
foregoing on this _b_ day of 
October, 2014, to: 
I Mark A. Ellingsen 
Jason M. Gray 
WITHERSPOON KELLEY 
Attomeys & Counselors 
I c:?" Via Mail. postage prepaid tb:::--1 
[ ] Via Facsimile:: 2Q8 .. 667·847C1 ( lt Via Hand Delivery 
VJ Via E·Mait: m.ae@witherspoonkelley com 
jmg@witherspoo1tkelley.com 608 Northwest Blvd., Suite 300 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 ______________ ....__ _______________ __ 
~..., 
PAUL W. DAUGHARTY 
AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO PROHIBIT ISSUANCE OF WR.TI· 3 
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In the Supreme Court of the State of IcUaho 
STBPHANIE K. REED. 
v. 
Petitic,ner.Respa.......0-
.Appelll& 
SCOTJ' AVBR.Y REBD, 
Respnndmt•AppcDant..cmu 
Rapoadoat. 
) 
I 
) OllDD CONDfflONALL V 
) DISMISSING APPEAL 
l ,r."tllCClT Plt.E,,'fll)JC£ 
) 
) Supllme Cowt Docket No. 4, HI 13-20'.3 
) K001llnli ,County No. 2009-1068' 
) 
) llef. No. NON£-...&dB qfll.lia Court 
) 
The 11,ove enlided appeal is CNtNDdy ...... for Oral Argllllllllt befG•• 1:hia Court on 
Tueidayr Seplmlbl!r 30, 201', at I~ un. in C.0.- d'Alme, ·1daha. It apas tint IM cb.:Umellt 
tilled .. Amended Pinal Decree ofDivon,e" file stamped in lbe diaUlct cowt on Ju•~ 2~. 2011. does 
. 
l10I coor.titme ajlldamcgt twa.s it doca l!Rl coalply wl1b. t11D cllldlll "8:tiuu of ldtillo Ruic ll'f Ci~U 
Pn,aedme S4(a). effead.ve u or July t. 201,. iD the foDowiDa • .....-~ 
a. It in&:arpol'afed. by ldtnr.e. file maaistr* caurt.a, findiap or fact mcl cifthallons of 
law;md 
b. It has. aaaobed 10 it 111d iDDorpcntr,d by rofaclaoc, a clocamaat titled 16l•~m1 bMD110Q of 
Propelty"9 whioh iaoludea infmmation other tlllA a daoriptioa of tha iimai of p·openy 
wl tbe pmy to llllbam tbe lftPll'l1 is a...-1, sucb • factual wrdoue by lhe ~ies 
• to WIIOn Ille PIOJJll11 was acquired. whetller ii is caamumit, or sapanje, itS value, mid 
chc )MRll1 daiin,e ~ 1D wllDm 1111 JBUJCICY sbD1lld be IWll'dod. 
ThtNfore, 
1T HE.REBY IS ORDERiD tbllt tbe IINM elided ..... sblU be DISMISnEJ> Wn:.'lour 
PRFJUDJCB an FIUDAY, AUOUST 29. 2014. unlas priOr to dial dale. this c:m1rt recdves a 
«lrlljied COf1 of ajUldplcat tiled in tho ,....._ Court that cc,mpliaa with the- e11rr11r1 Ylffl•iion of 
Rule S4(a) of the Idaho~ of Civil Pfoold&d, 
DATED 1111s /~ day of Alll,Ult. 2014. 
cc: CounNI of &.onl 
Diltrict C.ourt Clerk 
MqjSD111e Judie SCott Waymua 
Diattict Judae MidmcJ J. Ori1lln 
By Ontlrof ta.Suinmc Court 
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PAUL W. DAUOHARTY 
PAUL W. DAUGHARTY, P.A. 
Attorney at Law 
110 E. Wallace Avenue 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Tc:lc:phonc No.: (208) 15154 .. 3799 
Facsimile No.: (208) 666-0550 
E-rr..ail:paul@pda.ugb.a.rtyla.w.com 
ISB#4520 
:· i/\ ff ()F tn.M-1t1 , _ _ 
::P~faTY or KCOTENAJ J ss 
'. ·;~1:.;: 
''l' y iLl , OCT -9 PM [,: 00 ;:o:;. 
f '_) 
COURT ~ 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL D1STR[C1r OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTl~NAI 
ROBERT WOL.fORD. 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
SHAWN MONTEE and HEATHER MONTEE, 
husband end wife; SHAWN MONTEE, INC., an 
Idaho corporation dba SHAWN MONTEE TIMBER 
COMPANY; and ABCO WOOD RECYCLING, 
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, 
STATE OP IDAHO ) 
ss. 
County of Kootenai ) 
Defendants. 
CASE NO. CV-14-47B. 
AFFIDAVIT OF PAUL W. 
DAUOHARTY IN SUPPORT OF 
MOTION TO ALTER 1)R AME:iD 
JUDOMENTS 
PAUL W. DAUOHARTY. being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes ancl says: 
1. I am the attorney for the: abovc•named Defendants in the above .. ,:ntitled f'laner. I 
am personelly familiar with the documents and issues in this matter and I am m;i ke this Affidavit 
of my own personal knowledge. 
2. I submit this Affidavit in support of Defendants' Motion to Alter or Amend 
Judgments made pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil ProcedW'e 59(e) concemin~, the Juc.grnents 
entered by the Court on September 26, 2014. 
3. Your affiant previously filed an objection to the fonn of proposod Jucgmente 
AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO ALTER OR AMEND· 1 
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__ ..._ I __ ,.. ,:a. 
pursuant to Idaho Rule:: of Civil Procedure S4(a) on September 25, 2014 and a notice of tearing 
wa$ filed on September 26, 2014. The hearing on the objection was scheduled for November 4, 
2014. Oral argument was requested at hearins, Additionally, a Motion to Prohibit [ssuance of Writ 
has been filed by your Affiant and schedUled for hearing on November 4. 2014. C1ral arawr .ent has 
been requested on that motion as well. 
4. Attached hereto as Exhibit "A" is a true and <X>ffCCt copy of the A.1~".idivit of Robert 
Wolford filed in support of Plaintiff's Motion for Summary Judgment. It is respect.fully su··,mitted 
that this Affidavit of Robert Wolford. establishes that the Judgments entered t,y the C )urt on 
September 26, 2014 have created a double reoovery for the Plaintiff in excess of •"rnLt was alleged 
due and owing. See page 3, paragraph 6; and pase 4, paragraphs 9 and 10. 
DATED this~ clay of October, 2014. 
~\\\111111111/ I I/ 
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PAUL W. DAUGHARTY, P.A. 
a;,;?.?-, . 
PAUL W. DAUOHfi.RTY, Attorney for Defendants 
AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO ALTER OR AMEND· 2 
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CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I hereby certify that I caused to be 
served a true and correct copy of tl,e 
foregoing on this ._!L day of 
October, 2014, to: 
I Mark A. ElUngs~~ 
Jason M. Oray 
WITHERSPOON KELLEY 
Attorneys & Counselors 
J [ VVia Mail. postage prepaid tJ~~~=-
[\(j Via Facsimile: 208-667-84i't) 
[ ] Via Hand Delivery [yf Via E-Mail: mae@witherspc,or.kelle).com 
jmg@witherspoo r.,kelley.c<,m 608 Northwest Blvd., Suite 300 
Coeur d'Alene. ID 83814 
---.......;--....;....o..;;;.;;;_.......;;...;;,.;;;..._ ___ --1:..,_ ___________ • ____ -..J 
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2 Made A. Blling,ci, lSB No. 4720 
., WJTHiRSPOON DLLSY 
The Spokesm111-Review Buildins · 
• d08.Nort11wee1: eoulevatd, su~te 300 
1 ~~ d'Alene,, .!d_'Eo _~~8~~ __ 
·1 ·eaepnone: (i08} 007-4000 
• FaGefmile: (20S) 66?-84'70 
Bman: r.nue@witherapoonkelley.com 
., 
11 A.ttorn11Y1 /or the Plolnt'1f Robert Wolford 
9 
·10 
JJ 
IN THB DISTIUCT COURT FOR THI PntST JtJDIClA.L D!STJJCT OP 'J"Hl! 
STATE.OF l'DAHO, il'J AN.D FOR THE COUNTY O.F KOOTBNAl 
12 
ROBERT WOLPOR.D, 
14 
t5 v. 
JO SHAWN MONTEE md HEATHER. MONTES, 
I? husband md wife; SHAWN MONTBB, I.NC., ID 
Idaho corporation dba SHAWN MON'T'BB TIMBER 
1a COMPANY; and ABCO WOODR.ECYCLINO, 
U.C, 1n Idaho limited liability cxrmpamy, 
19 
20 Defendants. 
21 STATE OF WASHTNOTON ) 
~ Couniy otKina 
~ S8. 
) 
CAS! NO. cv.2014-4713 
APPlDAVlT OP .R.O.BS.R.'1' 
WOLFORD IN SUPPOR1' 01' 
P1..A1NT1FF'S MOTION P<)R 
SVMMAR.Y JUDOMENT 
23 
Robert Woltord, boing first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says: 
l. J am the Pla:ii:itiff in the abo,re.ac,tcd matter, I am over du!: age of l 8 ·yean 1.>f 
2d aae, and I am duty competent to testify' to the facu stated herein. Furcher, your aff!atJr mak,:s 
21 tbi1 Affidavit based l.lpon his persona1 knowledge. 
21 
APFIDAV·JT OP ROBBR.T WOLPORD IN SUPPORT OF 
. ''EXHDl rn"' 
·-
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V\I..J 11 ·r:1 f\1n7/~n,n, 
·-
. II 
2, on or about January 16, 2007, Shawn Montao and I enterec. mto a · ..oau 
2 
asrocmcnt whereby l agreed to loan money to Defmdant Shawn Montee m, J,ia var·!oua 
3 
business entities lncluding Defendant Shawn Montee Inc. d/b/1 Shawn Mm,te,e Tit1·1ber 
4 
9 Comp111y aad Defen.dm:lt Abco Wood Reo~lina, LJ..C on ari open account. Pll!'l9U.llllt to thia 
6 loan agreement. Defendant Shawn Montee unconditionally asreed to re .. pay the 1n1.0tints wJ aich 
' were loaned to 1:um ad his business enUti• with interest at a rate of 10% per mmuin. 
3. Th.,..aftcr, Ddmdam S'haWD Mcxatee 4id maka ID OQ.Uional paJr.:nent to·ward 
9 
the balance due ,and owing on this Joan. Howevtt, Detinclant Shawn Montode per,~.mta ~.·en 
10 
11 sporadic and ware in,uffidcmt to repay back the balance whioh wu cantJ.nually gww.:ng on the 
12 subjec=t loan. 
13 4 . Therefore. en or about May 12, 2009, I addresaed the issue of' the ban 
.. 
repayment with Defendant Shawn Montee. At thia point, it wu clear that Defecdaat Sm1.wn 
13 
16 Montee wu not repayms the loa wbiQb 1 bid ldvanocd to him a ... d his compmlice atar1:mg 
17 Jan'l.1!1)' 16, 2007 in a suffioiont manner. Jn tbia cont&« thl:t I bad with I>cfc:)dat:1.t She::wn 
JS Montee on or about May 12, 200P, Defendant Shawn Montee requested that I p,c~,ide for J·1im 
19 an. extceion of time in wbidl to repay the loans whioh I had advanced to tda1 and his 
20 
companies. Therefore, on or about May 12, 2009, Detendant Shewn Montee, e,recuto! a 
21 
22 Promissory Note ("First Note") in the original principal sum a{ ONE Mlt,LJ()N OSB 
23 HUNDRED FJFTY-ra:RBE THOUSAND AND 00/100 DOLLARS (S1,1S3,000,1J0;1 in fa"iOf 
24 of mo, Robert Wclfbrd, lD order to m.anorllllize tht d.ebcs owed on the open aocowu fjsferenmld 
2! 
above ed to mmoriollzo our agrMnont regarding an oxtcnsioa regarding tho re-pnyr.1ent tc·ffll 
o(tms loan. Furtbor, as ooneidoratlon for the e,ctonsion of time in whioh to n,pa:t tli.e au'bjeot 2, 
21 loan, Defendant Shawn MOJltee also qreed to pay me an additional TWO HUNDRED FIFTY 
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II 
1 THOUSAND AND 00/I 00 DOLLARS (S.250,000.00) :fbr an exttuton on the cl· . .te date ~hr the 
2 balance due and owing on the lOan, A t.ruo and carrect GOP)' ottbe PJrst Note w:,!cb Defe11dant 
3 
Shawn Montee signed ad wb:lch mcmoriallzCII the tetme and conditloDS oftbis Jmu1 agreE1ment 
4 
! is atta;hed hereto u Bxhihit A and mcorpotated h)" relC1N1aoe hercm. WJ:dle thi: PiJlt N01e dfd 
IS 11ot identify in writms the terms 811d conditions of the qn,ed interert rate, Dt1h.nclat S1'1awn 
1 Montee a,-,a T hid Ofilly ..- i:hit tho mtereat mo on the iom wauid remain at .i 00.4. 
K Pum.ict to the terms of First Note, futJ payment on the Joan was required to be cciade not later 
9 
cha.ft Jul)' 31, 2009, 
10 
IS s. Despite the tams and conditiom of Pint Note, Dcimdants railed to pa)· the 
12 entire balance due and owiq p1.ll'l\l.m1: to First Note by the Jwy 31, 2009 deul'. in,r, and tb.Cly 
" braacbed the payment te.rms of First Note. 
14 
IS 
6, By February 201 O, I had become increasingly concerned aboLLt Defen:!ant 
16 Shawn Montee's ability to repay the balcce due ~d owing punuam to the Fir,t Note. As 
11 auoh, t cont&Qtc:d Ddcmbmt Shawn Montee about tbe loan npayma11t and abou: t!Le amet.l to 
11 have him axewte a ~8801')' note whiQb would memorialize that not only D1fmd11nt Shnwn 
1
' Montee obli,Ption on this debt, but also his com.par.des Defendant Shawn Mmitee, :lncoipon1.ted 
20 
and Dofenclant Abco Wood Recycling LLC liability for thia debt. Puru1.wlt to thl11 r1=queat1, on 
11 
12 February 16, 2010, Defendant Shawn Montee (on henalf of Defelldet Shtwn Mon·•:ee. 
23 In=rporated and Defendant Abco Wood Recyclm& LLC) executed a SOC®d Ncite whieh 
24 fdentifiod in writi.nl that Dof=dant Shawn Monteei JnQ. Atld Defendant Abco WaCJd R.GOYeli q. 
2
' LLC were also obligated to pay the subject loan. A true and correct copy of the se,md Not1•1 ia 
26 
attached hereto II Exhibti a and uu;orporaied by reference herein. 
2? 
21 
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7. After axecuttns the Sooond Note, the Defcmdanta made a few pa:,mclllte to,,..,11n1 
2 th• dabt owed on the lou arid pursuant to Ftrat Noco and ~nd Note. However. tlespit,:, my 
, 
requem tar continuing pa)'ments, the Defendant, have not made a pa)'lllcnt cowai'Cl th, JoaA 
' 
5 •cc SC,Ptembcr 30, 2012. 
6 8. As of todays date, Defendant Shawn Montee, Defendant Shawn Montee, Inc. 
1 and t>.Ccudll&t Abclo Wood RocycUnar. LLC bave failld to pay tba prinetpal balmoe, in ftll I on 
8 
this 10111 oblisatio&i, failod to pay aoorucd imcrcet, and hu f'ailm to pay 1hci additi,,:mal 
g 
S2SO,OOO.OO for the extension ot'the pa)'Dleat clue da 
10 
11 9. Atw:bed hereto as Exhibit C is a document which accurate!:~ details and 
12 memonali.zu the entiTC loan uamaotion biltocy pwtainiq to 1.1:da loan. lnclurltng 
13 docmmentatioi, of the datee and amo"UD.ta of each loan advamct, dooumataUoc of the dates and 
14 
amounts of all payment8 received from the Defendants, th• a=ura.te comi,utatii:11 ,of intE,Jtit 
whioh 1w accrued on ib.is loam from its inception through July 31, 2014, and the 11•:asmeri:t ot Id 
11 the $250,000 lou ex.ttmiozi f•. 
l8 10. As af July 31, 2014 and after deduetiDJ all p1ymmts received an•3 just offi1eca, 
19 there ia now due and owina on the loaa fi'om £he Defendants tbe unpaid principaa balanc1:: of 
20 
21 
Sl,233,641,00, unpaid acctUed interest in the sum of S417,S84,67, ud the uzi11aid ban 
22 extenlion fee in th• amount of $250,000.oo. lnteroat ;ontinuea to aocnio on tl,o UDJ'Cd 
2, principal balance of the loan 1r0m July 31, 2014 through tbe date of judgment :at (:ie rau:: of 
14 10% pa annum or a }'er diem rate of $33'7.9838. 
2S 
36 
211 
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4 
CRRTlflCATE or IPWE 
I C8111f'y llrlt on t.bla Ibo ~y of A:vqt&Sf: , 2014, I Oll!Oed a !I'll• 
azid camct copy of the wimin AFFJDA VIT 01 ROBERT WOLFORD IN SUP:PORT OF 
s .PLATNTJPP''S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT to be forwarded, wifr. a:~ reqll,trcd 
A dlarps prepaid, by tho method(,) indioaial bolew, to th• followiq pcraon(a): 
' 8 
10 
11 
12 
J3 
14 
IS 
Ui 
1'1 
l9 
20 
21 
22 
2~ 
26 
2'1 
28 
Paul Daugbarty 
Attorney at Law 
110 last Wallace Avmue 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
AmDA Vff OP J\OSBRT WOLFORD IN SlJPPOR'l' Of 
U.S. Mail 
Hand Doltvered 
Ovnlght Mail 
Via Fu: (208) 666-0SSO 
ViaBIUil: 
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